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FORWARD

From 17 August to 20 September 1995, the University of Washington’s (UW) Cloud and

Aerosol Research Group, with its Convair C-131A research aircraft, participated in an intensive

field study of smoke emissions from various types of biomass burning over a large area of Brazil

(see Frontispiece). This project, known as Smoke, Clouds and Radiation-Brazil (SCAR-B),

involved the United States’ National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the

University of Washington, the Institute Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE), the

Universidade de Sao Paulo, and the Agencia Espacial Brasileira. SCAR-B involved extensive

airborne measurements, from the UWs C-131A, NASA’s ER-2 and INPE’s Bandeirante aircraft,

as well as ground-based in situ and remote sensing measurements by American and Brazilian

scientists.

The purpose of this report is to provide a guide to the flights of the UWs C-131A, and to

the types of data collected aboard this aircraft in SCAR-B. In due course, this large data set will

be analyzed, the results published, and the data archived.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the UW personnel who helped to make

this complex field project a success, and NASA, NSF, EPA and NOAA for funding the UWs

participation in SCAR-B.

Peter V. Hobbs

5 March 1996
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1. OBJECTIVES OF THE CONVAIR C-131A FLIGHTS IN SCAR-B

The objectives of the research flights of the University of Washington’s (UW) Convair

C-131A in the Smoke, Clouds And Radiation-Brazil (SCAR-B) field study in Brazil, which took

place between 17 August and 20 September 1995, were to collect data needed to determine the

following.

Emission factors of gases and particles from cerrado and tropical forest fires in various

stages of combustion.

The nature of the gases and panicles in smoke plumes from various types of biomass fires

in Brazil.

The optical and radiative properties of smoke from biomass fires in Brazil.

Direct radiative forcing by smoke (through direct aerosol "closure" measurements).

The effects of smoke on cloud microstructures, and the effects of cloud scavenging on

smoke.

The evolution of the physical and chemical properties of smoke (from local to regional

scales) from biomass burning in Brazil.

Comparisons of ground-based, airborne, and satellite-bome remote sensing measurements

of smoke from biomass fires in Brazil with in situ measurements of the smoke.

The extensive measurements obtained aboard the UW Convair C-131A aircraft in SCAR-B

provided considerable data relevant to each of the topics listed above.
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2. INSTRUMENTATION ABOARD THE CONVAIR C-131A IN SCAR-B

The instrumentation aboard the C-131A during SCAR-B is listed in Table 1. The

measurements listed in Table I* were obtained either continuously or intermittently during most of

the flights.

3. CONVAIR C-131A FLIGHTS AND FLIGHT TRACKS IN SCAR-B

Table 2 list the dates, times, and general locations for all of the C-131A flights in SCAR-B.

The frontispiece to this report shows the general locations of the flights during various phases of

the project, and Figures 1-29 show maps of the flight tracks for each of the flights. The times

given in Figures 1-29 are Universal Time Coordinated (UTC). The flight track is the solid line,

and the dotted lines are latitude-longitudes.

4. IN-FLIGHT SUMMARIES FOR EACH CONVAIR C-131A FLIGHT IN SCAR-B

Complete typed transcriptions are available for all of the in-flight voice recordings made on

the C-131A in SCAR-B. These "blow-by-blow" accounts provide detailed information on what

transpired on each flight. However, because of their large bulk (870 pages!), these transcriptions

are not reproduced here.1" Instead, we give below typed transcriptions of the summaries for each

flight that crew members recorded aboard the aircraft toward the end of each flight. Although

subsequent data analyses might reveal important aspects of a flight, and of the data collected, that

were unknown to crew members at the time of the flight, the following summaries have the

advantage of spontaneity.

All of the tables are collected together at the end of this report.

t Requests for copies of the complete transcriptions for specific flights should be sent to:

Professor Peter V. Hobbs
University of Washington
Department of Atmospheric Sciences
Box 351640
Seattle, Washington 98195-1640
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GPS track o f f qh t 1 688 95 08 1 7 1 0 02 2 20 50 43

Figure 1. Flight track for Convair C-131A in Brazil on 17 August 1995.



GPS t rack o f f gh t 689 95 08 8 6 52 47 20 5 02

Figure 2. As for Fig. but for 18 August 1995.
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GPS t rac k o f f qh t 690 95 08 21 1 6 34 25 20 01 40

Figure 3. As for Fig. but for 21 August 1995.



GPS track o f f gh t 691 95 08 23 4 22 45 5 52 45

Figure 4. As for Fig. but for 23 August 1995.
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GPS track o f f qh t 692 95 08 24 1 5 59 44 1 9 9 38

Figure 5. As for Fig. but for 24 August 1995.



GPS t rac k o f f qh t 693 95 08 25 1-7 04 48 20 44 47

Figure 6. As for Fig. but for 25 August 1995.



GPS t rack o f f qh t 694 95 08 27 1 6 42 49 20 24 9

Figure 7. As for Fig. 1 but for 27 August 1995.
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GPS t rack o f f qh t 1 695 95 08 28 1 6 4 09 9 47 34

Figure 8. As for Fig. but for 28 August 1995.
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GPS t rac k o f f gh t 696 95 08 30 3 24 20 6 07 36

Figure 9. As for Fig. 1 but for 30 August 1995.



GPS trac k o f f gh t 697 95 09 01 2 3 08 4 4 54

Figure 10. As for Fig. but for September 1995.
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GPS trac k o f f qh t 698 95 09 04 1 4 40 5 1 6 40 34

Figure 11. As for Fig. 1 but for 4 September 1995.
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GPS t rac k o f f qh t 1 699 95 09 04 8 30 1 9 59 24

Figure 12. As for Fig. 1 but for 4 September 1995.
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GPS trac k o f f gh t 700 95 09 05 8 41 57 20 41 42

Figure 13. As for Fig. 1 but for 5 September 1995.
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GPS trac k o f f qh t 701 95 09 06 1 2 35 51 1 6 04 06

Figure 14. As for Fig. but for 6 September 1995.
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GPS t rack o f f gh t 702 95 09 06 1 8 30 51 21 4 09

Figure 15. As for Fig. 1 but for 6 September 1995.
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GPS t rac k o f f qh t 703 95 09 07 5 25 05 8 51 37

Figure 16. As for Fig. but for 7 September 1995.
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GPS t rac k o f f qh t 704 95 09 1 2 58 24 6 23 26

Figure 17. As for Fig. 1 but for 11 September 1995.
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GPS t rack o f f qh t 705 95 09 2 1 7 20 20 31 28

Figure 18. As for Fig. 1 but for 12 September 1995.
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GPS track o f f qh t 1 706 95 09 3 1 6 05 04 9 06 02

Figure 19. As for Fig. but for 13 September 1995.
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GPS t rack o f f qh t 1 707 95 09 4 1 50 33 1 4 3 53

Figure 20. As for Fig. 1 but for 14 September 1995.
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GPS track o f f qh t 708 95 09 4 6 31 41 1 8 36 0

Figure 21. As for Fig. but for 14 September 1995.
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GPS trac k o f f qh t 709 95 09 1 4 20 7 28 22 37 24

Figure 22. As for Fig. but for 14 September 1995.
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GPS track o f f gh t 7 0 95 09 6 3 31 24 -1 6 02 34

Figure 23. As for Fig. but for 16 September 1995.
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GPS track o f f gh t 71 1 95 09 6 1 8 29 24 20 54 25

Figure 24. As for Fig. 1 but for 16 September 1995.
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GPS track o f f gh t 7 2 95 09 7 3 48 57 7 4 33

Figure 25. As for Fig. but for 17 September 1995.
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GPS trac k o f f qh t 1 71 3 95 09 1 7 1 8 42 42 21 24 27

Figure 26. As for Fig. 1 but for 17 September 1995.
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GPS t rac k o f f qh t 7 4 95 09 8 49 25 3 43 29

Figure 27. As for Fig. but for 18 September 1995.
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GPS trac k o f f qh t 71 5 95 09 8 1 4 38 3 -. 6 21 4

Figure 28. As for Fig. 1 but for 18 September 1995.
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GPS t rac k o f f qh t 71 6 95 09 20 1 7 27 20 9 43 32

Figure 29. As for Fig. 1 but for 20 September 1995.
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(a) Summary of UW Flight 1688 (17 August 1995)+

PH (Flight Scientist):
Had some instrument problems. The SUN didn’t work because the time clock was

confused but that’s not important; it still recorded the data correctly. Drawing a lot of power, so
we didn’t operate the lidar. Jack will make a note of some other things I’m sure. But we got out
here north of Brasilia and saw a few, not many, smallish fires, fairly white-grayish smoke. We
sampled four plumes. On most of those four we did at least two passes either along the length of
the plume or across the plume. I think most of them were along the length of the plume. They
were very small plumes and we got samples for chemistry measurements and then samples for
aerosol and optical properties. But being such small plumes, we are not sure we will get much out
of those measurements. So okay for the first flight. We found a few problems. Ray has some
concerns about the construction of the humidigraph, which he will note. So that’s about it.

RW (Aerosol):
The flight could be broken down into a couple of different areas for me. One is the optical

properties, the extinction cell, and it worked pretty good on the set of two plumes where we got
enough sample once the flows were adjusted properly. (PH: Which plumes were those, Ray?)
I’ve gotten them written down but I don’t remember exactly. The humidigraph (tape ended, turn
over). The A3 didn’t really show any asymmetry in the few times we got some data, but it’ll take a
little while to reduce that and look at it. But it’s probably a good start.

DS (CCN):
On this flight we took some double CCN measurements and I ended putting a "divide-by-

ten" filter in when we were actually sampling the plumes. That kept the concentrations down to a
manageable number. The overheating problem we may have solved. The blue ice seems to have
kept the instrument running perfectly the entire flight; I haven’t had one hiccup as far as the cooling
and heating of the device. On further flights we’ll see how it does in warmer temperatures.

JR (Engineer):
Well, the Ophir hygrometer didn’t work during the whole flight and I’ll have to repair that.

The 3-way nephelometer hooked to the hygrometer only worked for the last 1 1/2 hour maybe.
Everything else seemed to work. There doesn’t seem to be sufficient power (110 volts) to operate
the lidar with everything else turned on at the same time.

PH: The "3-wavelength neph hooked to the hygrometer." Which hygrometer is that?

JR: The hygrometer.

PH: Which one, I don’t know which one you’re referring to.

JR: I’m sorry the humidigraph.

PH: So it’s the Mark Rood humidification factor instrument.

JR: Yes that’s right.

+ PH Peter Hobbs (flight scientist), RW Ray Weiss (aerosol), DS Don Spurgeon (CCN), JR Jack Russell
(engineer), AB Anthony Bucholtz (CAR/Valero). JL Jason Li (CAR/Valero), RF Ron Ferek (chemist), AR
An Rangno (meteorologist), JSR JeffReid (assistant chemist), RS Rod Sorensen (pilot), LS Larry Sutherland
(pilot), Darcton (Brazilian military observer), JS Joe Siagner (aircraft maintenance chief), NA Nilo Andrade
(Brazilian military observer), KM Ken McMillen (pilot), BC Brian Courchaine (assistant chemist), VM
Vanderlei Martins (assistant chemist).
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AB (CAR):
Both the zenith and the nadar radiometers worked fine, no problems. We basically got nice

signal in all channels and the arms were moving throughout the flight. So in summary, things
worked well on this flight.

JL (CAR):
For most of this flight, the CAR door was not able to open and so I turned on the power

periodically, probably every 15 to 20 minsjust to give it a shake. At the end around 7:30-7:45 Z
the door opened. Because it was at the end of the flight there just wasn’t much I could do. As far
as science goes I didn’t get much out of it but otherwise the instrument is working fine.

JSR:
The DMPS cold side worked fine, but we are going to have to do a little more work on the

hot side. The hot side worked fine the first dme we ran it. After that it was just the panicles were
condensing inside the column, so we will probably try to find a way to permanently put an ice pack
to it.

RF (Chemistry):
I don’t think the LICOR C02 was working properly. Taking a mass flow meter out of line

didn’t give us a true measure of the flow through the instrument. So with this rotometer it actually
indicates flow through the instrument when there isn’t, so I need to put the mass flow meter back.
So basically I think it was sitting there with no flow through it for the entire flight so no CC>2 data.

PH: What about the other C02 instrument, was that recording?

RF (Chemistry):
It was recording but it’s slow so we don’t get much of a signal from that when we go

through a plume. We’ll plot some of that up after the flight and see if we’ve got anything useful
out of that. If we were in smoke for 30 sees or so we would probably get something. NOx
seemed to work okay. Pretty good signal in the smoke. Another thing now as I’m thinking,
there’s the bag.

RF (Chemistry):
Okay. Getting back to flight summary. Let’s see we had one continuous sample for

Paulo’s mercury and Teflon filter for the endre flight Basically ran that from 15 mins after takeoff
until 20:04 Z. With the Teflon, Nuclepore and quartz, one sample on the first plume we hit. That
was at 18:02 Z. Another sample from background at 18:30 Z. Another sample for a plume down
at 300 ft at 19:12 Z. Basically troubleshot problems with the C02 not making sense for the rest of
the flight and I think we are going to have to do a little bit of plumbing tomorrow morning so we
are going to need power on the airplane early.

(b) Summary of UW Flight 1689 (18 August 1995)

PH: Okay. Let’s summarize this flight. Disappointment of this flight was that hardly any fires
were seen. No significant smoke, so we were sampling pretty clean air most of the flight.
In fact all of the flight, really. We climbed out to 10,000 ft as we headed for our
rendezvous beneath the ER-2, which was some 160 miles north ofBrazilia. We saw the
ER-2 go over us, saw it’s contrail, at which point we were below them at about 6,000 ft.
We then descended down to about 500 ft or so above the surface. Got aerosol
measurements all the way down. Ron did some sampling. Ray got some samples. Got
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east to the west. Saw the ER-2 fly over us again. We were climbing up through the
boundary layer up to about 7,000 ft. Then we did four or five circles above the cerrado for
CAR reflectivity measurements, with one circle for sky reflectivity measurements, then we
were out of time on station and started to head back towards Brazilia. Ray, are you there?
Do you want to say anything on the tape about what you got?

Since there wasn’t much smoke, it wasn’t very eventful. All the equipment seemed to
work. But not much aerosol. Didn’t get any extinction data other than your nephelometer.

Ron, would you summarize your measurements?

Yes. We concentrated on a background filter sample. After we had done that profile we
collected three bags for filter samples. We are running Paulo’s Teflon and MOUDI for the
entire flight for an integrated sample. The same with the mercury. During the profile, we
were just opening the bag and collecting as rapidly as we could to get aerosol size
distribution, DMPS and humidigraph measurements.

Do you think there was any improvement in the humidigraph today, Ray? Not quite as hot
in the cabin.

It seemed to work fine but the aerosol concentrations were so low that it’s hard to tell how
much of a growth factor there was. It looked like about 10%.

Okay. Don?

Well, the CCN seemed to function fine today. But most of the flight we got a little bit of
lidar data. It seems to be working fine. We didn’t see any smoke in it. Very little structure
was shown with the lidar. There wasn’t anything for it to see.

The lidar was on for just a short period of time when we turned the CCN off. In order not
to miss the CCN measurements on our first vertical profile downwards, we then switched
the CCN on again.

Yes, that’s correct.

Jason?

Yes. First of all Valero’s TDDR radiometer. Everything worked fine except the indicator
tells me that the arms are turning but just like yesterday it gives erroneous reading. But I
looked outside the ring is turning, the arm is turning and also looked at the signals. So for
that instrument everything is working perfectly. For CAR it would have been better if I
had more turns, but we ran out of time. I just alternated between channel 2 and channel 5.
Hopefully, I can do some interpretation to get the whole blue sky radiance.

Yes. I think we will have plenty of chance to do that type of measurement on future
flights.

Next time probably I would provide to you the detail of the flight path and how long that
would take, that might help.

Okay. Is Jack there?
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Yes, I’m here. To the best of my knowledge everything worked okay today. I haven’t
found any failures and I guess we got the power loading problem, at least we have a handle
on it, we haven’t got it solved.

JR:

PH: Yes, there is still this problem with setting the limits on the SUN display.

JR: Yes, the problem is it seems to buffer up 10 sees of data before it spits it out.

PH: Okay. So that’s the summary of the flight. If anything else happens on the way in we will
continue the recording.

JL: Can someone give a brief description of the meteorological conditions around here?

PH: We had an easterly flow at about 850 mbars and at the surface. Starting out from Brazilia
we had some small, very small, cumulus. They got less as we progressed north and we
pretty much ran out of them as we approached our rendezvous with the ER-2. The
boundary layer was marked primarily by a maximum in humidity at about 5,000 ft or so.
The humidity is now running 70%. I didn’t have a continual trace of the temperature so I
didn’t really see the temperature profile, but just looking at the digital temperature it didn’t
seem to be much of an inversion as far as I could see. That’s about it.

(c) Summary of UW Flight 1690 (21 August 1995)

PH: Okay. To summarize what we’ve done so far. We did a vertical profile in clear air before
the (IBAMA prescribed) fire was lit, except there were a number of fires around this area
so it was not completely clean. Then we dropped down to 5,000 ft and did a reciprocal for
wind direction measurements. Then we waited around for about 45 mins or so and then
the fire was lit Then we waited for about 20 mins after it was lit, it was a bit of a
disappointment; it didn’t produce a great deal of smoke and it didn’t rise very high. But we
did two passes through the thickest part of the smoke that we could see for chemistry and
aerosol measurements. Then we went off and let the Banderante do its passes along the
length of the plume, back again, did four of those. Then it got out of the way and we
headed back to do a vertical cross section through the plume. Actually some of the other
fires in the area were bigger than the (prescribed) one we looked at, but I don’t think they
directly interfered with our measurements on the IBAMA bum.

PH: Okay. Final summary. We did our vertical profiles across the width of the plume from the
IBAMA bum as best we could. We had one try which didn’t work out, because it was too
close to the head of the (prescribed) fire and the plume was too low. So we moved
downwind a bit and then we got three cuts across the width of the plume, at three different
altitudes, came out on top, climbed, did a lidar profile across the width of the plume as the
plane drifted downwind, and then we started our runs along the length of the plume; we
have done one, and we are now doing our second track along the length of the plume, with
the Banderante doing the same thing beneath us.

PH: Ron, summarize the flight quickly.

RF: The best lidar images I’ve ever seen. I think that will be real pay dirt when we’re flying
aloft with lidar and the Banderante is flying below us in this smoke. We’ve got good
background samples, filters and cans and two good smoke samples, filters and cans. So I
think we did what we had hoped to do. I didn’t think too much of the cross section but it
was kind of a bad situation for that sort of pattern.
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PH: Ray, summarize quickly what you got.

RW: Didn’t get too much smoke. The OEC worked pretty well in the smoke from the prescribed
fire. The other fire we tried before was good because it helped to set up the flows which is
something I hadn’t been able to do yet. And the flows are matched real well. It’s unclear if
the humidigraph is working. There is no hygroscopic growth apparent at all. I don’t
know, we’ll have to check it out somehow.

JR: Everything was okay. I didn’t see anything go wrong with the instruments.

(d) Summary of UW Flight 1691 (23 August 1995)

NO TAPE AVAILABLE. (This was a transit flight from Brazilia to Cuiaba, without research crew
aboard, except JR. Instruments off most of flight because of Brazilian authority requirements.
However, about 100 miles ESE out from Cuiaba the following instruments were turned on: lidar
(downward-pointing), 03, CO, C02, SOz, and NOx (may not have warmed up), 9-10 "no-bag"
aerosol samples (random), one DMPS. Aircraft was at 8,000 ft, where it was probably below
inversions and in smoke. ER-2 overflight from 1507 to 1545 UTC.)

(e) UW Flight 1692 (24 August 1995)

PH: A summary overview of this flight. Good news is that there are lots of fires and lots of
smoke north of Cuiaba. We first did a vertical profile in fairly clean air over the NASA
sunphotometer located at INPE in the north part of town. Then, we proceeded north, and
saw all sorts of individual fires as we went out. Then we went through an area that was
relatively fire free. Then, as we proceeded north, we got into some very thick smoke from
quite a few big fires and we flew just below the inversion, probably the base of the
inversion, for quite a way in moderate smoke. We then saw a big cumulus coming up
from a tall smoke plume ahead of us so we headed for that Climbed to over 10,000 ft and
tried to get some measurements of smoke around the top of the cumulus, just above the top
of the cumulus, and we passed through smoke a few times doing that. We then dropped
down and passed through the cumulus cloud itself a few times. Didn’t see much. I’m
wondering if the FSSP was working because I didn’t see much liquid water. We then
dropped down below the base of that cloud and went through the smoke once for a full set
of measurements. And then, unfortunately, Ken decided that he wanted to head back even
though we were only 1 1/2 hours into the flight because he had no contact with Cuiaba and
he wanted to make sure it was still open. So we headed back, which was a pity because if
we had another half an hour to 45 mins to spend on that smoke-cloud interaction situation
there I think we could have done a much better job. Anyway, we headed back and got into
an area, I’m not quite sure how far out from Cuiaba, where Ken had made contact with
Cuiaba control and found out it was still open there, so no problem. We had an hour to
spend in that area where there were a lot of fires. So we went through, I forget how many,
1, 2, 3, or so plumes.

PH: Spent quite a bit of time on the last plume sampling it several distances downwind. We
were limited in what we could do because Ron ran out of filters. But, prior to that, we did
several emission factor measurements on individual plumes in that area. And then we
headed back. So that’s a quick summary. It’s all on the tape, but that’s a quick summary
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of what we did on this flight. Quite a few things. Now we will do some individual
summaries. Ron? Would you like to summarize what you did?

RF: We took a couple of bags over the profile of the sunphotometer to get a background sample
out of the smoke and then we went up to that forest fire up to the north. We got a good
filter sample at the top of the cumulus where it was coming out of the top of the forest fire
and then another good sample at smoke and cloud base and then just after that we turned
upwind to get a background can for upwind hydrocarbons. On the way back towards
Cuiaba, we hit two individual plumes and we sampled for emission factors in both of them
with a background filter collected in-between those two as we headed south. And both of
those were pretty blackish looking smoke so I think we got good emission factors on them.

PH: Ray?

RW: The OEC-nephelometer system worked pretty well and I pretty much measured every
single time we went through. When the extinction coefficient gets above about oh, high
lCr4 or up into the 10’3, its getting pretty good data. And Ron is right, the smoke does
appear to be fairly black, single-scattering albedos in the neighborhood of 0.66 to 0.7,
which is pretty black for biomass. A3 I don’t know because I haven’t been able to look at
the data. The humidigraph I didn’t have much opportunity to really use it today. The one
that I did take didn’t appear to indicate any hygroscopic growth so I don’t know if it’s
working. The RH seems to be sweeping properly and I measured the temperatures on both
the inlet and the outlet of the nephelometer and they weren’t that much different. So I don’t
know. Other than that, I think it’s the best data I’ve gotten for optical measurements
anyway. I took a lot of aerosol size distributions, probably 30, so. Anyway that’s about
it.-

PH: Okay. A couple of additional things. I forgot to mention that we did some lidar
measurements along the length of and across the width of the last plume that we looked at.
The second thing, I think, apart from the last plume, that we looked at we were looking at

grass burning. The last plume, however, was more tree burning. Thirdly, if we are going
to look at old smoke in this area, we are going to have to get away from all this local fire
smoke that was dominating the situation out to as far north as we went today. We are
going to have to get further north and hope we get away from local burning to look at old
fire smoke from the Alta Floresta area. Okay. Don?

DS: Well, the CCN worked pretty well today. Got some reasonably high concentrations of
CCN. Towards the end of the flight though it began to shut down. That was about when
we switched over to the lidar. Tomorrow we probably won’t have a problem because we
should have our blue ices entirely frozen. At this point the reason it failed, I would guess,
would be because the blue ice basically was not cooling it down. And that’s about that.

PH: Okay. Art?

AR: This is a day where we saw the inversion height a little lower than we did in the Brazilia
area, about 8,500 ft. There were no natural clouds in the area. The only clouds formed at

the top of the hottest fires that extended to about 4,000 ft above the general level of the haze
layer and those turrets would turn white for maybe one or two minutes at the most and then
disappear, which would suggest that there were droplets there and I’m sure there were.
They were very small and probably didn’t even reach 10 microns with the number of
droplets and the short time that they survived. And at that point, one or two minutes, the
turrets would turn completely to brown and sometimes we weren’t able to get back in time
to get the white part of the cloud. Other than that, everything seemed to be okay. Seemed
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like a decent flight, though there was some question over the FSSP data at this point and
I’ll check that after the flight.

PH: Okay. Jason?

JL: First of all Valero’s TDDR instrument behaved superbly today. It popped it’s head and
everything looks fine. For CAR we had some interesting results over that smoky cloud
layer. In particular when we were inside as well as we were under it. So it is something
interesting to look at when we go back.

PH: What particular smoky area are you taking about there? The big fire we worked or the
general pall of smoke or the individual fires?

JL: The biggest one we were investigating there.

PH: All right that was the earlier one with the cumulus cloud on top.

JL: Yes.

PH: Okay.

AR: Peter, I did want to add that I took some video of these fires early on.

PH: Okay. Good. Jack says everything as far as he can tell worked okay today. So that’s it.
We’re heading in to land.

(f) Summary of UW Flight 1693 (25 August 1995)

PH: A summary of this flight. This was primarily a flight to support the ER-2 measurements
north of Cuiaba. After takeoff we headed out to the northwest We were half an hour late
taking off because of airport congestion. That put us behind the curve a bit but we did fly
under the ER-2. We saw it flying over us, actually a bit to the east of us. Then we went
on towards the northwest in thick smoke, very thick smoke, which thickened up every now
and again as we went through various plumes, but there was a widespread heavy smoke
layer. We went out at about 8,000 ft or so, I think, and then towards the end, as we
approached the northwesterly point, we climbed up to 10,000 or so and did a turn to the
west, tried to look at what appeared to be a cumulus cloud but in fact it turned"out to be just
smoke rising above the general background. Prior to that, we climbed above the top of the
smoke in order to get some Valero measurements, then we did a turn to the west heading to
that (KM talking to Cuiaba Tower-overriding summary) descended and did a big turn to
the east, came back toward the southeast, reciprocal on the track that we went out on, so
back on the track that the ER-2 had previously flown (KM talking to Cuiaba Control-
overriding summary). That was the end of the first pan of the mission. We then started to
head back towards Cuiaba. We found a very nice area of uniform forest, where we did a
number of banked orbits for CAR reflectivity measurements followed by (KM talking to
Cuiaba Tower-overriding summary) continued to head back towards Cuiaba to make radio
communication about 50 miles out. Once we made radio communication and established
that the airfield was still open we then (KM overriding summary). There weren’t too many
fires in the area but we found one interesting one produced by burning of trees, which had
all ready been felled in straight lines, that they were burning off. We did a number of
penetrations of that plume, primarily for physical measurements but I think we got some
emission factor measurements as well. The cabin was getting very hot by that time and
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some of the instruments were being affected. The FPS and various pumps were switching
off, so we headed back to Cuiaba.

Art, would you like to do a summary?

Roger. I’ll talk about meteorology today. We had a haze layer about 1,000 ft lower than
yesterday. In the areas that we did not have fires that was about 7,500 ft Where we had
hot fires they were overshooting turrets to about 10,000 or 10,500 ft. At that level they
briefly had droplets, maybe for a minute or two but not longer than that, and I think that we
can probably deduce from that that unless we have some major change in the weather that it
will take overshooting tops above, say 11,000 ft, to place a cumulus cloud on top of the
inversion layer here. We did see something we saw in Kuwait. There were a couple of
turrets that we didn’t have to penetrate but they did extent to about 12,000 ft. They did
have a longer life than cumulus capping clouds and detrained smoke at a higher level and
left a completely separate haze layer above the 10,500 ft level that we happened to sample.
It was very spotty but it was up around 12,000 ft estimated and it was detrained off in what
looked like a slightly different direction than the stuff lower down. It looks like our EG&G
dew point temperature is erroneous since it was 10 degrees lower than the airport
measurement at takeoff and continued to indicate 30-40" temperature dew point differences
during much of the flight and I suspect those are erroneous. I guess that’s about it I can’t
think of anything else.

Okay. Jason?

Valero’s machine was up and operating well today and especially had good measurements
above the haze layer. For CAR we had a good surface reflectance measurements over the
forest. I think that’s the only place that’s good for the DRDS (KM overriding summary)
studies in the northern part of Cuiaba it would be interesting if we fly to the south and do
the same thing over the Pantanal.

Are you there, Don?

Okay. CCN seemed to have functioned fine today. No problems as far as overheating.
The blue ice is still doing the trick and it lasted the entire flight due to the fact that they
started out frozen this dme instead of only cool.

Do a quick summary. Ray, before we land.

I took lots of humidigraphs. I don’t know if they worked. The temperature was very high
on the nephelometer. It was about 47C. I seemed to get pretty good OEC stuff in the
plumes. Will just have to see. This is more complex than the others.

What plumes were those, the big ones that we were intercepting on the way out?

Those had actually a lot of smoke. I think I will get something out of those. This last fire
just didn’t have very much in it.

Okay, Ron. Summarize quickly.

A lot of good regional haze. Filters are really loaded up for chemical analysis for both ours
and Paulo’s and we got one good emission factor in the smoldering slash bum which is
different from the other fires we looked at so far. Other than that, things started crapping
out at the end of the flight because it got too hot in the cabin.
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PH: What broke down as far as you know, Ron?

RF: DMPS and the breaker on my big bag house pump kept blowing, so that half way through
a sample it would stop and I wouldn’t know it until I looked at it close.

PH: That was the same problem we had in Kuwait, the bag house pump going out.

(g) Summary of UW Flight 1694 (27 August 1995)

PH: Okay, I’m going to summarize this flight briefly. Started off with a coordinated flight with
the ER-2 as we headed out towards the northwest of the Cuiaba area. Very nice uniform
regional smoke. Not many local plumes, in fact, we saw hardly any. So it should be more
aged smoke than we have looked at on earlier flights. We got some good measurements as
we climbed up through the smoke and got on top of it. At the rime the ER-2 was scheduled
to go over us we were in the smoke, popped the bottom, and then climbed up into the
thickest part of the smoke. We then headed up toward the northwest point. Two smoke
layers, a thicker layer below, and a thinner layer above that. We passed through both
layers. It was not confirmed that the ER-2 was flying over us. We tried to contact them
but had no response. We didn’t see them. After that we headed back towards Cuiaba to
establish radio contact and found out that the airport was still open. This gave us another
hour or so of flight time so we did a vertical profile over the No. 1 NASA sunphotometer
located at INPE. Starting at about 500 ft above ground, we climbed up and sampled at
2,000 ft intervals to 9,500 ft, cleared the top of the smoke, and then did a spiral down to
3,500 ft over INPE. Should have got good aerosol chemical measurements. Did one
humidigraph. The only thing that upset it was that the Valero radiometer got switched off
about half way through our 7,000 ft level. It got switched on again for the latter pan of the
profile. So it should be a pretty good day’s measurements. Didn’t do any individual
plumes. Did a couple of other useful things. Okay, Ray. Summarize quickly.

RW: Because the uniform nature of the smoke, the OEC didn’t get too much use. However, the
nephelometer, which does not work well in individual plumes, worked pretty well in this
uniform smoke, so I .think we’ve got the same aggregation. Took lots of "no-bag"
samples, in fact 61 of them. All of the equipment worked. That’s about it.

PH: Did you get any A3, any surprises there?

RW: I can’t really tell. Some non-noisy data. It works better at higher concentrations but I’ll
just have to see when I go back.

PH: Okay, just say what you did with the humidigraph today to test it out.

RW: I ran three humidigraphs. The first one was run before the plane heated up and before the
nephelometer heated up and it’s the same conditions with which we ran a test aerosol. It
worked using sodium chloride so hopefully maybe some time in the future we can try
putting test aerosol in during flight.

RF: Oh, let’s see we’ve got one, two, three filters in that regional haze, some were multiple bag
filters, some were single bag.

RF: (RS overriding summary) DMPS on the bag was not working too well. Should have good
CCN for all the filter samples.
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PH: The DMPS was working okay at the beginning of the flight, wasn’t it?

RF: No, it started giving us problems shortly after takeoff because it got so hot.

PH: Okay. Do you know if Vanderlei’s instruments were working today.

RF: Let me ask Jeff. Yes, they worked fine today, Peter. Well we did that profile of the
sunphotometer and collected one Teflon filter at every altitude. So we got five Teflon
filters in that profile.

PH: Was that it, anything else other than the Teflons?

RF: No, just Teflons. We wanted to get good masses.

PH: Okay, good. Don?

DS: Yes. The CCN seemed to work fine today.

DS: (RS overriding summary) It quite so we had to start it up again so we lost a little bit of data
but I got it going again. We got a couple of tapes.

PH: So the computer had problems?

DS: Just at the very beginning. I got it going again and it only took a minute or two.

PH: But that was on the vertical profile at the end of the flight, not at the beginning.

DS: That is affirmative.

PH: So at the beginning we also got good lidar data right up through the regional smoke.

DS: Yes. At the time we had that running. It ran fine up to then.

PH: And you saw both smoke layers in the lidar data, didn’t you?

DS: Yes.

PH: Okay, Art.

AR: We had a mixed layer from the surface to the tops of the boundary layer about 7,500 ft. A
clear gap of several hundred feet with a new haze layer, a second haze layer, up around
8,800 to about 9,300 ft, about 400 ft thick. So the top of the boundary layer was closer to

8,000 or 8,500 ft.

AR: (RS overriding summary) layer indicating the overshooting tops that are depositing the
higher smoke at that level. We found the bottom of the haze layer in the vicinity of the ER-
2 intercept at about (RS overriding summary).

AR; And I don’t think I’ll say too much more. Winds light and variable.

PH: Why did you refer to the upper haze layer as new smoke? Do you think that may have been
fresher than the lower layer?
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AR: I’m glad you asked that Actually what I meant to say is that it represented smoke with a
different temperature history. I suspect that was smoke that came from hotter fires and
probably was not new smoke.

PH: But you think it was hotter fires closer to our location or farther away, or is it likely to be
younger smoke or older smoke than the regional smoke that we were sampling?

AR: My guess would be that it would be about the same age. It was older smoke probably the
same age. Deposited up there maybe (RS overriding summary) by hotter fires of
yesterday. The exception was the main plume that we intercepted from the hot fire that (RS
overriding summary) location.

RF: Say, Art, incidentally something you said about maybe that was old smoke that was pushed
up there. It seemed to me looking at the (RS overriding summary) really large particulate
stuff and I wondered if maybe it was cloud-processed stuff from an earlier cumulus or
something.

AR: I think that’s an excellent observation because the higher stuff is likely to have had a (RS
overriding summary).

(h) Summary of UW Flight 1695 (28 August 1995)

PH: This was basically a couple of aerosol-cloud interaction studies. One near the beginning of
the flight, but I don’t think it was too successful. And then one at the end of the flight,
which may have been better. Between those two studies we looked at a couple of plumes
fairly low down and tried to get emission factors. The second fire being the better one,
which we sampled fairly extensively maybe three or four distances downwind but all quite
close to the fire. We tried to follow a brownish-orange plume that was coming from a sort
of circular fire that had some flaming combustion at the beginning, died down about half
way through our study, and then came back up again towards the end of our sampling the
smoke. So it was fluctuating quite a bit in intensity and it was that same second fire that
produced the smoke going into the cloud that we did some aerosol-cloud interaction studies
on at the end of the flight Apart from those, it’s been generally regional smoke. Not too

many fires around today, but Art said he counted about 20 odd, mainly small. Okay, Art,
why don’t you summarize.

AR: Okay. This is a day where we had scattered cumulus humilis. None of which were as
much as 1,000 ft thick with bases at 10,000 to 10,300, tops about 10,800 and clear above.
No indication of higher haze layers, and this was generally under easterly flow overall,
clouds that were drifting at cloud level from the east to the east-northeast, and a bit of an
Ekman spiral in the boundary layer. The winds light and variable really in the boundary
layer seemed to be switching all over it, and we saw the haze gradually increase during the
period of the flight When we took off I noted the base of the regional haze layer was
about 800 to 1,000 ft above sea level. It appeared a little bit higher than the clearest bases
that we’ve seen underneath the regional haze in the past.

PH: Okay, Ray. Summarize.

RW: The OEC worked well in the second fire. I got some pretty good data there. Appears to be
fairly dark smoke. There may have been some altocumulus electrooptical activity, though
that will be hard to tell at this point. A little bit later it will be easier. Took a lot of "no-
bag" samples and all the equipment seemed to work.
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PH: Okay, Don.

DS: Okay. Well, had the lidar running a couple times here. I’ve got some information on that.
TDDR has been going. I haven’t seen any problems with that. The CCN functioned fine
for the entire trip. Beyond that everything seemed to go good back here.

PH: Now the lidar, Don. In what part of the flight did that get switched on for the first dme?

DS: It got switched off, I wrote the times down.

PH: Switched on.

DS: Oh, switched on. Shortly before we started going across the fires the first time.

PH: The first time?

DS: Yes.

PH: And then it got switched on again. It was switched on when we were climbing on this last
cloud study, wasn’t it, up until 12,000 ft it was still on?

DS: Yes. It’s going right now. I need to get back and turn it off in a second.

PH: Well, keep it on until we get down to our minimum altitude. Jeff?

JR: Yes.

PH: Okay. Jeff, summarize the chemistry measurements you made today.

JR: Got 8 Teflon filters and 4 quartz. We got a couple of decent samples for emission factors,
but we never really got a good sample in the heart of the plume. We pulled 3 RAS cans, 2
in the smoke and 1 background.

PH: Okay. Can you be a little more specific about which of the two fires you got your various
samples in?

JR: I think we got 1 RAS can at the source of each one of the two fires we looked at

PH: Okay, and the Teflons?

JR: Yes, we got Teflons on all of them plus we also got a total of 3 Teflons when we looked at
that plume going up into a cloud at different levels.

PH: That was the last one we looked at, that last aerosol-cloud study.

JR: Correct.

AR: I would just mention. We just passed over a couple of fires in which the plumes were
going in opposite directions. The fires separated by about 2 or 3 miles.
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(i) UW Flight 1696 (30 August 1995)

PH: I’m going to summarize what we’ve done today. Today was just one mission, which was
a vertical profile over the NASA sunphotometer located in the Pantanal at 16.4 south and
56.62" west. We arrived at the site ahead of the ER-2 and we climbed to above cloud top,
cleared the smoke and the altocumulus which was fairly extensive at that dme. Climbed
about 1,000 ft above it. Got good lidar measurements through the cloud and the smoke
below and then we did a horizontal leg centered on the sunphotometer 10 miles on either
side of the photometer at 14,000 ft in fairly clean air. We then descended and did a couple
of runs back and forth. All of these runs are oriented east-west in the altocumulus cloud.
That was at about 12,000 ft. We then dropped over the next hour or so or less 1,000 ft
increments. So we first dropped to 10,600, then to 9,600 and so on down to 2,600 ft. and
on each of those legs we were running first of all 5 miles on either side of the
sunphotometer site but then, when Ken was informed that Cuiaba was going below
minimums, we ran just 3 miles on either side of the sunphotometer site on the last few legs.
But each leg took us directly over the sunphotometer. And then we did a pass, I think,
after 2,600 ft, at 1,000 ft and then 500 ft. I’m not sure about the 1,000, but we certainly
did 500 ft above ground, which is as low as we could fly; Art reckoned that the smoke base
was a couple of hundred feet below that. Each time we went over the sunphotometer Ken
marked the position and all instruments seemed to be working. I assume Ron got extensive
chemical samples and Ray was getting all of the optical measurements. The Valero
radiometers were working okay. I’m not sure about the CAR if that was working or if it’s
of any relevance today. At that point, although we sdll had maybe an hour and a half that
we could have had on station, we couldn’t use it because we had to return to Cuiaba in
order to land under visual flight rules. I should mention that at the beginning of the flight,
when we were at altitude, there was fairly extensive altocumulus. It looked like it anyway
from on top. That moved off to the west, and during the latter part of the profile over the
photometer the cloud was decreasing rapidly; it was probably only about 20% or less
during the second half of the profile. So this should be a very good data set for comparing
with the sunphotometer. The ER-2 passed over us. At least we assume it passed over us,
we didn’t have any contact with them again. They didn’t call us, although they were asked
to, but it was due to pass over us between 10:49 and 11:13 Local Time (Cuiaba time) going
pretty much over the sunphotometer, and we should have been flying beneath it at that
rime. And then the ER-2 should have done another pass back, west to east, a little further
north. So we should have good simultaneous measurements with the ER-2.

PH: Okay, Ray. Summarize your measurements today.

RW: Well, I took 41 "no-bags", 3 humidigrams, and single-scattering albedo based on the
aethelometer. The nephelometer was very steady, held at about 0.88 the whole time

through smoke, which I assume is working pretty good. Other than that it’s pretty
uneventful. Everything worked.

PH: What did the humidigraph show today.

RW: Flat.

PH: No growth up to 100% relative humidity.

RW: It doesn’t go up to 100, it only goes up to between 80 and 85%.

PH: Oh, really. I thought it went up to 100?
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RW: No, I don’t think you want to try to saturate the inside of a nephelometer.

PH: Okay.

RW: The growth factors are based on, I think, 80% to 30% ratios.

PH: Okay. Could be that the smoke doesn’t deliquesce until you get above 85%.

PH: Don?

DS: Today we took quite a few bag samples so I have quite a bit of CCN data. The CCN data
looks actually pretty good up above the clouds and between the layers the CCN was very
low and it increased as we got down into the smoke/cloud plume area. It remained pretty
constant as it got lower there were some larger and larger particles so the channels 3 and 2
became more active. Channel 1 did not become active. It has stayed about the same in all
the flights so far. We ran the lidar at the beginning for about an hour and 45 mins and got a
pretty good profile of the cloud and smoke from about 14,000 ft down to ground. The
lidar itself showed the layer of cloud and beneath it a pretty homogeneous mixture of
smoke. Quite low down to the ground. That’s about it, Peter.

PH: Okay. Jason?

JL: Overall it was kind of an ordinary day for CAR. The only positive is the eastern side of the
sunphotometer site that if we could climb on top of it we should be able to do some
reflectance study because the layer is very thick and the ground is not visible over that part
of the world. The only problem at the beginning was the presence of altocumulus clouds
that stop us from doing anything with the CAR.

PH: Yes. It wasn’t a CAR mission but the Valero radiometers were all working fine. They
should be useful for this study. Notice, Jason, that it would be very difficult actually to
choose a characteristic surface area for where we were flying today. I mean there was
some areas that were scattered trees and grass but there were other areas that were
completely wooded. Other areas that looked pretty yellow and dusty. I don’t know how
one would define a characteristic surface for that region.

AR: True.

PH: Okay. Go ahead Art.

AR: We took off from Cuiaba in clear conditions and had a non-turbulent flight.

PH: An, you say we took off in clear conditions? It was pretty smoky.

AR: I meant cloud-wise. Thank you. There were no clouds overhead at Cuiaba and then we
seemed to catch up with a patch of altocumulus that had been overhead of Cuiaba in the
vicinity of the photometer. That continued to move off toward the west and the cloud cover
thinned in time. We had tops at 11,900 to 12,200 ft in two different penetrations. The
maximum cloud depth that I observed was less than 100 ft, and during the photometer
studies the clouds were less than that, probably ranging from 50 to 25 ft in depth and they
were barely clouds. On top of this cloud layer we had a separation clear zone followed by
another very, very thin haze layer up around 14,000 ft. I don’t have the exact height of that
but it’s a scenario that we have seen before and there did seem to be some kind of source
for that. A possible source on the horizon well over 100-150 nautical miles toward the
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east It seemed to be thickening that way more than due to perspective, and there seemed to
be less of it to the west which would tend to indicate a source region.

Keep everything running as long as we can. We’re still in the smoke. Go ahead Art.

I just wanted to mention that we seem to have no boundary layer convection until we were
down to 2,000 MSL or the photometer site. That was the first dme we started to get any
turbulence and also, with the lower haze layer, was pretty much homogeneous. I saw no
structure within that from the top near 12,000 ft down to the surface. There may have been
a base 200 ft below our lowest pass over the photometer site. On the way back we did start
to pick up some convection at higher levels. However, I don’t know if this is a time effect
or terrain effect down there but we started getting bumps at 5,000 ft so. But over the
photometer the boundary layer convection was not higher than 2,000 ft.

Jack.

Everything worked okay except for the radio altimeter and of course the DMPS is still not
working. Besides that everything else is fine.

Can I just add that this is the smokiest day that we’ve worked so far, from a visual
standpoint.

Okay. As we head back to Cuiaba we’ve climbed to 5,000 ft so that should be another
profile through this smoke, not to the top, but at least in the lower layers.

Okay, Peter. I think everything went great except for the last set of filters we got out of
sequence here when we cut the legs short, but we loaded up all around the other legs so I
think we did fairly well on this one. And then on the way back here we are just sampling
cascade impactors and Nuclepores for Jeff.

So you missed the 500 ft.

Well, I was collecting 2 bags per filter and then so each filter was the combination of two
levels but we ended up oh an odd leg there so instead of changing filters on the last one I
just added a third bag to the two previous ones, so we loaded up that last filter by an extra

bag.

Yes, I thought we were going to get one more level. I thought Ken had told me one more
but he broke off.

No, I had sort of set it up for an even number of levels and then we ended up on an odd
number.

So, say again, what did you get on each pass all the way from the top down?

The full complement of Teflon, Nuclepore, quartz.

Okay. Great. That should be a good.

I haven’t seen clouds since we left the photometer site.

I assume all this smoke today was fairly long range transport. Some may have come from
the Cuiaba area, but it’s probably the usual amount of burning going on around here. The
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airflow, I think, would have brought it down to the Pantanal but a lot of it must have come
from further north.

AR: That’s correct I haven’t seen a single fire out there, although we don’t have any visibility.
I don’t think we even went through anything that looked like a plume did we?

PH: No, I don’t think so. We had a little perturbation on the instruments at one point but I think
it was our own exhaust.

(j) Summary of UW Flight 1697 (1 September 1995)

PH: To summarize this flight, we arrived in good time for both the satellite overpass and for the
ER-2 overpass over the sunphotometer in the Pantanal. Again frustrated by this
altocumulus, which was fairly extensive today at the top of the smoke layer. However, we
proceeded to do a pretty thorough vertical profile, every 1,000 ft from above cloud top
down to 500 ft above ground level. Everything seemed to be working fine. Presumably
the ER-2 was on time. Would have been a good data set for sunphotometer purposes
except they didn’t get much view of the sun at all. So pretty much the same as on
Wednesday, with the same frustrations. The final frustration being that we had to return to
the airport just an hour and a half or so into the flight because it was going up and down
from minimums. But we may try a second flight today to see if we can do the same thing
without as much problem. Art?

AR: Meteorologically almost tweedle-dee and tweedle-dum between flight 1696 and 1997. The
top of the convection was down near the ground again. Apparently due to the heavy haze
and cloud over that we had earlier. The top of the convection wasn’t reached until 1,500-
1,400 ft MSL and from that level also we had homogeneously mixed haze, with the
exception of some heavier smoke toward the west end near the ground west of the
photometer site. Cloud bases today were slightly higher than two days ago when they
were up around 12,400-12,500 ft. Tops a little bit higher as well at 12,800-12,900 ft.
Unlike flight 1696, we did not have double haze layer today. There was no indication of
any sliver haze layer above the tops of the altocumulus clouds as we saw on 1696. That’s
about it. Easterly flow to northeast at about 10 knots all the way up.

PH: Okay. Thanks, Art. Ray?

RW: All the equipment worked well. I did 38 "no-bags", 2 humidigrams (1 of the humidigrams
showed a little bit of growth about 10%). Single-scattering albedo seemed a little bit lower
than it was on Wednesday, maybe 8 or 9% lower. Other than that it was pretty uneventful,
very uniform high light scattering levels.

PH: Okay, Ron, are you ready?

RF: Yes. I did pretty well. Got a full load of filters, integrating about every other level or
every two levels. Got a lot of good hot and cold DMPS samples. Very interesting aerosol
size distribution. On the hot side of the DMPS, there was almost no changes in number but
all the panicles decreased in size so it looks like particles are composed of a solid center and
some son of volatile coating. Very interesting size distributions. So, all in all a good
flight.

PH: Good. I’m glad the DMPS is up. Thanks, Jack, for doing that last night. Is Don there?
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DS: Go.

PH: Summarize.

DS: Okay. Well, as in past flights, all of the equipment worked just fine. The lidar data, the
TDDR has been working great, CCN is also working.

PH: Okay, Don. Say during what portions of the flight was the lidar and the CCN on.

DS: Okay. Lidar was run from 13:04 to 13:40 UTC. That’s the only time that I didn’t have the
CCN running.

PH: What period was that again? From when to when?

DS: I started lidar at 13:04 and ended it at 13:40 UTC.

PH: Okay. So it was from about 11,000 ft down to about 6,000 ft or so.

DS: Yes, that’s probably about right.

PH: Okay. Si-Chee you didn’t get much at all did you. Do you want to say anything about the
flight?

ST: Yes, not much except the instrument works pretty good, but I think the data is not much
use to me today.

PH: I think this flight gave you a good idea of the sort of smoke we have in this area. Very
uniform and quite thick. This is pretty typical of the cerrado.

ST: Yes, quite true. If we can get the no-cloud sky this afternoon, that will be perfect though.

PH: Si-Chee, I think when you see this smoke from the air you get a feel for how important it
could be climatologically.

ST: Yes, sure.

PH: So we’re heading in to land at Cuiaba now. We’ll keep the instruments on.

(k) Summary of UW Flight 1698 (4 September 1995)

NO FORMAL SUMMARY AVAILABLE.

(This was a transit flight from Cuiaba to Vilhena, with only RF, JR and Yoram Kaufman (YK)
aboard as research flight crew. Measurements in regional smoke. Some cloud penetrations.
Obtained most of usual measurements, except for optical and humidigraph. ER-2 flight overhead,
while C-131A sampled 500 ft below top of smoke.)
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(1) Summary of UW Flight 1699 (4 September 1995)

NO FORMAL SUMMARY AVAILABLE.

(This was a transit flight from Vilhena to Porto Velho with only RF, JR and YK aboard as research
flight crew. Obtained measurements in thick regional smoke. Some cloud penetrations. Obtained
most of usual measurements, except for optical and humidigraph. Good lidar data on regional
smoke and individual plumes.)

(m) Summary of UW Flight 1700 (5 September 1995)

PH: Okay. We’ll start summarizing. This flight was pretty much dedicated to a vertical profile
over the NASA sunphotometer site at Jamari located at 9.18 S 63.18 W. We sampled at
13,000, 11,000. 9,000, 7,000, 5.000, 3,000, 2,000 ft and ended up at 1,500 ft horizontal
legs 5 miles in extent on either side of the sunphotometer. Didn’t quite get down below the
smoke base and although we got on top of the main smoke layer at 13,000 there was still a
very thin layer maybe 2,000 ft above that. On the way out we tried getting a few cumulus,
but we had hoped to look at more cumulus aerosol-cloud interactions after the profile but
again we had a very short flight today. Okay. Ray, are you ready to summarize?

RW: Yes. I don’t have too much to say. Took 30 "no-bag" samples. And the single-scattering
albedo nephelometer did change with altitude or it seemed to, it was real. It was wider near
the surface where the RH was higher. And let’s see, the preheater on the humidigraph
wasn’t working so we’ve got a couple of humidigrams when we were up high and they did
seem to show a little bit of growth at 20% and that’s about it.

PH: Art, you go ahead.

AR: Okay. Today we had our most prolific moisture as far as the project goes. Cloud bases at
4,600 MSL, bases 21 Celsius. Isolated pockets of convection. Apparently the extremely
thick smoke cutting off most of the heating enough that cumulus were only allowed to
develop in a few isolated areas and where they did they had enough buoyancy to pop
through the inversion and develop into full fledged Cbs. Some tops over 30,000 ft and we
went through a very vigorous but short lived Cb that topped out at probably 20,000-25,000
ft ultimately, and we went through an updraft of perhaps about 10 meters per second,
extremely dense cloud and smoke and boundary layer effluent thrown up well above the
top of the haze layer, which seemed to be in the 13,000-15,000 ft area with a gradual
dropoff around 8,000-9,000 ft. And other than that no turbulence outside that one
particular cumulus cloud. I think that was about it. We had light easterly winds.

PH: Okay, An. What do you think was the average cloud cover over the sunphotometer site
during our profiles.

AR: Over the photometer site I was estimating consistently less than 10%.

PH: Okay. So that should be a good one for the profile over the photometer.

AR: Right. There were only a couple of cloud clusters and they were well away from it.

PH: Okay, Ron.
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RF: It looked to me like there were two distinct (smoke) layers with a change at about 8,000 ft,
which worked out perfectly for the 8 levels we chose. So I collected a full set of filters at
the upper level in relatively clean old smoke and then another full set in that layer below
8,000 ft And it looked to me like that was the stuff we saw yesterday where there is old
smoke aloft, but the new stuff from the local area hasn’t mixed up to that level. It’s only
about half way up there and it seemed to me that that break point was about 8,000 ft both
yesterday and today.

PH: Okay. Good observation, Ron. I certainly noticed that about 8,000 ft. It wasn’t very
thick but it was quite pronounced. Okay, Jack. Any problems?

JR: Well the radio altimeter didn’t work at all during the flight plus the humidigraph preheater is
shot, but I’m happy to report that the audio tape ran perfectly.

PH: Okay. That’s the end of our summaries. Just coming in to land.

(n) Summary of UW Flight 1701 (6 September 1995)

2:15 PM

PH: Okay. Let’s summarize this flight. We did a lot on this flight. First of all headed out to

south to see if we could sample over the sunphotometer site at Repressa Samuel, but that
didn’t work out because of clouds. So we then headed north to get out of the clouds and
did CAR measurements. Should be a pretty good set of CAR measurements above the
smoke, with the CAR in its usual, its regular (nadir-to-zenith) sampling mode. Then we
climbed up above the smoke. We actually didn’t get right above the smoke, which was
probably up near 15,000 ft or so, but we climbed up to 12,000 ft. Did some sampling
there. And then we chose to come down and take a closer look at several clear areas
beneath us in the smoke. We sampled above and below and in a couple of clear areas.
Then, in the last part of the flight, we did some brief CCN measurements beneath the bases
of these small cumulus and in-cloud measurements just above the base and some
measurements near cloud top as well, but that was all a bit rushed. But maybe we’ll get
some useful data. Okay. Art, why don’t you summarize?

3:41 PM

AR: Roger. I noticed there were two thin spots in the overall haze layer. It was noticed on the
way up and I think Peter has indicated the first one. Down around 3,200 to 3,500 ft and
then the one around 7,500 ft, which he described. We got to what appeared to be a fuzzy
top of the haze layer. We didn’t quite make it all, but we were probably within 2,000 ft of
the top of the haze layer at our highest elevation. And the weather situation today in terms

of cumulus development was we saw something very similar to our. Oops, birds
overhead, 2 o’clock. Similar to what we had seen in the Pantanal, except today we had
cumulus clouds as markers for what the boundary layer was doing in these deep haze
layers. That is, the boundary layer was beginning to arise beginning almost at tree top level
during our circles for Jason. And then as we traveled northbound the moisture seemed to

be increased as well as the convection increasing with time until we got to cumulus even up
to about cumulus mediocris, I’d call them, with bases at 24 C. That’s a new record for us
and it’s probably about as high as cloud bases get and depths of about a kilometer maybe at
max. And we sampled, a number of cloud samples below in these clouds in the vicinity of
the city of Madeira. Winds are at north-northeast at the site. Cloud depth was from the
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north-northeast at about 5-10 knots and that was confirmed by surface weather report in
that area. And we’ve had little or no clouds above us during this particular flight.

Okay. I’ll just note one thing. I think we only spotted one fire today and that was a very
small one in the area that we were doing our vertical profiling over the clear and dirty
smoke layers. Okay. Ray?

I’ve spent most of the time trying to get the humidigraph to work and it did work at the
beginning. Well it didn’t work at the beginning but then it did work. The problem is now
that there isn’t enough heat to dry out the particles in the preheater. So I’m going to have to
do something about that Took lots of "no-bag" samples. In the humidigraphs were we
did run and got results, I got about 30% growth, which was consistent with the Alquist
nephelometer compared to the humidigraph nephelometer, one running at ambient and one
running at dry. So that’s encouraging.

Okay, Don.

Okay. To summarize, we took some CCN measurements on the way out as we climbed up
to about 13,000 ft They looked similar to how they have looked on other profiles that we
have done that way. As we climbed to altitude, we ran the lidar and got some traces down
to the ground. As the day progressed, the lidar showed clouds forming down below us
around probably 1,500-2,000 ft and pretty homogeneous smoke layer between the clouds
and a clear layer between two smoke layers. After we did that, we took some CCN
measurements underneath the clouds and at the present time we’re getting about 75-150
particles at the 0.5% supersaturation range going up to about 300 at the high
supersaturation.

Peter, I remembered one thing I wanted to add. That the in-cloud visibility in these little
clouds near the Madeira River seemed less than it was in some of the smoke infected fire
clouds of similar size. The difference between those two clouds being the water content,
you know the cloud base temperature, and I don’t know if that’s playing a large role in that
but anyway I found it interesting that the visibility in cloud or in these clouds was less than
in the smoky clouds.

Okay, Ron. Are you ready?

Yes. Primarily we did background old-smoke samples at three distinct layers. One near
the surface at 3,500 ft, one at 7,800 ft and the third at 10,500 ft. Collected cans in all three
layers and one in one of the gaps in-between for hydrocarbons and gases and two sets of
filters for Vanderlei for mercury.

Also, I think the DMPS wasn’t acting too good at the beginning of the flight and we played
with it for a while and changed some of the settings so I think by the end of the first batch
of samples at the 10,500 ft level we started to get some good spectra there and then for the
rest of the flight it looked pretty good.

Okay. Jason.

Okay. We did a CAR study over haze layer at 12,000 ft. CNC 1,000 at 800/cc. The
cloud cover is generally much less than 1% and I put position on 2 and 5 or circles 3 each
and then turned to the left, characterize the sky radiance 1 circle each, and ground is barely
visible. It’s over dense forest. I would say it’s a good data set. Hopefully, I can get one
more before I leave.
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PH: Jack, anything not working today?

JR: Yes. Well, the obvious humidigraph, I think. Other than that, everything seems to be
working all right. The preheater (on the humidigraph) I’m probably going to have to
change, because it doesn’t seem to be heating enough.

(o) Summary of UW Flight 1702 (6 September 1995)

PH: This flight was devoted to smoke-cloud interactions. We headed north from Porto Velho in
the hope that as we went north we would see a significant decrease in smoke and be able to
look at cloud structure in cleaner air to the north and compare it with cloud structure in the
smoky air further south. That didn’t materialize completely. There was no sharp
demarcation, just maybe a very small gradient. But we did a lot of sampling of nice
cumulus, good sizes for us to work with, below cloud base, above cloud base, and at
various heights in the cloud. Did some sampling on outflow of air from clouds. This was
all out near 100 miles or so north of Porto Velho, which was as far north as we could go in
our flight area. Then we did a descent right down to just above tree tops. But essentially
no change in aerosol properties all the way down to that level. Then we headed back south
and went through clouds as we encountered them on the way back and did some more in-
cloud and below-cloud sampling. And we are now a short distance from Porto Velho.
Okay, Art. Would you like to summarize?

AR: I can’t add too much to what you said except that I would agree I didn’t see too much in the
way of a difference between the north and Porto Velho. And I would add that the cloud
bases were about 1,500 ft lower in the north than they were in the south when we were
sampling them. And generally the clouds that we sampled were narrow goose-neck, rather
short-lived, clouds having lifetimes of only a few minutes and that, I’m guessing, would
explain why we saw a little drizzle or rain in these things even though they were all above
the freezing level at cloud top.

PH: About how deep were most of the clouds that we sampled.

AR: The deepest clouds we sampled topped out at 10,000-12,000 ft, the very, very deepest.

PH: That’s the tops, the bases were 3,500 ft?

AR: That’s correct. And some of those clouds we were sort of passing through the bottoms.
The very deepest clouds I guessed we were not even near cloud top at the time we went
through them and the last cloud that we sampled for so long topped out at around 10,000 or
11,000 ft.

Okay, Ron.PH:

RF: Well, I was pretty much just the bag man on this flight. We did get one filter sample up in
that cleaner area. Not much to say about it. It was all pretty steady all the way back to

Porto Velho. Good set of 47 Teflon, mercury and MOUDI for Paulo that’s been running
for the entire flight And a lot of real interesting hot and cold DMPS spectra.

PH: Okay. Ray?

RW: You know, just looking out at this haze, it really looks likes it’s hydrated, you know,
visually. And the humidigraph isn’t showing anything. And I did an experiment with the
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CE nephelometer, since we’re not using the extinction cell in this stuff, where I varied the
flow so that it was running at near ambient RH, which is close to 100%, and in a very low
flow which dries the aerosol out and I get about a 50% increase in scattering based on that,
which is sort of what you would expect. So think I will continue to run the CE
nephelometer unless we do individual plumes. Other than that, I took lots of bag samples
and "no-bag" samples.

PH: So you think the humidigraph is not doing it’s job?

RW: Well, the other nephelometers show a variation of scattering with relative humidity,
ambient relative humidity. It’s easy to turn that on and off. But with the ramped relative
humidity in that, there just doesn’t seem to be anything.

(p) Summary of UW Flight 1703 (7 September 1995)

PH: The flight started off with a good vertical profile over two sunphotometers to the east of
Porto Velho. One at Repressa Samuel, 8.8 S 63.5 W, and the other at Jamari, 9.2 S
63.2 W. We sampled at about 14,000 ft to 12,500, 9,600, 8.600, 6,600, 5,000. 2,500,
and 1,000 ft MSL. The last level being about 600 AGL. During those samplings, we also
sought clouds at different levels and went through quite a few clouds including some
cumulus and some altocumulus and some lower level cumulus fractus. The ER-2 was
flying over us during that time. It should have passed over Repressa Samuel at 12:40 LT
and Jamari at 12:50 LT, which included the period of our vertical profile. We then headed
to the reservoir near Repressa Samuel and got CAR measurements, four banked turns to
the right and two looking at the sky over the reservoir, which turned out to be not just
water but islands with burnt trees and marshy areas and trees sticking out of the reservoir.
Then, finally, right at the end of the flight, the last few minutes, we went through two fair
sized plumes, almost one after the other, and got one bag sample, I guess, on those two
plumes for detailed chemical analysis. And that’s about it. So pretty good flight, did a
number of things, and obtained, I think, a lot of good data.

PH: An, summarize.

AR: This was our most disturbed case weather-wise. Cumulus began forming about 10:30 LT
in the morning. That’s the earliest we’ve seen those clouds begin to take off. And by the
dme we were flying, we had a few towering cumulus goose necks here and there and they
rapidly proliferated. There seemed to be no cap on top of this stuff. Very much like a
typical day in Florida with scattered cumulonimbus clouds. Tops well over 30,000 ft
during the last hour of the flight. And general cloud cover gradually filling in and debris
clouds from the cumulonimbus clouds and the mid-level clouds that were already present
So, as far as the sun photometer goes, except for the suppressed area over the reservoir,
which remained intact during the whole flight pretty much, the cloud cover ranged from
about 50% at the northwest end of the track to about 10% in the vicinity of the reservoir,
more or less, and back up again around the vicinity of the southeast turn point.

PH: Art, you are fading, speak up.

AR: And the top of the haze layer was up around 14,200 ft with maybe another 1% above that.
Probably would have finished it off at maybe about 500 ft. And there was little structure

indicated. Some slight indication of stratification in the 8,000-14,000 ft levels but nothing
to speak of. Cloud bases rose from 3,000 ft at the beginning of the flight to about 4,000 ft
by the end of the flight.
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PH: Okay. Ray.

RW: Let’s see. It was pretty routine from my point of view up until the plumes. I did 56 "no-
bags", some interstitial samples. The two plumes we went through at the end I got good
OEC data on them. The plumes seemed very white, which is characteristic of the
surrounding air. It would have been nice to have gotten the black one, but I guess we will
go back. That’s about it.

PH: Ron, summary.

RF: That last bag sample was really good. Sorry, I cut you off while you were talking, but I
could see it right out my window. And the way it was laying down I thought with one
pass if we got Ken into it right away we could get a good can sample without having to do
it twice. So that worked out real well. We got a real good hot and cold DMPS on that and
that worked fine. I think the profile went fine too. We did three good loads of filters at
top, middle and low levels at that column.

PH: Jason?

JL: Yes, I’m here. Okay. The highlight of this flight as far as CAR is concerned is the BRDF
over the dam or the reservoir. I recorded lat-long minus 8.9 minus 63.3 and what we see
is the black water plus dead tree plus island. So three kinds of things the CAR saw and the
estimated cloud cover is about 30%. So that’s it.

PH: Jack.

JR: Everything worked okay except for the 2-D a seal broke. Well, I’ll have to take a look at it.

PH: Don, summarize.

DS: Well, we got a lot of good DMPS measurements showing differences between hot and
cold. Looked very similar from about the highest altitude.

DS: 2-D went down too just prior to where we got into the warmer boundary layer between the
hot and cold. You could lay them on top of each other. Did a couple on the smoke on the
DMPS and it did show some volatization. CCN worked quite good. The smoke plumes
did have some filters in and we’ll see what we get.

(q) Summary of UW Flight 1704 (11 September 1995)

2:25 PM

PH: (Summary half-way through flight.) Okay. So, so far what we’ve done is we headed out
from Porto Velho at low altitude to the region where we thought we would see some fires
at Samuel. Didn’t find any fires there, although pretty nice uniform smoke, old smoke.
Then we climbed as we headed out towards this site where a large bum was reported on the
satellite yesterday. Climbed to 10,000 ft. And then, because the smoke was fairly uniform
when we reached that site, we didn’t see any cumulus there to indicate any fire below.
But, because the smoke was uniform we did three CAR turns to the right and two to the left
looking down on the smoke. We are now heading north again to the closest cumulus that’s
popping up above the smoke level here.
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Okay. We’ll do our final summary. I’ve already summarized the first part of the flight.
We tried some cumulus studies not very successfully. They were dying on us. Then we
headed back to our original site near Samuel for individual plume studies and found a
couple of plumes that we worked quickly. We should have got some good chemistry on
them. And then we had to head back prematurely, because the airport closing down.
Okay. Are you ready, Ron?

Yes, we got a couple of bags, filter samples, for background while we were doing all the
sampling around the cumulus. So I really loaded those up so that they could get good
organic carbon on them. And then we got a pretty good sample on that smoldering fire.
We had about 25 ppm of excess C02. And then the flaming fire we did quite well on that
sample. We had almost 60 ppm of excess C02. So both of those should be very good
samples for emission factors.

Good. I should note that they were both the same sort of fuel, namely, felled trees that
were pretty gray looking but one was smoldering and the second one was definitely
flaming. Maybe some of the flaming, the black smoke, might have been due to using
gasoline to light the fire, but we saw no one there and I can’t really believe that they are
using gasoline, at the price it is here, to light these fires. Did you get CCN samples and
everything else, Ron?

Oh, yes. We did quite a few hot and cold DMPS and we did them on both of the fires, I
believe. I’ll take a look at it in a minute. CCN, I assume, was okay. I didn’t hear
anything from Don.

Yes, CCN is fine. It worked pretty well. Those last two plumes we had I had to, of
course, put pollution filter in but no problem.

Okay. Make a note of those particular CCN spectra for looking at to see if they differ from
the ambient we have been measuring today.

They differ from the ambient, in fact they are larger by a factor of 10 or 100.

Okay. Good. Ray.

Let’s see. I took 50 "no-bags". Humidigram. Got good optical data of the regional haze
and some pretty good extinction cell data think on both fires. So that all looks pretty
good.

Art?

Today’s flight was characterized by moist conditions up through about 8,000 ft, which also
corresponded to near the top of the haze layer which was sort of fizzled out between 8,000
and 10,000 ft. When we got on top, we looked around for any cumulus that might be
associated with fires. And when we didn’t see anything in the immediate area, we hustled
off toward the northwest and sampled a complex of very vigorously growing cumulus
congestus clouds, although they seemed to have hit a barrier around 15,000 to 20,000 ft,
the very highest peaks of the clouds and subsequently very little precipitation was noted.
We continued to sample those clouds, first sampling a few turrets near cloud top. Those
topped out at around 10,000 ft to 10,500 ft. Then we worked our way downward to
below cloud base. During that same time, this complex of vigorously growing cumulus
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congestus clouds fizzled out, broke up and completely died away rather unexpectedly,
considering the fact that we began sampling them around 10:30 LT in the morning and by
11:30 LT they were just about completely gone. Subsequently, we went from cloud base
up to cloud top and that’s when we saw that particular complex had died away completely.
We did sample some detrained air from dme to dme from these clouds, which may be of
interest at a later time. Again, like so many of these heavy, smoky days such as today, the
smoke played a role in permitting good fire or cloud selection because it was so heavy.
The boundary layer of the convection in the morning, any way, was limited to the region
below 2,000 ft MSL and as a result no cumulus were forming. The smoke plumes today
went up maybe 500 ft or 1,000 ft above ground level and then became very stratified,
reflecting the stability that was still present under dimly sunny skies.

PH: Okay, Art. You suggested in the flight that the cumulus may have dissipated because we
had flown through it earlier, but I don’t believe that we would have dissipated that
cumulus.

AR: No, that’s right, Peter. I was being facetious.

PH: In little cumulus that can happen, but not that large complex we were looking at.

AR: No, that’s right. That’s why it was facetious.

PH: Well, if you make a comment like that on the tape, it comes out as an impression rather than
a joke.

AR: Yes, I suppose that’s true. I’ll have to watch it then.

(r) Summary of UW Flight 1705 (12 September 1995)

PH: Okay. I’m going to start summarizing this flight. This flight has been pretty much devoted
to individual plume sampling and smoke-cloud interactions in the region of Repressa
Samuel around the reservoir here. First of all we sampled a large slash burn. Got
measurements of emission factors, a number of other penetrations of the plume and then
we spent some time sampling the cloud produced by that fire all the way up to about
13,000 ft or so and we should have got some good outflow smoke samples as well as
smoke in the cloud. We found it easier to get smoke just below cloud top than coming out
of the cloud. We then came back down again, got some more cloud samples on the way
down. We then went back to the source of the fire, by which time it was pretty much
dying out. We then did a few individual slash bums, and we then spotted a black plume
from grass burning, flaming burning. Most of the rest of the smoke we had sampled today
was primarily smoldering, but the grass was flaming producing black smoke. We got
some emission factor measurements and physical measurements on that. Finally, as we
climb up here we are going to see if we can hit a few of these little clouds produced by the
various fires around here. Ray, ready for summary?

RW: The aerosol gave quite good optical measurements. The tallest smoke throughout the area
is very, very white with very little black carbon content. Most of the individual smoldering
plumes were very white. Grass fire at the end was very dark. Estimated 25% or so black
carbon aerosol mass because we got about 50% single scattering albedo. And all in all,
think, a pretty complete set of measurements.
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PH: One remarkable thing to note here is the difference between the number of fires that we are
seeing here this afternoon and what we saw Monday morning.

RF: I think it was really useful to do these fires. Because when we’ve been flying in this area,
we’ve been seeing a lot of smoldering fires that are the leftovers of these kinds of things.
So it was good today that we got two of them in the beginning phase and I think things will
be quite different from what we’ve seen on the remnants a day later.

RF: Like I was saying, it was good to see some of those fires in this area that are the ones
we’ve gotten the remnants of in the past few days. Early on we caught that fire when they
were starting it and got a real good sample for emission factors. Loaded up quite a lot of
filters today.

PH: Which fire are you talking about, Ron?

RF: The first one we started working in detail. And that was about 460 pans per million of
C02 in the bag so that was a really good sample for emission factors and we got the full
suite of filters on that one bag. And then, we got another bag and filters when we were
getting that air up between the cumulus clouds. And we also ran Nuclepores for Jeff and
Vanderlei to do SEM on. So we’ll be able to see if those particles are qualitatively different
shapes than from the ones that had gone through the cloud. The usual 3 1/2 hr MOUDI
and Mercury samples. And then, let’s see, several more filters for when we were looking
at what I call processed smoke up there around the cloud or in the cloud. Lot of good hot
and cold DMPS data on just about every bag and a couple of really good samples on this
black smoke from this grass fire that started up late in the flight. So all in all, I think we
did real well.

PH: Okay, Don, summarize.

DS: The CCN worked quite well today. Differences that we got concentrations up around
somewhere between 5 and 12,000 to 20,000 depending on which plume we looked at
down low. Going up through the clouds was a dramatic drop in the CCN of the stuff that
was processed. Went from the higher levels to from 5 down to about 2,000. Valero’s
radiometers I have been keeping an eye on. They have been working. Changed the gain
on the CAR a couple of times to keep in within specifications.

(s) Summary of UW Flight 1706 (13 September 1995)

PH: Okay. To summarize this flight it was devoted to two plumes, which were sampled about
100 miles north ofPorto Velho. First plume was what we could call a primary forest bum,
although it was still burning of slash and encroaching on the forest. We got some good
chemistry samples close on the fire for emission factors. Then the plume was going pretty
much straight up. We moved up higher and got some penetrations at various levels. And
then up through the cloud above it got some samples in the cloud. Sampled some smoke
coming out of the cloud. Then descended. By this time, the cloud was dissipating
somewhat. Descended back down; fire had pretty much diminished by quite a bit by that
time, much less flaming combustion. Then some time later, after doing background
samples, we did a pasture, grass fire, got series of good samples in that for both chemistry
and downwind samples, humidigraph, CCN. And then finally as we headed back, we
went through a few of the cumulus clouds. Ray, summarize?
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Pretty good optical data through both fires. The first fire was very white. In fact, all
passes of it were very characteristic of the background air here. The grass fire had at least
one component on two passes that had a little more absorbing component to it than the
other. So there was some difference there. The stuff going up into the cloud was a darker
smoke. And we took a humidigraph of that as well. That’s about it.

Yes, when we started off that grass fire was flaming quite well, and produced the blacker
stuff you saw. Then we went through some more smoldering whiter stuff, and then we
went again through the blacker smoke that had gone higher up when I think you saw it.

Say, it wouldn’t surprise me if they spread some gasoline on that to start it. That first flash
of flame was possibly due to gas.

Yes, it may well be. That’s something we don’t know very much about, but I never see
any one down there and see no sign of activity.

But you know, it didn’t really look black and it was more of a heavy brown.

Yes, it didn’t look black, it was just a brownish puff. Maybe with a flaming component.
Are you ready, Ron?

Yes. Basically two emission factors. One on the forest and one on the grass fire. The
usual for Vanderlei and a lot of hot and cold DMPS on the bags.

Okay. Don.

Okay. Well, CCN worked pretty good again today, although I want to note that after the
grass fire, when I shut the CCN down for chemistry measurements, I couldn’t get it going
again. The AC breaker kept popping every time I turned on the pumps. So it got a little
too hot.

Okay, Art.

Okay. We had a conditionally unstable day. Almost like the kind you might see in the
south or Florida with regional blotches of haze over the area. We left Porto Velho, which
was very hazy and murky, and after getting to the point of where we were going to look for
fires there was a much cleaner region there and the cumulus were really popping by that
time up to levels far above 10,000 ft, generally 10,000 to 20,000 ft, some ice indicated in
the area. We passed through a number of those to establish cloud droplet spectra in these
cumulus congestus clouds, which I estimated had updrafts of 5 to 10 meters per second.
We found what may have been a warm rain event here. It’s on the marginal side and we
will have to do a little more research to see about that. That would be the first of those
events.

And we went through some rain about that time as well. Didn’t we? Quite a nice little
shower.

That’s right. We went through about three showering clouds and I think the first one was a
warm rain event, but I’ll have to go back and look at the video and try and figure the top on
that a little better. And we had light and variable winds. They were light and
southwesterly at Porto Velho during take off and then switched to the north and northeast
by cloud base at the mid-cloud levels of about 5 knots. As a result, we saw big
switchbacks in most of the plumes, where they would start out going to the north or almost
straight up and then hook back toward the southwest.
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PH: Okay. Any other comments?

AR: Yes, I wanted to add that cloud base on climb out was around 3,800 ft and about plus 22C
and then here at the end of the day it was at about 5,200 and about plus 19’C.

PH: Okay. Good.

PH: Okay, Art Why don’t you just describe briefly what you’ve just done?

AR: Well, we were trying to establish a firm number on cloud base height and temperature. It
wouldn’t be exactly the same that we started with because they tend to rise during the day,
but it’s in that ballpark. And then we’re trying to look at how the droplet spectrum develop
from the cloud base measurements that we made to the next level increment of 2,000 ft and
then subsequently I think we went to 6,500 ft and finished things off. Rod got back on the
airway and prepared for his trek to Porto Velho.

PH: Okay. Good.

AR: We have three steps of cloud base droplet spectra data.

(t) UW Flight 1707 (14 September 1995)

(This was a transit flight from Pono Velho to Manaus. Therefore, only limited measurements were
obtained.)

RF: Okay. Summarize. Fairly clean air, hazy but fairly high particle counts all the way over at
9,000 ft. So, I concentrated on trying to load up one good set of Teflon, quartz and
Nuclepore filters, so we could really get a good mass measurement of this background
haze, old smoke-type stuff. Also collected Teflon, Mercury and MOUDI for Vanderlei.
On all the bags, we were alternating between hot and cold DMPS. There were several
samples where we did hot and cold on the same bag along with relative humidity growth
factor. Did encounter one plume at 9,000 ft. Got a bag for physical measurements on that
one. So, overall fairly good characterization of the regional old smoke.

Just a note here too on our descent into Manaus. There is very little smoke at low altitude.
Nothing like what we saw taking off out of Cuiaba and it would appear at first glance that
there is not much smoke or biomass burning up in this area.

(u) UW Flight 1708 (14 September 1995)

(This was a transit flight from Manaus to Sanierem. Therefore, only limited measurements were
obtained.)

RF: A quick summary for this leg. We started off in a lot of that real humid haze down around
Manaus and sort of typical stuff we were seeing before. Then about half way on the leg
here to Santarem we got above a haze layer which was down at about 5,000 ft and above
that all the way up it was clear. I guess the humidity must be down or something here, but
much cleaner looking air than we’ve seen before. The particle counts haven’t changed very
much along the flight and are still pretty low. But the visibility is much better now. It
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looks like probably 20 to 25 miles in either direction around the airplane. And even
descending into what looks like a haze layer, the CNC1 is only 500 to 600 particles per cc.
So something is really different about the aerosol around here. We’ll try to do some
sampling in this on the way out to the next stop. We did try to catch a fire over the jungle a
little while back, but we really didn’t get ourselves coordinated too well. We passed
through the smoke.

(v) UW Flight 1709 (14 September 1995)

(This was a transit flight from Santerem to Maraba. Therefore, only limited measurements were
obtained.)

8:52 PM

RF: Looks like we are flying over a very thin layer of smoke and it’s down at about 4,000 or
5,000 ft. Very good lidar imaging, there should be some interesting data from the CAR
scanning downward. It looks like a very thin layer that doesn’t extend to the ground. And
it just shows up as a real nice image on the lidar. We’re restricted to 9,000 ft because
we’re flying off the airway in a more direct route to Maraba. So, I’m going to use this dme
up here to do some instrument calibrations and a few DMPS samples of the clean air. CCN
is down. It overheated on the last flight and we are out of blue ice, so we won’t be able to
run that.

9:29 PM

Well, if this flight is at all typical of what we’re seeing here is a completely different
situation than what we saw in the Cuiaba/Porto Velho area. There we had smoke mixed
pretty uniformly throughout the boundary layer to 14,000 ft. Around here we seem to have
stratified layers of smoke and the stratification seem to be associated with individual fires.
In addition, it doesn’t mix very high. It looks to be that most of the smoke is below 5,000
ft and there is a lot of both horizontal and vertical variability to it. So, on the way in here,
we are going to try and spot a few fires and get an idea of where they are, so that working
from Maraba we know where we might go to look for individual fires in a couple of days.

About the only thing we are going to get useful out of this flight is to profile into Maraba,
so let’s try to keep our measurements going just as long as we can.

10:23 PM

Well, since we had to come over to Maraba IFR, we were restricted to 9,000 ft. On this
final approach in, we hit the top of this smoke layer about 6,000 ft and grabbed a bag for
hot and cold DMPS. Concentrations here are very high. Much higher CN that we saw in
the Porto Velho region. And, as we come in during the night here, we can see remnants of
fires. We have probably seen something on the order of 100 in the last half an hour. It just
looks like every few miles there is another one. So, there should be no trouble to find
some individual plumes to work in this area. We didn’t collect any filters on this flight.
Basically, we have been out of the smoke for all but the last 10 mins. And concentrations
so low that it would have not been possible to collect and measure them on the filters. Real
good lidar data all during the track.
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(w) UW Flight 1710 (16 September 1995)

PH: Okay. To start the summary: this morning’s flight was devoted to individual plume
sampling in an area 100 miles or so south of Maraba. We looked at several, maybe 4 or 5,
bums of primary forest fires that were certainly of wood, live wood, and undergrowth,
rather than any debris from slash burning. So, there should be quite a few good samples
there of emission factors from primary forest burning. On the first fire that we sample, we
also traced the smoke as best we could up to the base of the stratocumulus and cumulus
fractus and then we cycled up through the cloud getting cloud samples to up near cloud top.
Went back down again, got a CCN sample just below cloud base, although the smoke at
that point just below cloud base wasn’t apparent on the particle measuring instruments.

On the way out of Maraba, we climbed to above the main cloud top, so we got a profile on
the way out About 30 miles out or so heading south, we went back down through the
cloud to the area where we did most of our sampling down to about 1,500 ft there. So, we
had a couple of profiles through the main regional smoke layer. There is only one
sunphotometer site in this region and that is 100 miles or so north of Maraba and it’s in the
no-fly zone for us. So, we can’t do measurements directly over that sunphotometer. It’s
just to the west of the boundary that they’ve set for us that runs from Maraba to Belem.
So, that’s unfortunate.

We haven’t seen any hot fires here today. It’s mainly smoldering combustion quite a bit of
it Just one of the fires that we sampled, forget which one, we saw some flames but they
were mainly smoldering.

There’s a lot of clearing going on in this area, perhaps as much as we’ve seen anywhere.

This is a big source region for the smoke that has been carried to the west during the last
couple of weeks and would end up in the Porto Velho maybe down in the Cuiaba area that
we were sampling earlier on. Ron, are you ready to summarize?

RF: Let’s see. One, two, three emission factor samples, two of which were probably okay.
Three background bags. Pretty high background today compared to what we’ve seen on
other days. And none of those fires were particularly intense, so I think these are pretty
marginal emission factors. And guess I disagree with you somewhat in calling those
primary forest fires. It looks like to me that they are just underbrush beneath the trees that
are burning. And I don’t know if that’s designed to clear the underbrush and leave the
trees or what, because it looks like the standing trees don’t bum and the only burnt up trees

you see are the ones they chop down first and then they’ll probably burn a year later after
they dry out.

PH: Yes, I agree. I said on the tape somewhere that it’s probably primarily underbrush, but it’s
in the forest itself, unlike what we were sampling in Porto Velho where it was right on the
edge and we were seeing burning of old trees that had been down for quite a while, so it’s
different from that at least.

Jack?

JR: Everything seems to have gone okay. haven’t seen anything go wrong with the
instruments.

PH: Don, summarize.
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The CCN functioned pretty well this flight. Towards the end it was getting pretty warm.
It’s starring to go down but I guess we’ll be fine. The blue ice has warmed up too. The
concentrations in the background air were around 400 or 500 cm-3 in the high supersat
channel, in the smoke it varied between 11,000 and 20,000 with the diluters thrown in.
And it was preny consistent in the same plume and the background air was also quite
consistent. TDDR worked fine and everything else is ready for the next flight

Okay, good. Ron, what did you get on the DMPS?

A lot of hot and cold samples, usually on the same bag whenever we sampled the source.
And I think for the background sampling we were doing hot and cold on alternate bags, but
it’s the usual thing we’ve seen where the number doesn’t decrease very much but all the
sizes go down about 20 or 30%.

Okay. So, we’ve seen that consistendy in all the fires we’ve looked at or have there been
any exceptions to that?

I can’t say we’ve seen a good flaming fire yet. Usually on the smoldering ones in the
background haze you see that.

Okay. So, that’s the summary of the flight so far. We’re now heading back to Maraba.

Okay, let’s climb up and go as far back as we can in the clouds.

We would have to reverse course to do that. We’ll be entering the control zone.

Oh, you can’t climb any more from here?

No, can’t climb here.

Okay.

Okay, we can give you a climb. I think we’ll just do a little jog to the right and that will
keep us out of there space.

Okay, good. Just stay in as much cloud as you can.

And how high do you want to go?

Go through the middle of the clouds.

These cloud that we are going through now are cumulus humilis for the most part, a few
towering cumulus. We’re going through the middle of them. At least the middle of the
smaller ones. As far as the bigger ones are concerned, we are probably going through the
lower third. In fact, at this point we are about 500 ft above cloud base.

How long do you want to stay up here, Peter?

As long as you can. Ken.

Okay.

I can give you about another 5 mins here.
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LS: Peter, I guess we’re going to have to drop down out of this cloud. We can’t go on any
further west until we get clear.

PH: Okay, fine.

(x) UW Flight 1711 (16 September 1995)

PH: 111 start summarizing this flight. Basically we’ve sample two fires or groups of fires. The
first one was mainly pasture burning, some flames, and we did pretty good chemistry
sampling on that, and some cloud sampling also. We spent most of our time, however, on
the second group of fires, which was flaming combustion of some debris as well as trees
and undergrowth. There was a group of four or five fires that were producing quite a big
plume. We sampled that very extensively, both the smoke plume and below-cloud base.
In the cloud we looked for smoke coming out of the cloud at first not too successfully. We
then went back down again to the source and did some chemistry samples for emission
factors. We then went back into the cloud and had more success, I think, in finding smoke
exiting the cloud. Then we finished up by doing a lidar profile along the short length of the
smoke and then across the smoke at a couple of points. And now we are in the last few
minutes of the flight we’re heading back to see if we can get a chemistry sample of the
smoke coming out of the fire. Because, although we went through a good sample of that
smoke earlier on, almost about the same time that we went through it the pump for the
canisters went. But that’s now back up, so we’re going to have another try at getting into
that strong outflow of smoke (which we did).

So, I think today was the best smoke-cloud interaction data set that we’ve got so far and in
flaming combustion.

Okay, we haven’t got long to go before we land, so we’ll have to do a quick summary.
I’ve done mine already. Are you ready to go, Ray?

RW: Yes. The background smoke was white, but when we got up to flaming fire there was a
fair amount of black carbon in it. And we got a lot of good measurements. The
humidigraph worked pretty well. Showed growth both at source and within the cloud.
And I also got some A^ activity. Or at least I think I did. So, that will be interesting to
look at

PH: Okay, good. All right, Jeff, can you summarize quickly what you achieved today?

JSR: Yes, we got about three really good emission factors, all with RAS cans. We also have
two good samples in-cloud and one third one in the exit region.

PH: Okay. Can you say a little bit more about what you did on the separate fires. We looked
first of all at that first fire that was a pasture fire, then we did most of time spent on that
flaming combustion fire.

JSR: Okay. On that first fire we started off with an emission factor and then we got another
sample at cloud base and another sample in-cloud. All of those have Teflons and
Nuclepores and the emission factor at the cloud base has the quartz filter. The second fire
we have emission factor again and two samples in the cloud. All with all of the filters.

PH: Okay, Jack.
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JR: Everything worked well. The only thing that failed, I guess, was the RAS can pump. But
all I had to do was give it a kick and it started up again.

PH: Okay. We’re in a plume here as we come in. Can’t see where it’s coming from but a
pretty good plume. Don, are you up yet.

JR: Yes, Don just came.

PH: Don, summarize.

DS: CCN worked fme. Got some good CAR and lidar data and Valero’s instrument looked
pretty good too.

PH: Okay, so that’s about it. Good flight. Just coming into land.

Just went through quite a plume there, Rod. Did you see where it was coming from?

Jeff, did we get some hot and colds?

JSR: Yes, we did on just about all of them.

PH: Okay. You didn’t mention that. I suppose you don’t know what they look like.

JSR: Actually, I took a few good glances at it and it looked pretty good.

PH: Same as usual?

JSR: Yes, it looks like about 30 to 40% of the total volume is high volatility organics and water

vapor.

PH: Is that about the same as we’ve seen elsewhere?

JSR: Yes, it’s pretty much the same.

PH: And that’s over the whole size range, is it?

JSR: That’s correct.

PH: Still a lot of fires here as we come in to land.

(y) UW Flight 1712 (17 September 1995)

RF: Okay. Flight summary here. We started off doing regional haze. There wasn’t much in
the way of fire activity around the area we were flying, which was a north and south track
along 48.3* longitude. There were two layers. One above these cumulus at about 5,000 to
7,000 ft and one below that was pretty different in total concentrations. The one aloft
extended up to about 13,000 ft. We climbed up and profiled that and started doing north-
south legs running along that track. Did filters above the clouds, at cloud level, between
the clouds, collected cloud water in the clouds and then sampled the boundary layer below
the clouds. About this dme, we could see some of the smaller fires that had been
smoldering earlier in the day had really taken off. So, we were working an area where it
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was brush and palm trees that really kind of flared up. We started working that plume
where there was a lot of flaming combustion. We got a good sample of smoke in-cloud
above that fire. Then we dropped down and did a sample for emission factors. In the
meantime, another fire flared up just south of there, which was primarily a grass field. It
looked like they had just started it, because it was burning all around the perimeter of the
field along the road. So, when we finished with the first fire and came over there, the
entire field was engulfed and it was burning in towards the center from the outer edges.
And very black smoke coming off that. We sampled that once for emission factors and
made about three penetrations of it for the extinction cell. Then we climbed up and got
another pass through the cloud that was over that fire at about 1,000 ft above cloud base.
Then, on the way home, we sampled the cumulus cloud over the first fire and got a good
sample of smoke exiting the cumulus there. So, I think we made about the most we could
out of the remaining dme with those two fires. And both fires kicked off very large
cumulus clouds. The one on the first fire as we were exiting the area we were getting
raindrops on the windshield. So, I think that was all pan of that complex that was kicked
off by that fire.

Anybody else have things to add for summary of the flight.

JSR: I think you just about covered it. The one thing that I would note is on that big grass fire.
We had SC>2 pegged at the half a part per million level, that was the first fire, and then
when we went back to it and looked at the smoke exiting the cloud all of the SOz was
essentially scrubbed.

JR: I think all of the instrumentation looked okay. I didn’t see anything wrong.

RW: These were clearly the biggest fires we’ve seen and the most aggressive burning. The
optical information, at least on the second part, was very, very black, probably 50%
absorbing. There seemed to be some A3 activity and also the humidigraph showed panicle
growth. So, all in all, it was some pretty good fires.

(z) UW Flight 1713 (17 September 1995)

PH: Okay. I might as well summarize what we’ve done so far on this flight. We started off by
sampling some smoke from a reasonable size bum with some flaming combustion. I didn’t
get a good view of it, but apparently it was pasture producing some brown smoke,
flaming, and moving into some forest area. We got emission factors on that. Then we did
a little bit of sampling of the complex cloud system that that fire was producing, but it was
so smoky and such a big cloud that it was difficult to do any systematic sampling of it. We
then climbed up in that general area to sample smoke layers at various levels being
detrained by the clouds. According to Ron, the smoke layers at these higher levels weren’t
there this morning. So it was probably old smoke that had been thrown up by the clouds.
We sampled several layers of that. We moved around the cloud produced by the fire that
we had sampled earlier. Got some good samples of detrained air from that. Went up to
14,000 ft and still saw some smoke near cloud tops at that level. The tops of the clouds
were going several thousand feet above that and I would have liked to have gone up to
sample any ice in the tops of those cloud (at 14,000 ft we had a temperature of -0.3C), but
Air Traffic would not allow us to go higher. Then we descended down through various
smoke layers to 9,000 ft. We are now heading out at 9,000 ft to see if we can spot any of
the large fires that were going this morning.
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There’s a lot of cumulus activity here this afternoon and certainly most of the prominent
cumulus are probably produced by fires beneath.

Ray, do you want to summarize so far?

Let’s see. I took no-bag samples about 20 of them in cloud and out of cloud and below
cloud. Got humidigraph samples both in and out of cloud and they look pretty good. The
A3 showed an asymmetry factor to the aerosol in some of the samples, particularly the
cloud samples, which was surprising. Also, got good OEC data on the fires.

Don? Don, let’s put the lidar on here.

Okay.

We should have switched that lidar on earlier if I’d have been on the ball when we were at
14,000 ft. At 9,500 ft here, I can’t see the ground beneath us.

What do you see on the lidar?

Well, I see some smoke layers below us. I seem to see some very small fires or small
fires also coming up from the ground.

Okay. Why don’t you summarize what you’ve done so far?

The CCN has seen some variations in what was coming up below going into cloud and
exiting. The larger CCN tended to have been removed and in some cases the smaller CCN
have either remained the same or become a little larger.

Ron, how about summarizing?

Okay, summarizing. Let’s see. Things were completely different out here this afternoon
than they were this morning. Much more ambient smoke. Much bigger cumulus. Lot
more ambient background it seemed. And the first fire we did today for emission factors
think that was a pretty good sample. After that, we sampled one, two, three filters for
cloud processed smoke at 11- to 14,000 ft and I think in each of those cases we can be
fairly certain that that was smoke that was pumped up there today because we flew all
through this region at 7-, 9- and 11,000 ft today and there were no layers or, you know, no
variabilities whatsoever in the ambient aerosol. So, that’s most certainly recent stuff. We
got good emission factors on the last sample here where we did the brush fire a few
minutes ago. Good DMPS data all day and a lot of cans.

Okay. Good. Two good flight today. think our best smoke-cloud interactions studies
were yesterday afternoon’s flight and these two flights.

Yes, I think, you know, it was a fairly confused situation today, but there is just no way
that smoke could have gotten up there if it wasn’t pumped through those cumulus clouds.
So, it will be interesting to see if there is anything we can say about it physically or
chemically that is unusual about it. But, no doubt it got there through those clouds.
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(aa) UW Flight 1714 (18 September 1995)

(This was a transit flight from Maraba to Pono Nacional. Therefore, only limited measurements
were obtained.)

12:13 PM

RF: Okay. During our climb, we observed the familiar pattern of some little low-level cumulus
about 3,000 ft, which separate fairly smoky air near the ground with more hazy air aloft
Fairly uniform from cloud top up here to 8,000 ft and it looks like we’re fairly close to the
top. So, this is probably all that old smoke that got pumped up here yesterday by the
cumulus cells. So, we’re going to sample in this for a while on the way to Porto Nacional
and collect lidar data as we go along with CCN, DMPS and humidigraph as well as filters.

1:12 PM

RF: Okay, 13:17, we’re continuing our haze layer sampling above the cloud tops. We’re
starting to skim the cloud tops here. It looks like either the clouds are growing or maybe
the terrain-is getting a little higher or starting to penetrate the clouds. So, we’ll continue
along at this altitude for a while, get some cloud physics data and continue our aerosol
sampling en route to Pono Nacional.

1:42 PM

RF: Very uniform haze all the way to the ground at Pono Nacional. Nothing like that low-lying
smoke layer that we saw before. We concentrated primarily on background haze sampling
above the low-level cumulus.

1:44 PM

RF: No sign of fires on the approach into Pono Nacional. Very few fields look to me like
they’ve had any sort of recent burning and we didn’t pass through any smoke plumes there
on that long descent down into Pono Nacional.

(bb) UW Flight 1715 (18 September 1995)

3:26 PM

RF: Well, heading towards Brasilia. We’re 100 miles out. We’ve got pretty uniform
altocumulus above us. Some scud down below near the surface. Very little cloud between
about 500 ft off the surface and maybe 12- to 13,000 ft above. And we’re just sampling
this haze in the region. It seems cleaner here than it was on the earlier two legs of the flight
and certainly cleaner than it was nonh of Pono Nacional. Lower panicle count and
scattering. Not much evidence of smoke. Occasional drizzle on the windscreen coming
from something up there.

4:17 PM

RF: A quick summary here of flight 1715. Uniform haze between cloud layers. Didn’t see
much of anything. A little bit of drizzle hit us while we were going towards Brasilia. Very
clean air. Some of the cleanest air we’ve seen since we’ve been in Brazil. Did background
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sampling. A lot of hot and cold DMPS and humidigraph and nothing at all resembling fires
or burnt areas between Porto Nacional and Brasilia. So, I’m a little bit at a loss about what
we will do if we want to work in this area any more.

(cc) UW Flight 1716 (20 September 1995)

PH:

RW:

PH:

DS:

PH:

DS:

PH:

RF:

PH:

JR:

PH:

To summarize this flight, it was devoted almost entirely to sampling one plume produced
by grass-cerrado burning with some flames. We don’t know how much flaming there was
when we started, but towards the end it was flaming quite well and producing brownish
smoke. We got quite a few samples of the plume itself for emission factors and then quite
a few samples further downwind. Then we sampled cloud that it was producing. Sampled
just above cloud base and through the middle of the cloud, but then the cloud started to
collapse on us. We tried to get some measurements in the collapsed cloud, but there was
no sign of smoke there. Then the same fire started to produce another cloud and we
sampled that with some good measurements. Then we came back down to the fire itself
and did another series of sampling for emission factors. We then did a wind measurement
at the altitude of the plume. Then we climbed and sampled another cloud not directly
affected by any plume but just by the ambient smoke. Sampled that at two or three
altitudes. Okay, Ray?

Let’s see. In the cerrado bum we got one good humidigraph, I hope, and I did some
ambient humidigraphs as well as in the ambient smoke. It was fairly constant so when
those were normalized through the output to the CE neph data did pretty good and the OEC
measurements in the cerrado bum were good, so we got good absorption measurements
there. And took lots of no-bag samples and it was a pretty complete set.

Is Don there?

Go.

Okay, summarize.

Got some CCN measurements in most everything. I should mention I had a little bit of
trouble keeping it going with all of these steeper turns and turbulence. I had a chip shake
loose a couple of times, but I should have got some good data in amongst the screwy stuff.
DMPS has been working fine. Valero’s instrument, no problems as normal. And the CAR
worked fine as well.

Okay. Good. Ron.

Excellent flight for emission factors on grass burning. Let’s see we got one, two, three in
the plume, one in the smoke-cloud mix, and one of the three emission factor measurements
we used Dick Gammon’s cans for halocarbon emission factors and methyl halide and stuff
like that. So, all in all, pretty good sampling on grass fire.

Okay. Jack.

Everything seemed to be okay. I didn’t find anything wrong.

Okay. So, that’s about the end of SCAR-B: Congratulations and thanks to everyone for
all the good work that you have done in this project.
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5. TYPES OF DATA COLLECTED ABOARD THE CONVAIR C-131A IN SCAR-B

Twenty-nine research flights, totaling 90 flight hours, were flown by the Convair C-131 in

SCAR-B during the period 17 August through 20 September 1995. Table 3 provides a brief

overview of the data collected. In addition to documentation of the properties of the smoke on

regional scales, from -16 S to 3’S and ~14W to 48W. measurements were obtained in the

smoke plumes from 11 cerrado fires and 16 forest and/or slash fires. In nearly all of these cases,

most of the measurements listed in Table 1 were obtained.

Table 4 lists the flights on which measurements were obtained in various types of

individual fires. Table 5 lists those occasions on which data was obtained on smoke-cloud

interactions for smoke from individual fires.

On seven occasions, detailed vertical profiles were made above ground-based NASA

sunphotometers for the purpose of obtaining the data required to carryout both internal and external

direct aerosol radiative "closure" calculations. These flights are summarized in Table 6.

Table 7 provides information on those occasions when the CAR multi-wavelength

radiometer, scanning from zenith to nadir aboard the Convair C-131A, was used to measure

surface reflectivities. From 1 September to 4 September (UW Flights 1697 to 1699) and from

13 September to 20 September (UW Flights 1706 to 1716), the CAR was mounted so that it

scanned approximately from horizon-to-horizon, thereby providing measurements similar, in

principle, to a scanning radiometer aboard a satellite.

On six occasions the Convair C-131A flew beneath the NASA ER-2 high-flying aircraft in

order to obtain in-situ measurements in the smoke and clouds surveyed by the remote sensing

instruments aboard the ER-2.* These flights are summarized in Table 8. The occasions on which

the Convair C-131A flew beneath satellites are listed in Table 9.

* The following instruments were aboard the ER-2: the Modis Airborne Simulator (MAS), a Spectral Electro-
Optical Radiometer, the Cloud Lidar System, the Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS), and a

video recorder.
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Intermittently (although generally quite often) during each flight, samples of the outside air

(or smoke) were brought into the isokinetic "no-bag" sampler aboard the Convair C-131A for the

purpose of measuring the aerosol size distribution with the PMS ASASP-100X (0.18-3.0 |^m

diameter) and PMS LAS-200 (0.5 to 11 p,m diameter) instruments. The "no-bag" sampling times

for each flight are listed in Table 10.

Chemical sampling during SCAR-B consisted of continuous measurements of gaseous

species (NO, NQz, S02, CO, C02 and 03), "grab" samples of air (into a "velostat" bag made of

carbon-doped polyethylene) that were passed through various filtered substrates for aerosol

measurements, and air samples through a stainless steel and Teflon manifold into stainless steel

canisters for subsequent hydrocarbon analysis.

Generally, two different sampling strategies were used, depending on whether smoke

plumes or regional haze were being sampled. For smoke plumes the primary objective was the

determination of emission factors by the carbon balance method for a variety of species. This

requires measurements of the five major carbon species in the smoke: C02, CO and hydrocarbons

(in the gas phase), and organic and elemental carbon in aerosols. For a "grab" bag sample

collected in smoke, a standard set of three filters was exposed: a quartz filter for elemental and

organic carbon; a Teflon filter for mass, elemental carbon and ionic species; and a Nuclepore filter

for mass, elemental carbon and PIXE analysis. CO, C02, NOx and S02 were also measured in

the "grab" bag by switching the continuous monitors to the bag for 60 seconds after each bag fill.

This fixes the rado of all species measured from the bag to the excess (i.e., above ambient)

concentration of CO^, which is the main tracer of combustion emissions. Hydrocarbon species

were measured by filling the canisters from the manifold concurrent with opening the "grab" bag

for a smoke sample. To fill a canister completely usually required two passes through the smoke,

in which case the air sampled by the bag is not exactly the same as the air captured in the canister.

To make comparison possible, C02 was measured in the canisters so that the ratio of hydrocarbons

to excess C02 can be determined. We then compute the apparent hydrocarbon concentration for

each "grab" bag sample by scaling the hydrocarbon concentration to the excess CO^ measured in
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the bag. This method was chosen in order to take advantage of the cleanliness of the manifold and

to avoid any contamination from the "velostat" material of the bag. In SCAR-B, 68 canister

samples were collected for hydrocarbon measurements. Twenty-three Teflon filters were exposed

simultaneously with canister samples for the specific purpose of measuring emission factors from a

variety of individual fires.

A total of 62 Teflon filters were also exposed in regional haze; since aerosol concentrations

were generally much lower than in smoke plumes multiple bag samples were generally required to

get enough loading on the filters for mass and chemical analysis. Also, since the regional smoke

was generally quite uniform, fewer simultaneous hydrocarbon canisters (20 in all) were collected

with the Teflon filters.

In addition to the filters collected from bag samples, a set of three samples were collected

on each flight from the continuous inlet manifold and integrated for the entire flight. These

consisted of a 47 mm Teflon filter, a MOUDI impactor, and a gold tube for mercury. These

samples (which will be analyzed for elemental composition) are considered representative of the

general mix of old and new smoke.

Forty Teflon field "blanks" were analyzed for aerosol mass and ionic species to determine

the uncertainties associated with filter handling (prior to sample exposure) in the field.

One hundred and fifty-six cloud condensation nucleus (CCN) spectra were measured in the

smoke from individual fires, in regional smoke, in cloud-processed smoke, and in clear air (see

Table 11).

Table 11 lists the rimes at which the "grab" bag sampling system was operated and the

various filters, canister samples, and samples for CCN measurements, were obtained.

Table 12 lists the times that the DMPS was operated to obtain aerosol size distribution

measurements from 0.01 to 0.6 (im diameter for the total dry aerosol ("cold"); in many cases, the

size distribution of the refractory component of the aerosol ("hot") was also measured.
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In Table 13 are listed the dmes at which aerosol optical measurements were obtained (i.e.,

light-scattering coefficient (bsp), light-absorpdon coefficient (bap), humidificadon factor, degree of

non-sphericity of aerosols, and the single-scattering albedo (,;-f0,.-)).
Dsp "ap

Table 14 shows the times at which the downward-pointing lidar (which detected smoke and

haze layers beneath the flight level of the aircraft) on the C-131A was operated.

Table 15 lists photographs that were taken of the various plumes, regional smoke, clouds,

and terrain during the course of the C-131A SCAR-B flights.
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TABLE 1. INSTRUMENTATION ABOARD THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON’S C-131A AIRCRAFT IN SCAR-B. (ALL MEASUREMENTS

WERE CONTINUOUS UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE.)

Parameter Instrument Type Manufacturer or Provider Range
(and error)

Latitude and longitude, ground speed and
horizontal winds

Latitude and longitude, ground speed and
horizontal winds

True airspeed

Heading

Pressure altitude

Altitude above terrain

Aircraft position and course plotter

Angle of attack

(a) Navigational and Flight Characteristics

VLF: Omega navigator Lillon LTN-3000

Global positioning system

Variable capacitance

Gyrocompass

Variable capacitance

Radar altimeter

Derived from VLF/OMEGA
orGPS

Potentiometer

Trimble TNL-3000

Rosemount Model 831 BA

King KCS-55A

Rosemount Model 830 BA

AN/APN22

In-house

Rosemount Model 861

0 to 300 m s-1 (+/- m s-’ ground-
speed and +/- 1" drift angle)

global

0 to 250 m s-1 (< 0.2%)

0 to 360’ (+/- 0.5’)

150lo 1100 mb (< 0.2%)

0 to 6 km (< 5%)

180 km (1 km)

+/- 23’ (indicator only)

(b) General Meteorological

Total air temperature

Static air temperature

Dew point

Absolute humidity

Air turbulence

UV hemispheric radiation, one upward,
one downward

VIS-NIR hemispheric radiation (one
downward and one upward viewing)

Surface radiative temperature

Video image

Platinum wire resistance

Reverse-flow thermometer

Cooled-mirror dew point

IR optical hygrometer

RMS pressure variation

Diffuser, filler photo-cell
(0.295 0.390 ^im)

Epplcy thermopile
(0.3 3 urn)

IR radiometer
1.5’FOV(8to 14 urn)

Forward looking camera and time
code

Rosemount Model
102CY2CG
and 414 L Bridge

In-house

Cambridge System Model
TH73-244

Ophir Corp. Model IR-2000

Meteorology Research, hie.
Model 1120

Epplcy Lab. Inc.
Model 14042

Eppley Lab. Inc.
Model PSP

Omega Engineering Model
OS3701

Sony Hi8 camera

-60to40’C(<0.1’C)

-60 to 40’C (< 0.5’C)

-40 to 40’C (< I’C)

0 to 10 g m-3 (- 5%)

0 to 10 cm2/3 s-1 (<10%)

0 to 70 W m-2 (+/- 3 W m-2)

0 to 1400 W m-2 (+/- 10 W m-2)

Variable: -50’C to 1000’C (-1 % of
reading in ’K)

VHStapc

Liquid water content

Liquid water content

Liquid water content; particle surface
area: effective droplet radius

Size spectrum cloud panicles

Size spectrum of precipitation particles

Images of cloud particles

Images of precipitation particles

(c) Cloud Physics

Hot wire resistance Johnson-Williams

Hot wire resistance King/PMS

Optical sensor

Forward light-scattering

Diode occullarion

Diode occullation imaging

Diode imaging

Gerber Scientific Inc.
PVM-100A

Particle Measuring Systems
FSSP-100X

Panicle Measuring Systems
OAP-200X

Particle Measuring Systems
OAP-2D-C

Particle Measuring Systems
OAP-2D-P

All panicle sizes refer to maximum particle dimensions.

0 to 2 and 0 to 6 g m’3
0 to 5 g m’3
0.001-10 gm-3;
5-10,000 cnAn-3; 2-70 urn

2 to 47 urn

20 to 300 urn*

25 to 800 (lm (resolution 25 uim)*

100 to 3200^*
(resolution lOO^m)

(Cont.)
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TABLE 1. INSTRUMENTATION ABOARD THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON’S C-l 31 A AIRCRAFT IN SCAR-B (CONTINUED)

Parameter Instrument Type Manufacturer or Provider Range
(and error)

(d) Aerosol

Number concentrations of particles

Number concentrations of panicles

Cloud condensation nucleus spectrometer^

Size spectrum of parades^

Size spectrum of panicles

Size spectrum of particles

Size spectrum of panicles

Size spectrum of panicles

Size spectrum of particles^

Light-scattering coefficient

Light-scattering coefficient^

Light-scattering coefficient

Light-scattering coefficient (Operating
continuously in the OEC on clear air
and plume samples.)

Particle humidificalion factor^

Light-extinction coefficient of smoket

Light absorption and graphitic carbon

Aerosol-shape asymmetry analyzer^

Graphitic and/or Organic Carbon^

Water expansion cloud chamber

Butanol continuous flow
diffusion chamber

Venical-plate continuous flow
Thermal diffusion cloud
chamber

90’ light-scattering

Forward light-scattering

35 to 120’ light-scattering

Forward light-scattering

Passive Cavity Scattering

Differential Mobility Panicle
Sizing Spectrometer (DMPS)

Integrating nephelomeler

Integrating nephelometer

Integrating 3-\ nephelometer
with backscatter shutter

Integrating nephelometer

Particle light scattering vs.

humidity

Optical extinction cell OEC(6 m
path length)

Panicle soot/absorption
photometer

Change in light-scattering
measurements with applied
electric field

Quartz filtcn

Thermal optical technique

General Electric
Model CNC

TSI Model 3760
CNCm

In-house

Panicle Measuring Systems
Model LAS-200

Panicle Measuring Systems
Model FSSP-300

Particle Measuring Systems
Model ASASP-100X

Panicle Measuring Systems
Model FSSP-100

Panicle Measuring Systems
Model PCASP 100-X

In house (using TSI Model
3025 CN counter)

Meteorology Research, Inc.
Model 1567 (modified for
increased stability and faster
response time)

Radiance Research

MS Electron

UW Civil Engineering

Mark Rood (In-house)

Waggoner Electronics

Radiance Research

Radiance Research

Catherine Liousse

10 to 3 x lOScm-3
(particles > 0.01 |tm)*

10-2 2 x 104 cm-3 (>0.003 um)

Four supersaturations, between 0.2
and 2%

0.5 to 11 um*

0.3 to 20 um*

0.18 to 3.0 urn*

2 to 47 um*

0.1 to 3.0 um*

0.01 to 0.6 um*

1.0 x 10-5 to 2.5 x 10-3 m-1

1.0 x 10-6 m-1 to 2.0 x 10-4 m-1 or

1.0 x 10-6 m-1 to 1.0 x 10-3 m-1
1.0 x 10-7 to 1.0 10-3 m-1 for 550
and 700 nm channels. 2.0 10-7
to 1.0 x 10-3 m-1 for 450 nm
channel.

10-7 to 10-2 m-1 at 537 nm

With 40 1pm of air stream, allows
RH to increase from 29-S5% in
4 min 45

5 x 10-5 to 10-2 m-1

Absorption coefficient:

10-7 to 10-2 m-1;

Carbon: 0.1 |lg m’3 to 10 mg m’3
(+/-5%)

Detects -2% deviations from
sphericity

>4 ug m’3 (+/- 1.6 ug m’3) for m3
sample

All panicle sizes refer to maximum dimensions.

Intermittent measurements.
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TABLE 1. INSTRUMENTATION ABOARD THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON’S C-131A AIRCRAFT DM SCAR-B (CONTINUED)

Parameter Instrument Type Manufacturer or Provider Range
(and error)

(e) Cloud and Atmospheric Chemistry

Paniculate species’1’
SO^, NOj, Cr, Na"*", K"1’, NH^,
Ca^, Mg^

SO;

Hydrocaibons, CO, C02+

Ozone

NO, NO;, N0^

CO

C02

C02

Mass of aerosol and elemental
composition^

Mass of black carbont

Mercury vaport
Particle mass, black carbon (reflectance),

trace elements

Teflon filtcn
Ion exchange chromatography

Pulsed fluorescence

Collected in stainless steel
canisters, analysis by GC/FID

Chemi-luminescence (C;H4)

Chemi-luminescence (03)

Infrared correlation spectrometer

Infrared correlation spectrometer

Infrared correlation spectrometer

25 mm Nuclepore fillers/PIXE

Gebnan
Dionex

Teco SP43
(modified in-house)

U.C. Irvine

Monitor Labs Model 8410 A

Modified Monitor Labs
Model 8840

Teco Model 48

Customized Teco Model 41H

U-COR U-6262

Paulo Ailaxo/Vanderlei Martins

37 nun Teflon filters Paulo Anaxo/Vanderiei Martins

Absorption tubes Paulo Artaxo/Vanderici Martins

Cascade impactor, MOUDI (PDCE) Paulo Anaxo/Vanderiei Martins

(f) Remote Sensing

0.1 to 50 (lg m’3 (for 500 liter air
sample)

1.0 ppb to 5 ppm

Variable

0 to 5 ppmv (< 7 ppb)

0 to 5 ppmv (-1 ppb)

0 to 50 ppmv (-0.1 ppmv)

0 to 1000 ppmv (-4 ppmv)

0 to 300 ppmv (0.2 ppmv at 350
ppmv)

> 10 ug m-3; -16 elements by PKE

> 1.2 u.g m’3

> 0.1 ng m"3

Stages < 0.09, 0.09, 0.18, 0.3, 0.6,
1.0. 1.8 and 3.2 tun

Absorption and scattering of solar
radiation by clouds and aerosols;
reflectivity of surfaces^

Thirteen wavelength scanning
radiometer

NASA-Goddaid/
University of Washington

13 discrete wavelengths between 0.47
to 2.3 |jm or 0.31 to 2.3 ^m

Total direct and diffuse radiation (TDDR)

Optical backscatte^

Ground communication

In-flight data processing

In-flight data processing and display

In-flight color graphics

Recording (digital)

Recording (analog voice transcripdon)

Digital printout

Intennittent measurements.

Radiometers

Nd-YAG Hdar (dual-wavelength,
polarization diversity)

(g) Data Processing

FM transceiver

Microcomputer

Microcomputer

Microcomputer

Microcornpuler-<lirected cartridge
recorder

Cassette recorder

Impact printer

FranciscoValero

In house 0 to 15 km (7.5 m resolution)

and Display

Motorola 200 km

In-house, based on Motorola
MVME-133A technology

Sun Workstations

In-house, based on Motorola
MVME-133A technology

In-house, based on 3M
technology

Radio Shack

EPSON MX-80
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TABLE 2. GENERAL LOCATIONS OF CONVAIR C-131A FLIGHTS IN SCAR-B

University of
Washington Flight

Number

1688

1689

1690

1691

1692

1693

1694

1695

1696

1697

1698

1699

1700

1701

1702

1703

1704

1705

1706

1707

1708

1709

1710

1711

1712

1713

1714

1715

1716

Date (1995)

17 August

18 August
21 August
23 August

24 August
25 August
27 August
28 August

30 August
September

4 September

4 September

5 September

6 September
6 September

7 September

11 September

12 September

13 September

14 September

14 September

14 September

16 September

16 September

17 September

17 September

18 September

18 September

20 September

Period of Flight*
(hhmm, UTC)

1650 -2058

1639 2024

1623 2009

1202- 1521

1552 1924

1648 2048

1633 2027

1605 1950

1315 1611

1206 1445

1433 1645

1801 -2004

1833 2046

1225 1609

1822-2146

1512 1856

1250 1628

1708 2036

1558 1909

1138 1422

1620 1839

2013 -2241

1324 1606

1822-2059

1341 1718

1836-2128

1141 1347

1430 1629

1650- 1952

General Location of Flight"!"

North of Brazilia

North of Brazilia

Brazilia (near airport-IBAMA bum)
Transit from Brazilia to Cuiaba. (Limited
measurements during latter part of flight only,
from -100 miles ESE of Cuiaba.)
North of Cuiaba

West and north of Cuiaba

West of Cuiaba

North of Cuiaba

South-west of Cuiaba (Pantanal)
South-west of Cuiaba (Pantanal)

Transit from Cuiaba to Vilhena (limited
measurements)
Transit from Vilhena to Porto Velho (limited
measurements)
South-east of Porto Velho

North-east of Porto Velho

North-east of Porto Velho

South-east of Porto Velho

South-east of Porto Velho

South-east of Porto Velho

North-east of Porto Velho

Transit from Porto Velho to Manaus (limited
measurements)
Transit from Manaus to Santarem (limited
measurements)
Transit from Santarem to Maraba (limited
measurements)
South-east of Maraba

East of Maraba

East of Maraba

East of Maraba
Transit from Maraba to Porto Nacional (limited
measurements)
Transit from Porto Nacional to Brazilia
(limited measurements)

North-west of Brazilia

* From engines on to engines off.

+See Figs. 1-29 for maps of flight tracks.
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TABLE 3. OVERVIEW OF DATA COLLECTED ON THE CONVAIR C-131A IN SCAR-B*

Twenty-nine research flights (-90 flight hours) in Brazil from 17 August-20 September

1995.

Documentation of regional smoke properties from -16 to 3 S and from ~64* to 48 W.

(-67 filter sets.)

One hundred and ten (110) photographs of fires, smoke, clouds and terrain.

Aerosol and gas (NO, N02, S02, CO, C02, 03 and hydrocarbons) measurements on

smoke from -16 cerrado and grass fires and -16 forest and/or slash fires.

Twenty-three samples for "true" emission factors for paniculate (including CCN), NO,

N02, S02, CO, C02 and total volatile organic compounds (VOCs).

Three thousand nine hundred and seventy measurements of aerosol size distributions in

regional haze and plumes.

One hundred and fifty-six cloud condensation nucleus (CCN) spectra for smoke in

individual plumes, in regional haze, and in cloud-processed smoke.

One hundred and thirty-seven measurements of volatility (at <320C) of aerosols.

Seventy measurements of humidificarion factor of aerosols from individual fires and in

regional haze.

Extensive black carbon measurements by four techniques (optical extinction cell (OEC),

aethelometer. Teflon filters, and thermal-optical). On 26 occasions, simultaneous

measurements were obtained using all four techniques.

One hundred and thirty-five measurements of single-scattering albedo of smoke from

individual fires and in regional haze.

Twenty smoke-cloud interaction studies.

Seven direct aerosol "closure" experiments over NASA ground-based sun photometers.

Six coordinated flights with NASA ER-2 (plus three other "crossings"),

Four flights during satellite (AVHRR and LANDSAT) overpasses.

Seven dedicated surface reflectivity and smoke measurements with CAR.

* Data quality checks on the measurements listed here are in progress.
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TABLE 4. MEASUREMENTS FROM THE CONVAIR C-131A ON SMOKE PLUMES FROM

INDIVIDUAL FIRES IN SCAR-B

University of
Washington

Flight
Number
1688

Date
(1995)

17 August

Period of
Measurements
(hhmm, UTQ

1740- 1741
1802- 1814
1830- 1836
1912- 1953

Location

North of Brazilia

Type of Smoke
Plumes Sampled

Four small cerrado
(grass and shrub)
Fires.

Comments

See Hobbs’ photos on
Roll #1 photos #4-7.

1690 21 August 1802 1905 Brazilia

1692 24 August

1693

1695

1723 1758
1826 1856

North of Cuiaba

25 August 1750 2025 West and north
of Cuiaba

28 August 1717 1735 West of Cuiaba
(Fire l)

1802- 1842
(Fire 2)

1902 1928
(Fire l)

1703 7 September 1547- 1814 South-east of
Porto Velho

Extensive measure-
ments on small
prescribed cerrado
bum. A few
measurements, prior
to prescribed bum,
on another cerrado
plume.

Several grass and
forest fires. Last
plume studied was
flaming combustion
of trees.

Slash bum of
logged area in
regular rows.

Sampled 2 plumes
for emission factors.
Smoldering grass
Fires, maybe some
flames. (See Hobbs’
photos Roll 4
photos #4-6.)

Sampled good
plume for chemical
measurements and
another plume near
by for physical
measurements. Fire
was slash burning
of downed (dead)
trees.

IBAMA prescribed burn.
Also measurements from
IBAMA Banderante
(Riggan) and Lear jet
(Brass) aircraft. Ground
observations by Ottmar.
(See Hobbs’ photos on
Roll #1 photos #12-17.)

Sampled last plume (from
flaming combustion of
trees) at several distances
downwind. (See Hobbs’
photos on Roll 2 photos
#4-6.) Should be good for
emission factors. Also
good lidar, optical, and
TDDR measurements.

Many passes through
plume. (See Hobbs’
photos on Roll 2 photos
#18-24 showing fuel rows
and plumes.) Lots of
humidigraphs.

Sampled 2nd Fire fairly
extensively at several
distances downwind. Good
OECdata. Flight
primarily devoted to two
smoke-cloud interaction
studies.

Flight devoted primarily to
vertical profile over
sunphotometers and CAR
measurements. ER-2
overflight.

(ConL)
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TABLE 4 (Cont)

University of
Washington

Flight
Number

Date
(1995)

Periodof
Measurements
(htimrn, UTC)

Location Type of Smoke
Plumes Sampled

Comments

1430 1522 South-east of
1540- 1541 Pono Velho
1601 1609

1704 11 September Sampled 2 plumes
from slash burning
of downed (dead)
trees. (See Hobbs’
Roll 5 photo #17.)

Good chemical
measurements on 1st
plume.

1705 12 September 1714 -2001 South-east of
Porto Velho

1706 13 September 1650- 1723 North-east of
1814- 1826 Pono Velho

1707 14 September 1314- 1315 North-east of
Porto Velho

(1) Smoldering
slash bum of dead
trees (some flames)
produced white and
black smoke. (See
Hobbs’ Roll 5
photos #18-22.)
(2) Some individual
(smoldering) slash
bums.
(3) Flaming grass
bum (black smoke).
(See Hobbs’ Roll 5
photo #23.)

Two plumes.
(1) Flaming slash
bum on edge of
forest. (See Hobbs’
Roll 6 photos #1
and 2.) (2) Pasture
grass fire. (See
Hobbs’ Roll 6
photo #3.)

Haze and cloud too
thick 10 see ground.

Flight largely devoted to
individual plumes and
smoke-cloud interactions.
Good optical
measurements.
(1) Emission factors,
evolution, and
measurements in and
around cloud produced by
fire.
(3) Emission factors and
physical measurements.

(1) Emission factors. Time
evolution measurements,
and effects on cloud.
(2) Emission factors,
evolution, humidigraphs.

Transit flight. One bag for
physical measurements on
a plume at 9,000 ft.

1708 14 September 1810 1811 East of Manaus Slash bum. Transit flight One plume
sample.

1710 16 September 1400- 1532 -100 miles
south of Maraba.

Smoldering
combustion of
primary forest and
undergrowth. (See
Hobbs’ Roll 6
pholo #4.)

Three samples of plumes
for emission factors. (See
Hobbs’ Roll 6 photos #5-
7 showing burned areas and
ash, south of Maraba.)

(cont)
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TABLE 4 (Cont.)

University of
Washington

Flight
Number
1711

Date
(1995)

16 September

Period of
Measurements
(hhmm, UTC)

1845 1918
1930 2040

Location

North-east of
Maraba

Type of Smoke
Plumes Sampled

(1) Pasture
burning, some
flames, brown.
(2) Flaming
combustion of
trees and
undergrowth.

Comments

(1) Good chemical samples.
(2) Extensive sampling of
plume. (See Hobbs’ Roll 6
photos #9-14 of clouds
produced by Fires in area
sampled.)

1712 17 September 1622 1638 East of Maraba
1634 1652

1713 17 September 1852 2016 North-east of
2036 2057 Maraba

(1) Flaming
combustion of
brush and palm
trees.
(2) Flaming grass
fire (black
smoke).

Flaming
combustion of
pasture moving
into brush and
trees.

(1) Emission factors.
(2) Emission factors.
Extinction cell
measurements.
Biggest fires sampled to date
(very black). A3 activity and
humidigraph growth.

Emission factors. Good
optical (OEC and A3)
measurements.

1716 20 September 1742- 1836 North-west of Cerrado,with
Brazilia some flames.
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Samples for emission factors
at various distances
downwind. (Good
humidigraphs and OEC data.)
Returned later to same fire
and got further emission
factor, etc. measurements.



TABLE 5. MEASUREMENTS FROM THE CONVAIR C-131A ON SMOKE-CLOUD
INTERACTIONS IN SCAR-B

University o
Washington

Right
Number

1692
north of

1695
1902 1928

1701

f

24 August

28 August

6 September

Date
(1995)

Period of
Measurements
(hhmm, UTC)

1723 1758

1717 1735

1450- 1541

Location

-100 miles

Cuiaba

North of
Cuiaba

North-east
of Porto
Velho

Type of Fire

See Hobbs’
Roll #1
photos #19-
24 and Roll
#2 photos
#1-3 for
shots of
smoke and
Cu.

Flaming
combustion
of grass and
shrub.

Small fires
(no large fires
with flames).

Type of
Cloud

Cumulus
in, and below cloud.

Cumulus

Cumulus
below cloud base, in-

Comments

Measurements above,

Two smoke-cloud
interaction studies.

Obtained measurements

cloud, and near cloud
top.

1702 6 September 1845 -2021 North-east Regional Cumulus Flight devoted to
of Porio haze smoke-cloud
Velho interactions.

Measurements below
cloud base and in cloud.

1703 7 September 1547 1814 South-east
of Pono
Velho

Slash
burning of
downed trees.

Cumulus,
alto-
cumulus,
cumulus-
fractus

In-cloud measurements
at various levels and
above and below clouds.

1704 11 September 1430- 1522 South-east Slash bum. Cumulus
of Pono on edge of
Velho forest

Measurements in cloud
and on smoke coming
out of cloud. Good
measurements on plume
itself. A few
measurements in other
Cu at end of flight.

(cont)
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TABLE 5 (Cont)

University o
Washington

Flight
Number

1705

(2) Black
smoke from

1706

forest (See
Hobbs’ Roll
6 photos #1

1710
south of

(See Hobbs’
Roll 6 photo

f

16 September 1410- 1532

12

13

Date
(1995)

September

September

Period of
Measurements
(hhmm, UTC)

1742 2001

1650 1723

South-east

-100 miles

Location

of Porto
Velho

North-east
of Porto
Velho

Maraba

Type of Fire

(1) Slash
bum ofdead
trees (white
smoke).

fresh grass
fire.

Flaming
slash bum at
edge of

and 2.)

Smoldering
combustion
of primary
forest and
undergrowth.

#4.)

Type of
Cloud

Cumulus

Cumulus

Strato-
cumulus
and
cumulus.

Comments

(1) Sampled smoke
entering Cu, sampled
Cu up to 13,000 ft and
smoke in outflow.
(2) Sampled Cu cloud
produced by fire.

Samples of smoke
entering cloud, in cloud,
and coming out of
cloud. Went through a
few Cu later in flight
(maybe warm rain
event).

On first plume (for
which emission factors
were obtained) traced
smoke to cloud base,
cycles through cloud to
cloud top, back down
again. CCN sample
below cloud base (in
smoke?). Sampled more
clouds on return to
Maraba.

1711 16 September 1845 1918 North-east
1930-2040 of Maraba

(1) Pasture Cumulus
burning, some humilis
flames, and
(2) Flaming cumulus
combustion of congestus
trees and
undergrowth.

(1) Good chemical and
physical measurmenis of
smoke plume followed
by cloud samples.
(2) Extensive sampling
of smoke below cloud
base. Found smoke
exiting cloud on 2nd try
(lidar profile of plume).
Probably best data set
on smoke-cloud
interactions to date. (See
Hobbs’ Roll 6, photos
#9-14 for smoke and
cumulus clouds.) Good
optical, humidigraph,
and A^ measurements in
smoke.

(cont.)
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TABLE 5 (Cont)

University of
Washington

Flight
Number

Date
(1995)

Period of
Measurements
(hhmm, UTC)

Location Type of Fire Type of
Cloud

Comments

1712 17 September 1404 1604 East of
1622 1638 Maraba
1639 1652

(1) Regional Cumulus (1) Filters, etc. above
smoke, cloud top, at cloud level,
(2) Flaming and between clouds, and
combustion below clouds, in
of brush and regional smoke
palm trees, (collected cloud water
(3) Flaming sample). Later in flight
combustion got sample of smoke
of grass fire. exiting cloud.

Cumulus (2) Good samples in
cloud and below cloud
base.

Cumulus (3) Following
measurements in smoke
plume, got
measurements -1000 ft
above cloud base. (S02
removed by cloud.)

1713 17 September 1852 2016 East of
2036 2057 Maraba

Flaming Cumulus
combustion complex
of pasture (?)
moving into
brush.

Emission factors of
smoke followed by
sampling of cloud and
air detrained by cloud at
various levels.
Humidigraph samples in
and out of cloud. Signal
on A^ for cloud
samples. Smoke
sampled aloft was not
there in morning flight;
therefore, it was
probably "pumped" there
by Cu during the day.

1714 18 September 1201 1340 Transit from
Maraba to
Porto
Naclional.

Regional
smoke
(pumped up
by clouds op
Sept. 17?).

Cumulus Some cloud
measurements plus
filters, CCN. DMPS
and humidigraphs.

1716 20 September 1742- 1836

1909 1918

North-west Cerrado, with Cumulus Sampled smoke below
ofBrazilia some flames, cloud, just above cloud

base, and near middle of
cloud. Further
measurements in a new
cloud produced by same
Fire. Later sampled Cu
not directly affected by
any one plume but by
ambient smoke.
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TABLE 6. CONVAIR C-131A AIRCRAFT PROFILES OVER SUNPHOTOMETERS IN SCAR-B FOR DIRECT AEROSOL "CLOSURE"
CALCULATIONS (SORTED ROUGHLY BY PRIORITY AND RETRIEVAL POTENTIAL)

Date
(1995)

27 August

30 August

5 September

7 September

PHOTOMETER
S1TE(LAT/LONG)

Cuiaba, over INPE
building (15.6’ S,
56.r W)

Panianal (16.4’ S,
56.6’ W

Jamari. (9.2’ S,
63.2’ W)

Jamari (9.2’ S.
63.2’ W) and
Repressa Samuel
(8.8* S, 63.5’ W)

UWCONVAIR
C-131 FUGHT
NUMBER

1694

1696

1700

1703

TIME PERIOD
OF C-131A
PROFILE

(hhmm. UTC)

1929-2010

1420-1543

1931-2022

1605-1800

NUMBER OF
C-131 AIRCRAFT
HORIZONTAL
PASSES OVER

SUNPHOTOMETER

6

13

8

8

GROUND
INSTRUMENTATION
ANDMEASUREMENTS

4 sunphoiomeiers
2 shadowbands
2 pyranomeier (optical
depth, particle size
distributions and phase
function, spectral
irradiance. sky radiance
and sky polarization)

3 sunphoiomeiers
pyranometer

(optical depth, panicle
size distribution at
1730 UTC, sky
polarization and
spectral irradiance)

sunphotometer
pyranometer

(optical depth, sky
radiance and solar
irradiance)

sunphotometer
sky radiance
(optical depth, particle
size distributions and
phase function at 1514
UTC)

COMMENTS ON AIRCRAFT PROFILE

Some thin cirrus.
Possibly some capping Cu, but areal
coverage minimal.
Very uniform, thick smoke layer. (Sec
Hobbs’ Roll 4 photo #2 taken at 1926
UTC.) Few local sources; probably
older smoke advected from nonh. Best
coincident ground and aircraft data
sets. ER-2 overpass at 1818 UTC.

Thin, broken altocumulus at -12,000
ft; 30-50% areal coverage, and
decreasing with time. (See Hobbs’
Roll 4 photos #7 and 8.) Thick,
uniform smoke layer. Possibly very
thin haze layer aloft that aircraft did
not reach. Clearing immediately after
vertical profile. ER overpasses at
1501 and 1524 UTC.

<25% Cu areal coverage.
Dense, irregular smoke.

-30% altocumulus areal coverage,
some (10%) cirrus at 40,000 ft. Cu
popping up as time went on. More
cloudy over Jamari site, less over
Repressa Samuel. Numerous local
fires mixing with regional haze.
Numerous (deliberate) cloud
penetrations during profile. ER-2
overpasses at -1657 and 1707 UTC;
(See Hobbs’ Roll 4 photos #20-23.)

COMMENTS ON
GROUND

MEASUREMENTS

Aerosol size distribu-
tions and CCN spectra
(U. Alaska) and aerosol
size distributions,
composition, and mass
(U. Sao Paulo) at INPE.

Possible particle size
distributions from
inversions at 1600 UTC.

No panicle size
distribution from
inversions.
Optical depth stable.

Ground data not
coincident with aircraft
profile. Optical depth
not stable.

(continued)
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Date
(1995)

24 August

September

6 September

PHOTOMETER
SrTE(LATAjONG)

Cuiaba, over INPE
building (15.6’ S,
56.1" W)

Panlanal (16.4’ S,
56.6’ W)

Repressa Samuel,
(8.8’ S, 63.5’ W)

UW CONVAIR
C-131 FLIGHT
NUMBER

1692

1697

1701

TIME PERIOD
OFC-131A
PROFILE

(hhmm, UTC)

1620-1638

1251-1419

1240-1308

NUMBEROFUW
AIRCRAFT

HORIZONTAL
PASSES OVER

SUNPHOTOMETER

Single spiral

12

GROUND
INSTRUMENTATION

(AND
MEASUREMENTS)

2 sunpholomeiers
shadowband

(optical depth, particle
size distribution,
sky radiance,
sky polarization and
spectral irradiance)

3 sunpholomeiers
(optical depth)

sunphoiomeicr
(optical depth, particle
size distribution,
sky radiance and
sky polarization)

COMMENTS ON AIRCRAFT PROFILE

Cloud free.
Patchy local smoke in relatively clean
background air.
(See Hobbs’ Roll #1 photo #18.)

Altocumulus coverage 70-100%. (See
Hobbs’ Roll 4 photo #11.)
Thick, fairly uniform smoke layer.
Overcast during aircraft profile, but
clear between 1420-1450 UTC. ER-2
(-1420 UTC) and LANDSAT (-1300
UTC) overpasses.

Altocumulus areal coverage 40-70%.
Smoke in several distinct layers.
Detailed profile over photometer site
canceled. However, C-131 made
gradual climb out from Pono Velho
passing over site.

COMMENTS

Good optical depth.
Aerosol size distribu-
tions and CCN spectra
(measured by U. Alaska)
and aerosol size distribu-
tions, composition and
mass (measured by U.
Sao Paulo at INPE).

High resolution optical
depth.

Few observations from
ground due to clouds.
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TABLE 7. MEASUREMENTS OF SURFACE REFLECTIVITIES AND RADIATIVE

PROPERTIES OF SMOKE WITH THE CAR SCANNING RADIOMETER ABOARD THE

CONVAIR C-131A AIRCRAFT IN SCAR-B*

University of Date Period of Location Type of
Washington (1995) Measurements1" Surface

Flight Number_________(hhmm. UTC)

Comments

1689

1692

1693

1701

1703

1704

1709

18 August 1850 1907 North of Brazilia

24 August 1552 1924 North ofCuiaba

25 August 1905 2001 West and north of
Cuiaba

6 September 1337 1414 North-east of Porto
Velho

7 September 1809- 1840 Reservoir at
Repressa Samuel

11 September -1407- 1425 South-east of Porto
Velho

14 September 2013 2241 Between Santarem
andMaraba

Cerrado 4-5 banked circles then
circle for sky reflectivities.
(See Hobbs’ photos of
surface on Roll #1 photos
#8-11.)

(Smoke) Measurements over, in, and
under smoke.

Uniform Surface reflectivity
forest measurements. (See Hobbs’

photos on Roll #2 photos
#10-1 l and #13-15.)

Dense Measurements above smoke,
forest also sky radiance
below, measurements.

Dark water CAR pointing down and then
plus up at sky. (See Hobbs’
marshy Roll 4 photo #24 and Roll 5
ground photo #1 for shots of

terrain.)

(Smoke) CAR pointed down onto
uniform smoke layer.

(Smoke) CAR pointing down onto
very thin smoke layer at
#4500 ft. Good lidar profile.

* The CAR was operated on most flights; only a few of the highlights are listed in this table. From -1 September

through 4 September (UW Flights 1697 through 1699), and again from 13 September through 20 September (UW

Rights 1706 through 1716), the CAR was mounted so that it scanned from horizon to horizon; flights during these

two periods are not listed here. On all other dates, the CAR scanned in its normal mode from zenith to nadir. The

Valero TDDR radiometers were run on most flights, and the UW lidar was operated intermittently..

t From engines on to engines off.
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TABLE 8. CONVAIR C-131A FLIGHTS IN SCAR-B ON WHICH IN-SITU
MEASUREMENTS OBTAINED WHILE THE ER-2 AIRCRAFT WAS FLYING ABOVE.

University of Date Relevant Latitude
Washington (1995) Time Period of

Flight forC-131A C-131A
Number________(hhmm, UTC)

Longitude Relevant Latitude Longitude Comments
of Time Period ofER-2 ofER-2

C-131A forER-2
(hhmm. UTC)

1689 18 August 1800 to
1900

12.3’S
to

12.8’S

48.0’W to
48.8’W

1800 10
1900

13.8’S
to

11.8’S

47.3’W to
49.0’W

ER-2 passed over
C-131 twice. No
significant
smoke; fairly
clean air
encountered
during most of
C-131 Hight.
C-131 obtained
vertical profile.
(See Hobbs’
photos on Roll
#1 photos #8-11
for terrain over
which ER-2 was
Hying at-1813
UTC.)

1691 23 August 1426 to
1513

1693 25 August 1726 to
1854

15.3’S 53.5’W to
to 56.1’W

16.3’S

14.4’S 56.5’W to
to 58.6’W

15.4’S

1507 to
1545

1750 to
1854

16.5’S
to

16.5’S

14.0’S
to

16.2’S

52.5’W to
56.5’W

55.5’W to
58.0’W

C-131A transit
flight from
BraziUa to
Cuiaba. Limited
measurements
(see pg. 36).

Thick smoke.
C-131 obtained
vertical profile U

1694 27 August 1808 10

1830
14.4’S 56.5’W to

to 58.6’W
15.4’S

C-131 obtained
vertical profile to
top of smoke.
Good measure-
ments with
Valero radiometer
above smoke.
(See Hobbs’
photo on Roll #2
photo #7 for
uniform top to
smoke layer.)

1750 10 14.0’S 55.0’Wto Uniform regional
1854 to 57.5’W (aged?) smoke.

16.2’S C-131 obtained
vertical profiles
through two
smoke layers.

(cont.)
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TABLE 8 (Cont.)

University of
Washington

Flight
Number
1696

present Good

1697

Extensive Ac at
top of smoke

1698

Vilhena. Limited

Profile through
smoke. (See
Pg. 49.)

1703

ER-2 overflight.
Smoke. Cu and
Ac present. (See
Hobbs’ Roll 4
Photos #20 and

1715

Brazilia.C-131A

contacting ER-2
pilot flying

transited out of

Date Relevant
(1995) Time Period

forC-131A
(hhmm, UTC)

30 August

4

7

18

September

September

September

September

1500 to
1514

1400 to
1447

1453 to
1640

1645 to
1715

1504 (0

1506

Latitude
of

C-131A

16.5’S
to

16.8’S

16.3’S
to

16.5’S

12.6’S
to

15.6’S

8.5’S
to

9.5’S

11.7’S
to

12.0’S

Longitude
of

C-131A

56.5’W to
56.9’W

56.2’W to
56.9’W

56.2’W to
60.1’W

63.1’W to
63.5’W

48.2’W to
48.3’W

Relevant
Time Period

for ER-2
(hhmm, UTC)

1500 to
1514

1400 to
1447

1445 10
1637

1645 10

1715

1504 10
1506

Latitude
ofER-2

16.1’S
to

16.6’S

15.5’S
to

16.6’S

10.5’S
to

15.6’S

8.7’S
to

10.3’S

11.7’S
to

12.0’S

Longitude
of ER-2

56.5’W to
57.2’W

54.5’W to
57.0’W

54.5’W to
64.6’W

Cuiaba to

63.0’W to
63.4’W

48.2’W to
48.3’W

Porto Nacional to

Comments

C-131 obtained
vertical profile
over NASA sun-
photometer and
ER-2 passed
overhead. Ac

lidar data from
C-131.

C-131 obtained
vertical profile
and ER-2 passed
overhead.

layer.

C-131A transit
flight from

measurements.

Vertical profiles
by C-131A over
sunphotometer at
Repressa Samuel
and Jamari during

21.)

Transit flight of
C-131A from

pilot reported

overhead as ER-2

Brazil.
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TABLE 9. SCAR-B FLIGHTS ON WHICH IN-SITU MEASUREMENTS WERE OBTAINED

ABOARD THE CONVAIR C-131A DURING SATELLITE OVERPASSES

University of
Washington

Flight Number

1688

Date
(1995)

17 August

Total Period of
Flight

(hhmm, UTQ*

1650 2058

Time of
Satellite
Overpass

(hhmm, UTC)+

AVHRRat
1645

General
Location of
C-131A at
Time of
Satellite
Overpass

(NA)

Comments

C-131A in air just after satellite
overpass (see Fig. 1). C-131A
sampled four small plumes from
cerrado fires.

1697 September 1206 1445

1703 7 September 1512 1856

1704 11 September 1250- 1628

LANDSAT South-west of Extensive Ac on top of smoke
1230-1330 Cuiaba in layer. C-131A sampled smoke at

northern various levels over NASA sun-
Panlanal (see photometer.
Fig. 10).

AVHRRat South-east of Near time of satellite overpass.
1800 PortoVelho C-131A sampled two plumes.

(see Fig. 16). Earlier in flight extensive
vertical sampling over two sun-
phoiometers. ER-2 overpass
1645-1715.

LANDSAT South-east of C-131 sampled widespread old,
at 1230-1330 PortoVelho uniform smoke. CAR

(see Fig. 17). measurements looking down on
smoke from -1407-1425 UTC.

* From engines on to engines off.

"I" To within 10 minutes.
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TABLE 10. TIMES (HHMMSS, UTC) AT WHICH MEASUREMENTS OF AEROSOL SIZE

DISTRIBUTIONS* ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE "NO-BAG" GRAB SAMPLER ABOARD

THE C-131A AIRCRAFT IN SCAR-B. (SEE TABLE 2 FOR DATES CORRESPONDING

TO UW FLIGHT NUMBERS LISTED HERE.)

Record
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

UW Fit 1688
101224
101735
173419
173745
180221
183121
183818
190339
191222
192340
193359
194602
195247
200550
201710

UW Fit 1689
172548
173024
173337
174246
174912
180221
181006
181255
181923
182201
182319
182438
182612
182753
183628
184743
185035
185403
190031
190617
191423
192140
193047
195312

UW FIt
164451
164808
170416
171435
172337
172915
173221
173942
174423
175309
180917
181346
181937
182151
183410
184144
184319
184607
184901
185210
190058
190413
190817
191519
191837
192346
192458
192837
193047
193953
194739

1690 UW Fit 1691
143331
143652
144338
145338
145811
150859
151010
151157
151359

UW Fit 1692
161610
162003
162238
162440
162803
163054
163915
164611
164925
165318
170628
172305
172525
173145
173705
174415
175112
175707
180007
180926
181355
181717
182134
182657
183426
183933
184250
185020
185420
190117

UW FIt
171827
172424
173013
174618
175056
175410
175924
180340
180829
181532
181730
181942
183203
184048
184257
184930
185422
190403
191038
191959
192620
193500
194232
195517
195859
200540
200750
201029
201343
201617

(cont)

1693

* Provided by PMS ASASP-100X (0.18 to 3.0 urn diameter) and PMS LAS-200 (0.5 to 11 pjn diameter).
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TABLE 10 (Continued)

Record

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

UW Fit 1694

164556
165004
170024
170626
171942
173006
173933
174856
175149
17553
180002
180205
181252
181610
181903
182021
182136
182404
182601
182954
184434
184638
184944
185243
185513
185714
185839
190132
190307
190521
190819
191151
191719
191958
192816
192936
193050
193215
193339
193453
193636
193808
194002
194143
194351
194528
194703
194801
194937
195104
195239
195410
195542
195746
195908
200057
200256
200443
200828
201020

UW Fit 1695

162058
162540
163337
163955
164822
165157
165716
171005
171123
171650
172111
172624
173107
173611
174146
174553
175127
175707
180248
180623
181058
181346
181657
182107
182946
183333
183819
184202
184922
185552
185900
190057
190318
190959
191342
191717
192130
192805
193425

UW Fit 1696

133039
133505
133738
133956
134839
135320
135624
135826
140032
140328
141152
141522
141724
141951
142339
142559
142816
143007
143232
143559
143913
144130
144334
144549
144808
145118
145349
150048
150423
151449
151728
152023
152152
152349
152630
152830
153429
153556
153955
154145
154353
155031
155752

UW Fit 1697

122002
122638
123125
123720
124353
124646
125248
125406
125822
130115
130609
130904
131351
131655
132202
132352
132507
132906
133124
133335
133741
133857
134011
134435
134609
134806
135042
135327
135454
135820
140047
140704
140840
141016
141355
141918
142225
142525

UW Fit 1698

145352
145807
145934
150052
150700
150947
151537
151732
151842
152224
152438
152951
153432
153655
153806
153913
154044
154438
154628
154926
155034
155208
155357
155552
155659
155807
155917
160250
160402
160845
161124
161229
161401
161508
161745
162205
162357
162543
162650
162802
163041
163227
163416
163555

UW Fit 1699

182556
182725
182840
183028
183436
183927
184411
184807
185501
185801
185911
190258
190554
190900
191235
191614
191944
192306
192714
193108
193507
193722
193829
193950
194112
194248
194419
194559
194749
194958
195220
195410

(Cont.)
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TABLE 10 (Cont)

Record

2
3
4
5
6
.7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

UW Fit 1700
184649
184944
185206
185657
190127
190358
191143
191731
191950
192604
193006
193215
193609
194118
194411
194651
195211
195542
195818
200210
200501
200826
201325
201501
201936
202214
202509
202835
203147
203549

UW Fit 1701
124103
124340
124746
125841
130246
130529
131021
131540
131824
132210
132812
133110
133342
134249
134656
140044
140802
141006
141953
142445
142838
143233
143612
144044
144600
144837
145314
145441
145728
150038
150834
151724
152221
152417
152801
153002
153248
153410
153605
153721
154051
154513
154743
155159
155455
155720

UWFIt 1702
183519
184514
184811
184951
185206
185411
185705
185952
190240
190429
190831
191338
191625
192309
192847
193345
193437
193543
193820
194117
194558
194933
195224
195539
195732
200138
200831
201355
201726.
201855
202423
202637
203020
203351
203802
204331
204509
204820
205320
210452
210704
210959
211255
211730
211851
212034
21221
212458
213022

UW Fit 1703
152816
153827
154020
154502
154848
155442
155619
160248
160510
161225
161528
161812
162051
162710
163321
164103
164249
165034
165153
165437
165839
170159
170729
170855
171448
171652
171903
172039
172518
172826
173038
173445
173836
174044
174220
17444
174748
174908
175230
175548
175902
180439
180624
181307
181813
183146
183840
18440

UW Fit 1704
130230
130603
130958
131210
131607
132006
132506
133001
133509
134501
134857
135641
140007
140526
141022
141458
142003
142144
142458
142612
143007
143446
144340
144507
145027
145355
145807
150216
150613
150938
151217
151518
151846
152514
153306
153949
154402
154657
155035
155310
155721
160214
160425
160845
161124

UW Fit 1705
17140
171835
173048
173316
173742
174112
174244
174708
175025
175443
175729
180116
180337
180748
181328
181723
182825
183234
183643
184547
185349
185647
190017
190348
190829
191235
191839
192046
192320
192743
193236
193658
195042
195338
195623
200042
20031
200855
201106
201502
201809
202105

(Cont.)
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TABLE 10 (Cont.)

Record

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

UW Fit 1706
160918
161431
162012
162521
162704
162947
163515
163958
164532
165516
165810
170121
170414
170722
171257
171907
172137
173025
173609
174110
174515
174913
175215
175824
180430
181026
181444
181722
182014
182238
182537
183532
184215
184639
185313
185713

UW Fit 1707
115245
120026 .’
120411
120606
121005
121223
121548
122015
122354
122811
123127
123514
124019
124241
124653
125004
125424
125758
130434
130813
131004
131151
131656
132337
133000
133337
133710
134018
134503
134815
135156
135531
140100

UWFIt 1708
163322
163947
164307
146424
164959
165409
165946
170432
171044
171722
172006
172411
173511
173703
173909
174521
174925
175245
180703
181118
181300
181752
182115
182500

UW Fit 1709
202246
202456
202812
203840
204459
205011
205752
210100
210734
211234
211746
212459
213109
213722
214043
214728
215746
220507
221749
221945
222116
222301
222446
222727

UW Fit 1710
133529
134022
134259
134630
135009
135507
140025
140514
140809
141312
141611
142209
142519
142920
143119
143434
143620
144159
144431
144750
145036
145351
145624
150022
150359
150815
151135
151340
151734
152217
152541
153154
153831
154627
155004
155201

UW FIt 1711
183414
183715
184058
184521
184848
190029
190800
191408
191659
191910
192631
192949
193323
194354
195257
195719
195944
200242
200613
201400
201807
202340
202514
203651
203905
204201
204753

(ConL)
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TABLE 10 (Cont)

Record

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

UW Fit 1712
135139
135639
140041
140342
140839
141519
142032
143006
143733
144111
144631
145545
145959
150346
150729
151226
151608
151957
152358
152648
152837
153030
153220
153537
153939
154313
154608
154917
155509
160027
160401
160700
160918
161208
161540
161747
162020
162739
163215
163446
163758
163950
164456
164857
165201
165404
165532
165918

UW Fit 1713
184456
185117
185906
190234
190912
191439
191707
192348
192625
193129
193329
193824
194044
194503
194641
195651
200049
200459
201001
201258
201418
201603
201744
202212
202654
203016
203701
203926
204129
204415
204647
205256
205706
205928
210317
210554
211239
211651
211758

UW Fit 1714
115534
115955
120417
120810
121147
121521
122210
122954
123257
123557
124014
125005
125553
125934
130235
130952
131953
132502
132740
133041
133507

UW FIt 1715
144143
144503
144745
145039
145530
150105
150551
150912
151711
152012
152401
153011
153413
154032
154523
154956
160013
160554
161457

UW FIt 1716
172845
173224
173757
174038
174216
174640
175111
175313
175545
175902
180636
181019
181238
182254
182812
183154
183552
184257
184907
185223
185918
190941
191312
191708
191902
192331
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TABLE 11. TIMES AT WHICH MEASUREMENTS WERE OBTAINED FROM THE "GRAB"

BAG ABOARD THE CONVAIR C-131A IN SCAR-B

A) UW Flight 1688, out of Brasilia, from 1650 to 2058 UTC on 17 August 1995

Time of Sampling Samples Taken
(hhmmss, UTC) (UW ID No.)

180225 Teflon (001)
Nuclepore (02)
quartz (101)
CCN spectrum

183030 Teflon (002)
Nuclepore (03)
quartz (102)
CCN spectrum

191230 Teflon (003)
Nuclepore (04)
quartz (100)
CCN spectrum

1717-2004 MOUDI

Comments

Background sample, 8500 ft

Background

Plume, 300 ft

Sampled for entire flight

B) UW Flight 1689, out of Brasilia, from 1639 to 2024 UTC on 18 August 1995

Time of Sampling Samples Taken Comments
(hhmmss, UTC) (UW ID No.)

183328 1
184205 [
184940 J

184200-184239

1817-
1953

Teflon (007)
Nuclepore (05)
quartz (103)
CCN spectrum

can (2401)

47 mm Teflon
Hg
MOUDI
Teflon (008)

Background sample, 400 ft

Background

Sampled for entire flight

Blank

(cont.)
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C) UW Flight 1690, c

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

170103 1
170832
171700 [

170103-170150

170832-170907

171700-171739

181936
182147

181936-181946 &
182147-182212

184316
184607

3ut of Brasilia, from 1623 tc

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Teflon (Oil)
Nuclepore (06)
quartz (104)
CCN spectrum

can (2402)

can (2403)

can (2404)

Teflon (012)
Nuclepore (07)
quartz (105)
Nuclepore (10)
CCN spectrum

can (2405)

Teflon (013)
Nuclepore (08)
quartz (106)
Nuclepore (11)
CCN spectrum

3 2009 UTC on 21 August 1995

Comments

Background sample, upwind
of prescribed bum at IBAMA

Background, 6000 ft

Background, 5000 ft

Background

Fresh smoke, sample for
emission factors

Smoke

Smoke sample during plume
cross-section

184316-184324 &
184630-184650

1744-1947

can (2406)

47 mm Teflon
Hg
MOUDI
Teflon (014, 015)

Smoke

Sampled for entire flight

Blanks

D) UW Flight 1692, out of Cuiaba, from 1552 to 1924 UTC on 24 August 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

162100

172300

Teflon (009)
Nuclepore (09)
quartz (107)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (010)
Nuclepore (12)
quartz (108)
CCN spectrum

Profile over 163411
sunphotometer

Effluent from Cu over forest
fire

(cont.)
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D) UW Flight 1692, out of Cuiaba, from 1552 to 1924 UTC on 24 August 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

175119

175119-175159

175455-175527

180920

180920-180945

181145-181215

182000

183430

183430-183505

185415

1623-1911

Teflon (016)
Nuclepore (13)
quartz (109)
CCN spectrum

can (2407)

can (0401)

Teflon (017)

can (0402)

can (0403)

Teflon (018)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (019)
CCN spectrum

can (0404)

Teflon (020)

47 mm Teflon
Hg
MOUDI
Teflon (021, 022)

Smoke at cloud base for
emission factors

Smoke

Background upwind

Black smoke for emission
factors

Black smoke

Background for above sample

Background

Flaming trees

Flaming trees

Smoke, same plume 7000 ft

Sampled for entire flight

Blanks

E) UW Flight 1693,

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

173800
175410
172230 J
183618
184804
185826
190612
191645 J

out of Cuiaba, from 1648 to 2048

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Teflon (023)
Nuclepore (17)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (024)
Nuclepore (18)
CCN spectrum
(except for 183618)

UTC on 25 August 1995

Comments

Regional smoke, 7800 ft

General regional haze, 5000 ft

(cont.)
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E) UW Flight 1693, out ofCuiaba, from 1648 to 2048 UTC on 25 August 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken Comments
(UW ID No.)

193430
194747

193630-193708

201025

201025-201040 &
201340-201400

1730-2027

Teflon (025) Background, regional haze
Nuclepore (15)
quartz (110)
CCN spectrum

can (0405) Background, 5500 ft

Teflon (026) Smoldering slash bum for
Nuclepore (14) emission factors
quartz (111) (cont.)
CCN spectrum

can (0406) Can for emission factors

MOUDI Sampled for entire flight
Hg
47 mm Teflon
Teflon (027, 028) Blanks

F) UW Flight 1694, out of Cuiaba, from 1633 to 2027 UTC on 27 August 1995

Time of Sampling Samples Taken Comments
(hhmmss, UTC) (UW ID No.)

171845
172845
173800 f

172133-172206

181900 1
182940 [

190302

192850

193812

Teflon (030)
Nuclepore (25)
quartz (112)
CCN spectrum

can (0407

Teflon (031)
Nuclepore (20)
quartz (113)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (032)
Nuclepore (22)
quartz (114)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (029)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (033)
CCN spectrum

Background, old smoke

Old smoke

Background, mid-boundary
layer

Profile over INPE
sunphotometer, 500 ft

3100ft
(cont.)
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F) UW Flight 1694, out of Cuiaba, from 1633 to 2027 UTC on 27 August 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

194730

195745

200700

1659-2012

Teflon (034)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (035)

Teflon (036)

Moudi
Hg
47 mm Teflon
Teflon (037. 038)

5100 ft

7100 ft

9100 ft

Sampled for entire flight

Blanks

G) UW Flight 1695, out of Cuiaba, from 1605 to 1950 UTC on 28 August 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

171005
172111

172111

1802 &
1806

181059

182947

184109

1815

Teflon (039)
Nuclepore (23)
quartz (115)
Teflon (040)
CCN spectrum

can (0408)

can (0701)

Teflon (042)
Nuclepore (23)
quartz (116)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (041)
Nuclepore (26)
quartz (117)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (043)
Nuclepore (26)
quartz (118)
CCN spectrum

can (0702)

Background

Background

Smoke, brush fire

Smoke, brush fire

Smoke, new fire

Smoke, same fire, further
downwind

Smoke
(cont.)
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G) UW Hight 1695, out of Cuiaba, from 1605 to 1950 UTC on 28 August 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

190151

191700

1420-1930

Teflon (044)
Nuclepore (28)
quartz (119)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (045)
Nuclepore (28)
quartz (120)
CCN spectrum

MOUDI
Hg
47 mm Teflon
Teflon (047, 048)

Background

Smoke at cloud level

Sampled for entire flight

Blanks

H) UW

Time of Sa
(hhmmss,

135800 1
141448

142415
143155

144303 1
145125

145900 1 Teflon (052)
150600 Nuclepore (33)

quartz (124)
J CCN spectrum

151335 1
152104

Flight 1696,

impling
UTC)

Teflon (049)
Nuclepore (24)
quart (123)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (051)
Nuclepore (27)
quartz (122)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (053)
Nuclepore (33)
quartz (124)
CCN spectrum

out of Cuiaba, from 1315 to 1611

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Teflon (050)
Nuclepore (27)
quartz (122)
CCN spectrum (except for
147415)

UTC on 30 August 1995

Comments

Background above clouds

In altocumulus layer at top of
smoke

9600ft
8600ft

7600ft
6600 ft

5600ft
4600ft

(cont.)
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H) UW Flight 1696, out of Cuiaba, from 1315 to 1611 UTC on 30 August 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ED No.)

Comments

152337-152410

152803 1
153435 [
154015 f

154525
155240

155828

1434-1600

can (0703)

Teflon (054)
Nuclepore (29)
quartz (125)
CCN spectrum

cascade imp. (1)
Teflon (055)
Teflon (056)
CCN spectrum (except for
155240)

cascade imp. (1)
UW Nuclepore (1000)

MOUDI
Hg
47 mm Teflon
Teflon (057, 058)

Mid-boundary layer, old
smoke

3600 ft
2600 ft
1000 ft

2000 ft
5000 ft

5000 ft

Sampled for entire flight

Blanks

I) UW Right 1697, oi

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

130200 1 Teflon (059)
130840 ^ Nuclepore (35)

J quartz (126)

131503 1 Teflon (060)
132200 \ Nuclepore (35)

J quartz (126)

133138 1 Teflon (061)
133807 \ Nuclepore (40)

J quartz (128) .
134415
135040

it of Cuiaba, from 1206 to 1445 U

Samples Taken
(UW ED No.)

Teflon (063)
Nuclepore (40)"
quartz (128)
CCN spectrum (except for
134415)

ETC on 1 September 1995

Comments

Cloud base, old smoke,
12400-11400 ft

10400 ft
9400 ft

8400 ft
7400 ft

6400 ft
5400 ft

135815 cascade imp. (3)
Teflon (064)

4400 ft
(cont.)
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I) UW Flight 1697, out of Cuiaba, from 1206 to 1445 UTC on 1 September 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

140700 1
141150

140700-140740

141717 1
142200

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Teflon (065)
Nuclepore (37)
quartz (129)
CCN spectrum

can (0704)

Teflon (066)
Nuclepore (37)
quartz (129)
CCN spectrum

Comments

2400 ft
2000 ft

Background

1100 ft

1301-1432 MOUDI Sampled for entire flight
Hg
47 mm Teflon
Teflon (062. 067.068) Blanks

J) UW Flight 1698, out of Cuiaba, from 1433 to 1645 UTC on 4 September 1995

Time of Sampling Samples Taken Comments
(hhmmss, UTC) (UW ID No.)

154300
155203
160000
160845
161740 )

1542-1640

Teflon (069) 14000 ft
Nuclepore (39)
quartz (130)
CCN spectrum (at 155203
and 160000)

MOUDI Sampled for entire flight
Hg (10)
47 mm Teflon (10)

K) UW Right 1699, out of Vilhena, from 1801 to 2004 UTC on 4 September 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

183435 1
184400 \
185100 J
190640 1
191440
192200 f
192930 J

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Teflon (070)
Nuclepore (44)
quartz (131)

Teflon (071)
Nuclepore (43)
quartz (132)

10000

10000

ft

ft

Comments

regional haze

smoke

(cont.)
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K) UW Flight 1699. out of Vilhena, from 1801 to 2004 UTC on 4 September 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

194108

1821-1954

Teflon (072)
Teflon (073)

MOUDI
Hg (12)
47 mm Teflon (12)
Teflon (074, 075)

7000 ft

Continued MOUDI from
previous flight.

Blanks

L) UW Flight 1700, out ofPorto Velho, from 1833 to 2046 UTC on 5 September 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

192400 1
193210 }

193920 1
194530 [

195258 1
195820 [

200520 1
201200 \
201222-201307

1930-2035

TeHon (076)
Nuclepore (45)
quartz (133)

Teflon (077)
Nuclepore (45)
quartz (133)

Teflon (079)
Nuclepore (46)
quartz (134)

Teflon (078)
Nuclepore (46)
quartz (134)

can (1401)

MOUDI
Hg
47 mm Teflon
Teflon (080, 081)
CCN spectrum (at
201200)

13000 ft

11000 ft
9000 ft

7000 ft
5000 ft

3000 ft
2000 ft

Regional smoke

Sampled for entire flight

Blanks

M) UW Right 1701, out of Porto Velho, from 1225 to 1609 UTC on 6 September 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

131530 1
132230 [
132900 f
133530 J

Teflon (082)
Nuclepore (47)
quartz (141)

Regional smoke, 10500 ft

(cont.)
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M) UW Flight 1701, out of Porto Velho, from 1225 to 1609 UTC on 6 September 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

132330-132440

142045 1
142830 \
143600 J
143036-143119

144545-144636

150400 1
151100
151800 f
151810-151840

1311-1547

1311-1418

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

can (1402)

Teflon (083)
Nuclepore (50)
quartz (142)

can (1403)

can (1404)

Teflon (084)
Nuclepore (51)
quartz (143)
CCN spectrum

can (1405)

MOUDI

Hg (14)
47 mm Teflon (14)

Comments

10500 ft

7800 ft

7800 ft

8800 ft

3500 ft

3500 ft

Sampled for entire flight

Above 8000 ft

1419-1547 Hg (15)
47 mm Teflon (15)

Below 8000 ft

N) UW Flight 1702, out of Porto Velho, from 1822 to 2146 UTC on 6 September 1995

Time of Sampling Samples Taken Comments
(hhmmss, UTC) (UW ID No.)

202935 1 Teflon (085) 4000 ft
203545 Nuclepore (52)
204314 f quartz (132)
204955 J CCN spectrum

204510-204546

1843-2132

can (1406)

MOUDI
Hg
45 mm Teflon
Teflon (086, 087)

4000 ft, background

Sampled for entire flight

Blanks
(cont.)
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0) UW Flight 1703. out ofPorto Velho, from 1512 to 1856 UTC on 7 September 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

160515-160615

161312 1
162219
163015 f
163750 J
163150-163240

164717 1
165625
170503 f
171200 J
171020-17106

172245 1
173435 [
174313 [

175050 1
175844
180530 f

175326-175404

183630

183630-183705

1613-1851

can (1407)

Teflon (088)
Nuclepore (53)
quartz (136)
CCN spectrum

can (1408)

Teflon (89)
Nuclepore (53)
quartz (137)
CCN spectrum

can (0706)

Teflon (090)
Nuclepore (54)
quartz (138)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (091)
Nuclepore (54)
quartz (139)
CCN spectrum

can (0707)

Teflon (092)
Nuclepore (55)
quartz (144)
CCN spectrum

can (0708)

Moudi
Hg
47 mm Teflon
Teflon (093, 094, 095. 096)

Above haze, 14000 ft

12500 ft

10000 ft

Top of smoke, 10000ft

8500 ft
6500 ft

6500 ft

5500 ft
3000 ft
2500 ft

1000 ft

Background, 1000 ft

Smoldering fire sample for
emission factor

Fire

Sampled for entire flight

Blanks
(cont.)
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P) UW Flight 1704, o

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

131200 1
131909
133315 f
134030 J
132140-132210

143900’
145015
150045
151115
151830
153000 J

ut of Porto Velho, from 1250 to 1628

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Teflon (097)
Nuclepore (60)
quartz (146)
UW Nuclepore (1001)

can (0705),

Teflon (098)
Nuclepore (62)
quartz (147)
UW Nuclepore (1002)
CCN spectrum (except for
143900)

UTC on 11 September 1995

Comments

Background, 3500 ft
2000 ft

3000 ft

Background

8500 ft
6500 ft
5000 ft
2500 ft
6500ft
6500ft

154353

154350-154410 &
154655-154715

160204

160204-160224 &
160428-160448

1316-1615

Teflon (099)
Nuclepore (58)
quartz (148)

can (2301)

Teflon (100)
Nuclepore (59)
quartz (149)
UW Nuclepore (1003)
Nuclepore (30)
CCN spectrum

can (2302)

MOUDI
Hg
47 mm Teflon
Teflon (101)

Smoldering fire for emission
factor

Emission factor sample

Flaming fire for emission
factor, slash bum

Emission factor sample

Sampled for entire flight

Blank

Q) UW Flight 1705, out of Porto Velho, from 1708 to 2036 UTC on 12 September 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

172400
173300
174100 C

174000-174049

Teflon (102)
Nuclepore (64)
quartz (150)
UW Nuclepore (1004)
CCN spectrum

can (2303)

Background 2500 ft
1500 ft

Background
(corn.)
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Q) UW Flight 1705, out of Porto Velho, from 1708 to 2036 UTC on 12 September 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ED No.)

Comments

175443

175443-175458 &
175730-175750

182141

184854

190341

191624

193228

193228-193243

194353

194743

195040-195055 &
195330-195350

200037

Teflon (103)
Nuclepore (65)
quartz (151)
UW Nuclepore (1005)
CCN spectrum

can (2304)

Teflon (104)
Nuclepore (66)
quartz (152)
UW Nuclepore (1006)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (105)
Nuclepore (63)
quartz (154)
UW Nuclepore (1007)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (106)
Nuclepore (57)
quartz (155)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (107)
Teflon (108)
quartz (156)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (109)
cascade imp. (4)
quartz (157)

can (2305)

Teflon (1 10)
quartz (157)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (1 1)

can (2306)

Teflon (1 12)
CCN spectrum

Emission factor sample
(flaming)

Emission factor sample

Detraining smoke from
capping cumulus

Processed smoke, just in cloud
top, 13500 ft

Smoke in cloud

Smoke below cloud, 8000 ft

Smoldering phase, same fire

Emission factor sample

Smoldering phase

New grass fire, flaming

Emission factor sample

Black smoke
(cont.)
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Q) UW Flight 1705, out ofPorto Velho, from 1708 to 2036 UTC on 12 September 1995 (corn.)

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

1727-2022 MOUDI
Hg
47 mm Teflon
Teflon (113, 114)

Sampled for entire flight

Blanks

R) UW Flight 1706, out of Porto Velho, from 1558 to 1909 UTC on 13 September 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

165514

165514-165529 &
165810-165830

174422
175230
175900 {
180430

174422-174450

181445 1
181721 [

181445-181505 &
181721-181741

1615-1839

Teflon (120)
Nuclepore (67)
quartz (159)
UW Nuclepore (1008)
Nuclepore (75FG)
CCN spectrum

can (2307)

Teflon (121)
Nuclepore (69)
quartz (160)
CCN spectrum (at 175900
and 1804301)

can (2308)

Teflon (122)
Nuclepore (71)
quartz (161)
CCN spectrum (at 181721)

can (1601)

MOUDI
Hg
47 mm Teflon
Teflon (123, 124)

Smoldering/flaming forest fire,
sample for emission factors

Emission factor sample

Background, 3500 ft

1000ft

Background, 2000 ft

Grass fire for emission factors

Emission factor sample

Sampled for entire flight

Blanks
(cont.)
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S) UW Right 1707, out of Porto Velho, from 1138 to 1422 UTC on 14 September 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

122030
122800
123510
124215
125000
130200
130900
133100
133799 }

Teflon (115)
Nuclepore (69)
quartz (162)
UW Nuclepore (1010)
.CCN spectrum (at 122030,

122800, 123510 and
133799)

Regional haze, cloud
processed, 9000 ft

125920-130020

1207-1400

can (1602)

MOUDI
Hg
47 mm Tenon

Background. 9000 ft

Sampled for entire flight

T) UW Right 1708, out of Manaus, from 1620 to 1839 UTC on 14 September 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

164900
165840
170423
171400
172400
173200
173900 )

181127

181127-181207

181637-181710

1638-1827

Teflon (116)
Nuclepore (70)
quartz (163)
UW Nuclepore (1011)
Nuclepore (74FG)
CCN spectrum (except
165840, 172400)

Teflon (1 17)
Nuclepore (72)
quartz (164)
UW Nuclepore (1012)
CCN spectrum

can (1603)

can (1701)

MOUDI
Hg
47 mm Teflon
Teflon (118, 19)

Regional haze, 7000 ft

Smoke sample, may have
missed plume, 3000 ft

3000 ft

Background sample

Sampled for entire flight

Blanks
(cont.)
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U) UW Right 1709, out of Santarem, from 2013 to 2241 UTC on 14 September 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

(No filters exposed or CCN measurements due to short flight in clean air above smoke,
performed in-flight calibrations of chemical instrumentation.)

V) UW Flight 1710, out of Maraba, from 1324 to 1606 UTC on 16 September 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

140505-140520 &
140630-140650

141611

141310-141325 &
141611-141631

142920

142920-142926

145625
150345
151100 f

152217

152217-152243

1346-1546

can (1702)

Teflon (125)
Nuclepore (76)
quartz (168)
UW Nuclepore (1013)
CCN spectrum

can (1703)

Teflon (126)
Nuclepore (77)
quartz (169)
Nuclepore (83FG)
CCN spectrum

can (1704)

Teflon (127)
Nuclepore (80, 79)
quartz (170)
UW Nuclepore (1014)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (128)
Nuclepore (81)
quartz (166)
UW Nuclepore (1015)
CCN spectrum

can (1705)

MOUDI
Hg
47 mm Teflon

Background, 1200 ft

Smoldering trees for emission
factor

Emission factor sample

Flaming/smoldering trees, for
emission factor

Emission factor sample

Background, 3500 ft
1500ft
1200ft

Smoldering forest for emission
factors

Emission factor sample

Sampled for entire flight

(cont.)
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W) UW Flight 1711. out of Maraba, from 1822 to 2059 UTC on 16 September 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

190029

190029-190100

191416

192940

194549

194549-194615

195718

195713-195719 &
195913-195940

200906

201805

203653

203900-203950

1839-2042

Teflon (129)
Nuclepore (85)
quartz (165)
CCN spectrum

can (1706)

Teflon (130)
Nuclepore (86)
quartz (167)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (131)
Nuclepore (86)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (132)
Nuclepore (87)
CCN spectrum

can (1707)

Teflon (133)
Nuclepore (88)
quartz (171)
CCN spectrum

can (1708)

Teflon (134)
Nuclepore (82)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (135)
Nuclepore (82)
quartz (172)
Nuclepore (84FG)

Teflon (136) .
Nuclepore (79)
CCN spectrum

can (1001)

MOUDI
Hg
47 mm Teflon
Teflon (137. 138)

Emission factor

Emission factor sample

Cloud base

In cloud

Emission factor sample

Emission factor sample

Emission factor sample

Emission factor sample

In cloud

Smoke exiting cloud

Smoke exiting cloud

In cloud

Sampled for entire flight

Blanks
(cont.)
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X) UW Flight 1712, out of Maraba, from 1341 to 1718 UTC on 17 September 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

135517

140506

142747

144000
144658
145427
150147
150834

144658-144800

152358
153029
153704 }-
154546

153440-153550

151509 1
160400
160904 I

160440-160510

162738

162738-162759

163445-163516

163753

Teflon (139)
cascade imp. (5)

Teflon (140)
CCN spectrum

UW Nuclepore (1016)

Teflon (141)
Nuclepore (91)
quartz (174)
UW Nuclepore (1017)
CCN spectrum (at
144658)

can (1002)

Teflon (142)
Nuclepore (92)
quartz (175)
CCN spectrum (at 153029
and 154546)

can (1003)

Teflon (143)
Nuclepore (93)
quartz (176)
UW Nuclepore (1019)
CCN spectrum (except for
151509)

can (1004)

Teflon (144)
Nuclepore (94)
quartz (177)
CCN spectrum

can (1005)

can (1006)

Teflon (145)
Nuclepore (89)
quartz (178)
CCN spectrum

Haze layer

Haze above clouds

Regional haze, above clouds

Regional haze, above clouds

In cloud

In cloud

Below cloud regional haze

Regional haze

In cloud, smoke

In cloud, smoke

Emission factor sample

(corn.)
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X) UW Flight 1712, out of Maraba. from 1341 to 1718 UTC on 17 September 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

164857

164857-164930

165404

1357-1702

Teflon (147)
Nuclepore (95)
quartz (179)
CCN spectrum

can (1007)

Teflon (148)
CCN spectrum

MOUDI
Hg
47 mm Teflon

Emission factor sample

Emission factor sample

Smoke exiting cloud

Sample for entire flight

Y) UW night 1713, out of Maraba, from 1836 to 2128 UTC on 17 September 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

185908

185908-185928 &
190230-190250

192313

194044

194158-194300

200454

200454-200600

205256

Teflon (146)
Nuclepore (90)
quartz (180)
Nuclepore (97FG)

can (0501)

Teflon (149)
Nuclepore (98)
CCN spectrum

Teflon (150)
Nuclepore (99)
quartz (181)
CCN spectrum

can (0502)

Teflon (151)
Nuclepore (100)
CCN spectrum

can (0503)

Teflon (152)
Nuclepore (101)
quartz (182)
CCN spectrum

Flaming/smoldering trees for
emission factor

Emission factor sample

Outflow from cumulus

11500 ft

11500 ft

Cloud processed smoke,
14500 ft

14500 ft

Flaming brush fire for
emission factor

(cont.)
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Y) UW Flight 1713, out of Maraba, from 1836 to 2128 UTC on 17 September 1995 (corn.)

Time of Sampling Samples Taken Comments
(hhmmss, UTC) (UW ED No.)

203921

205256-205336

205837-205904

210323 1
211236

1852-2116

cascade imp. (6) Cloud processed smoke,
8000 ft

can (0504) Brush fire

can (0505) Background

Teflon (153) Background 1500 ft
Nuclepore (102)
quartz (183)
CCN spectrum

MOUDI Sampled for entire flight
47 mm Teflon
Teflon (154, 155, 156) Blanks

Z) UW Flight 1714, out of Maraba, from 1141 to 1347 UTC on 18 September 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken Comments
(UW ED No.)

Teflon (157) Regional haze, 6000 ft
Nuclepore (104)
quartz (185)
UW Nuclepore (1020)
CCN spectrum (at 131648
and 132730)

can (0506) Background at 6000 ft

MOUDI Sampled for entire flight
47 mm Teflon

123145
124100
125000
130910
131648
132730 J

125940-130030

1201-1339

AA) UW Flight 1715, outofPorto Nacional, from 1430 to 1629 UTC on 18 September 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken Comments
(UW ED No.)

144810,
145830,
150808,
152110,
153100,
154200
160300

1444-1614

Teflon (158) Regional haze. 8000 ft
Nuclepore (105)
quartz (186)
UW Nuclepore (1021)
CCN spectrum (except for
144810 and 145830)

MOUDI Continued from last flight
47 mm Teflon (cont.)
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BB) UW Flight 1716, out of Brasilia, from 1650 to 1952 UTC on 20 September 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmmss, UTC)

Samples Taken
(UW ID No.)

Comments

174216

174216-174256

174700-174749

175140-175210

180635

181945-182015 &
182250-182310

182250

183156

183156-183216 &
183520-40

184800 1
185430
185915 f

184938-185006

192544-192630

1731-1940

Teflon (159)
Nuclepore (112)
quartz (187)
UW Nuclepore (1022)
CCN spectrum

can (0507)

can (0508)

UW can (l)

Teflon (167)
Nuclepore (llO)
quartz (189)
UW Nuclepore (1023)
CCN spectrum

UW can (2)

Teflon (161)
Nuclepore (106)
quartz (190)
cascade imp. (8)

Teflon (162)
Nuclepore (109)
quartz (191)

can (1604)

Teflon (163)
Nuclepore (113)
quartz (192)
CCN spectrum (at 185915)

can (1605)

can (1606)

47 mm Teflon
Teflon (164-200)

Flaming pasture fire, for
emission factor

Emission factor sample

Background. 5000 ft

Background, 7000 ft

Smoke in cloud

Flaming grass fire for emission
factor

Flaming phase, 4000 ft grass
fire, for emission factor

Flaming grass fire, for
emission factor

Emission factor sample

Background, 4000 ft

Background, 4000 ft

Background, 9000 ft

Sampled for entire flight
Blanks
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TABLE 12. TIMES AT WHICH THE DMPS WAS OPERATED ON THE C-131 AIRCRAFT IN

SCAR-B TO PROVIDE AEROSOL SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS FROM 0.01 TO 0.6

MICROMETERS DIAMETER. "COLD" MEASUREMENTS PROVIDE SIZE

DISTRIBUTIONS OF AMBIENT AEROSOL AFTER DRYING. "HOT" MEASUREMENTS

WERE MADE AT 320C AFTER VOLATILES, SUCH AS SULFATES, NITRATES AND

MOST ORGANICS, WERE DRIVEN OFF.

A) UW Flight 1688, out of Brazilia, from 1650 to 2058 UTC on 17 August 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmm, UTC)

Time of Sampling
(hhmm, UTC)

1732

1802

1816

1831

1836

1904

1913

1924

1952

B) UW night

1722

1735
1749

1754

1806
1812

1819
1827

1833

1843

1850

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1689, out of Brasilia,

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Number of "Hot"
Measurements

0

0

0
0

0

0

1

2

0

from 1639 to 2024

Number of "Hot"
Measurements

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Comments

TEST
TEST
TEST

Regional Haze

Regional haze

Smoke

Plume, 300 ft

Humidigraph sample

Regional haze

UTC on 18 August 1995

Comments

TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze, 400 ft

Regional haze

Regional haze
(cont.)
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B) UW Flight 1689, out of Brasilia, from 1639 to 2024 UTC on 18 August 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling Number of "Cold" Number of "Hot" Comments
(hhmm, UTC) Measurements Measurements

1908 1 0 Regional haze

1916 1 1 Regional haze

C) UW Flight 1690, out of Brasilia, from 1623 to 2009 UTC on 21 August 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmm, UTC)

1654

1702
1710

1715

1753

1803

1819
1847

1930
1940

1947

D) UW Flight

Time of Sampling
(hhmm, UTC)

1621

1630

1638
1651

1659

1724
1737

1744

1751

1809

1820

1835

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1692, outofCuiaba,

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Number of "Hot"
Measurements

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

from 1552 to 1924

Number of "Hot"
Measurements

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Comments

TEST

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Plume

Plume

Plume

Smoke and cloud

Smoke and cloud

Smoke cloud

UTC on 24 August 1995

Comments

TEST
TEST
TEST

Regional haze

Regional haze

Cloud-processed smoke
Smoke in cloud

Cloud-processed smoke

Smoke at cloud base

Smoke column

Regional haze

Plume
(cont.)
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D) UW Flight 1692, out of Cuiaba, from 1552 to 1924 UTC on 24 August 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling Number of "Cold" Number of "Hot" Comments
(hhmm, UTC) Measurements Measurements

1844 0 Plume

1854 1 0 Plume

E) UW Flight 1693, out of Cuiaba, from 1648 to 2048 UTC on 25 August 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmm, UTC)

F) UW Flight

Time of Sampling
(hhmm, UTC)

1733

1738
1754

1810

1822

1836
1848
1859

1906
1912

1917

1934

1947

2022

1656

1702

1710

1719

1729

1738

1746

1753

1759

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1694, out of Cuiaba,

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Number of "Hot"
Measurements

0

0

1

1

0
1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

from 1633 to 2027

Number of "Hot"
Measurements

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Comments

TEST

Regional haze at 7800 ft

Regional haze

Background at 10,000 ft

Plume

Background at 5000 ft

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Emission factor

UTC on 27 August 1995

Comments

TEST
TEST

Regional haze

Regional haze, old smoke

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze
(cont.)
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F) UW Right 1694, out of Cuiaba, from 1633 to 2027 UTC on 27 August 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling Number of "Cold" Number of "Hot" Comments
(hhmm, UTC) Measurements Measurements

1805 I 0 Regional haze

G) UW Flight 1697, out of Cuiaba, from 1206 to 1445 UTC on September 1, 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmm, UTC)

Time of Sampling
(hhmm, UTC)

1226

1231
1237

1244

1250
1256

1304
1308
1315

1322
1330

1338
1344

1358

1407

1412

1417

1424

1434

H) UW Flight

1500
1515

1525

1545

1552

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0
0
1

0

1

1698, out of Cuiaba,

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

1

1

1

1

1

Number of "Hot"
Measurements

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

from 1433 to 1645 UTC on 4 September 1995

Number of "Hot"
Measurements

0

0

0

0

0

Comments

TEST

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Above haze layer
In cloud

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Comments

TEST

Regional haze

Above haze

Top of haze

Top of haze
(cont.)
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H) UW Right 1698, out of Cuiaba, from 1433 to 1645 UTC on 4 September 1995 (corn.)

Time of Sampling Number of "Cold" Number of "Hot" Comments
(hhmm, UTC) Measurements Measurements

1617 1 0 Regional haze

1628 1 0 Regional haze

1635 1 0 Regional haze

I) UW Flight 1699, out of Vilhena, from 1801 to 2004 UTC on 4 September 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmm, UTC)

1824

1834
1844

1851

1906
1915

1922

1929

1941

J) UW Right

Time of Sampling
(hhmm, UTC)

1851
1904

1912

1919
1924

1932
1939
1945

1953
1958

2005

2011

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1700, out of Pono Velho,

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Number of "Hot"
Measurements

0

0

1

0

0
1

0

1

0

from 1833 to 2046

Number of "Hot"
Measurements

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

Comments

TEST

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Smoke at 10,000 ft

Smoke at 10,000 ft

Smoke at 10,000 ft

Smoke at 10,000 ft

Regional haze

UTC on 5 September 1995

Comments

TEST
TEST
In cloud
In cloud

Above haze layer
Above haze layer

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze and fresh
smoke

(cont.)
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J) UW Flight 1700, out ofPorto Velho, from 1833 to 2046 UTC on 5 September 1995 (corn.)

Time of Sampling Number of "Cold" Number of "Hot" Comments
(hhmm, UTC) Measurements Measurements

2019 1 0 Humidigraph

2031 1 0 Regional haze

2035 0 Regional haze

K) UW Right 1701, out ofPorto Velho. from 1225 to 1609 UTC on 6 September 1995

Time of Sam]
(hhmm, UT

1251

1303
1315
1323

1329
1335

1345
1353
1401

1408
1420

1428

1436
1446

1504

1511

1518
1534

)ling
’C)

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

1

1

1

0
1

0

1

0
1

0

1

0
1

1

1

0

1

1

Number of "Hot"
Measurements

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

Comments

TEST

Regional haze

Regional haze at 10,000 ft

Top of smoke layer
Top of smoke layer
Top of smoke layer

Humidigraph

Humidigraph

Regional haze

Regional haze

In lower layer of smoke

In lower layer of smoke

In lower layer of smoke
In clean layer between 2
layers
In lower layer of smoke
Cloud

Regional haze*

Under cloud in updraft

L) UW Flight 1702, out ofPorto Velho, from 1822 to 2146 UTC on 6 September 1995

Time of Sampling Number of "Cold" Number of "Hot" Comments
(hhmm, UTC) Measurements Measurements

1845 1

1900 1

1907 1

0 TEST
0 Humidigraph

0 In cloud
(cont.)
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L) UW Flight 1702, out of Porto Velho, from 1822 to 2146 UTC on 6 September 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling Number of "Cold" Number of "Hot" Comments
(hhmm, UTC) Measurements Measurements

1913

1923

1935
1947

1957
2005

2011

2015

2030

2035
2043

2050

2101

2107

2128

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

In cloud
In cloud
In cloud
Outflow from cloud

Outflow from cloud

Outflow from cloud

Regional haze, boundary
layer
Regional haze, boundary
layer
Regional haze. Boundary
layer
Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

M) UW Flight 1703, out of Porto Velho, from 1512 to 1856 UTC on 7 September 1995

Time of Sampling Number of "Cold" Number of "Hot" Comments
(hhmm, UTC) Measurements Measurements

1557

1604

1613

1622

1630

1638
1647

1656

1705

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

Regional haze at 13,500 ft

Regional haze at 14,100 ft
(above smoke)

Regional haze at 13,500 ft
(above smoke)

Regional haze at 13,500 ft
(above smoke)

Regional haze at 10,000 ft
(top of smoke)

Regional haze at 9,500 ft

Regional haze at 9,500 ft

Regional haze at 8,500 ft

Regional haze at 6,500 ft
(cont.)
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M) UW Flight 1703, out ofPorto Velho, from 1512 to 1856 UTC on 7 September 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling
(hhmm, UTC)

N) UW Flight

Time of Sampling
(hhmm, UTC)

1712
1723

1735
1743

1751

1759
1806

1827
1837

1311
1318
1333
1340
1353

1405

1412

1425

1439

1450
1500
1511

1518

1529
1536

1544

1602

1606

1615

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1704. out of Porto Velho,

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

Number of "Hot"
Measurements

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

from 1250 to 1628

Number of "Hot"
Measurements

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

Comments

Regional haze at 6,500 ft

Regional haze at 4,500 ft

Regional haze at 2,500 ft

Regional haze at 2,500 ft

Regional haze at 1,000 ft

Regional haze at 1,000 ft

Regional haze at 1,000 ft

Regional haze at 1,500 ft

Plume at 1,500 ft

UTC on 11 September 1995

Comments

TEST
Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Plane exhaust

Plane exhaust

Plane exhaust

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Old fire smoldering (emission
factor)
Flaming fire

Flaming fire

Regional haze
(cont.)
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0) UW Flight 1705, out ofPorto Velho, from 1708 to 2036 UTC on 12 September 1995

Time of Sampling
(hhmm, UTC)

1724

1733

1741
1754
1822

1840
1848
1904

1917

1933

1944

1948

2000

2011

2022

P) UW Flight

Time of Sampling
(hhmm, UTC)

1610

1618
1624
1631

1637

1646

1655

1707

1719

1729

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

-1

1

1

1

1706, out of Porto Velho,

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Number of "Hot"
Measurements

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

from 1558 to 1909

Number of "Hot"
Measurements

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

Comments

TEST

Regional haze

Regional haze

Smoke for emission factor

Detraining air from top of
capping Cu
Top of Cu
Inside Cu
Inside Cu
Smoke at 8,000 ft

Smoke from smoldering
phase
Smoke from smoldering
phase
Grass fire, black smoke
(emission factor)
Black plume
Smoke in cloud

Regional haze

UTC on 13 September 1995

Comments

TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST

Cloud-processed air

In cloud

Smoke, forest fire emission
factor

In cloud
Smoke and cloud

Light smoke
(corn.)
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P) UW Right 1706, out ofPorto Velho, from 1558 to 1909 UTC on 13 September 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling
(hhmm, UTC)

1744
1752

1759
1804

1809

1817

1828
1844

Q) UW Flight 1707, out of Porto Velho,

Time of Sampling
(hhmm. UTC)

1156

1205

1220
1228
1235
1243
1251

1256
1302
1310

1314

1331

1337

1345
1352

R) UW Right

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

1

0

1

0
1

9

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1708, out ofManaus, from 1620 to 1839 UTC on 14 September 1995

Number of "Hot"
Measurements

0
0

0

0

1

1

from 1138 to 1422

Number of "Hot"
Measurements

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0
1

Comments

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Plume grass fire

Regional haze

UTC on 14 September 1995

Comments

TEST
While climbing

Regional haze at 7,000 ft

Regional haze at 9,000 ft

Regional haze at 9,000 ft

Regional haze at 9,000 ft

Regional haze at 9,000 ft

Regional haze at 9,000 ft

Regional haze at 9,000 ft

Regional haze at 9,000 ft

Smoke plume at 9,000 ft

Regional haze at 9,000 ft

Regional haze at 9,000 ft

Regional haze at 9,000 ft

Regional haze in drizzle

Time of Sampling Number of "Cold" Number of "Hot" Comments
(hhmm, UTC) Measurements Measurements

1649 1 0 TEST

1658 0 1 Regional haze at 7,000 ft
(cont.)
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R) UW Flight 1708, out of Manaus, from 1620 to 1839 UTC on 14 September 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling
(hhmm, UTC)

1704

1714

1724

1732

1739

1745

1807

1811

1822
1830

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

Number of "Hot"
Measurements

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

0
1

Regional haze at 7,000 ft

Regional haze at 7,000 ft

Regional haze between
clouds

Regional haze between
clouds

Regional haze between
clouds

Regional haze between
clouds

Regional haze

In cloud
Regional haze*

Regional haze*

Comments

S) UW Right 1709, out of Santarem, from 2013 to 2241 UTC on 14 September 1995

Time of Sampling Number of "Cold" Number of "Hot" Comments
(hhmm, UTC) Measurements Measurements

2027 1 1 TEST
2045 1 0 Regional haze at 9,000 ft

2112 1 1 In cloud

2151 1 1 Regional haze at 9,000 ft

2223 1 1 While descending

T) UW Flight 1710, out of Maraba, from 1324 to 1606 UTC on 16 September 1995

Time of Sampling Number of "Cold" Number of "Hot" Comments
(hhmm, UTC) Measurements Measurements

1341
1347

1405

1416

1429

0 TEST
0 TEST
0 Plume

1 Smoldering trees, emission
factor

1 Mixed smoke, emission
factor

(cont.)
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T) UW Right 1710, out ofMaraba, from 1324 to 1606 UTC on 16 September 1995 (corn.)

Time of Sampling Number of "Cold" Number of "Hot" Comments
(hhmm, UTC) Measurements Measurements

1444

1456

1504
1511

1522

1532

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Smoldering forest, emission
factor

Smoke in boundary layer

U) UW Flight 1711, out of Maraba, from 1822 to 2059 UTC on 16 September 1995

Time of Sampling Number of "Cold" Number of "Hot" Comments
(hhmm, UTC) Measurements Measurements

1738
1849

1900
1915

1930
1946

1950
1957

2009

2019

2023
2036

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

TEST
Plume brush fire

Emission factor

Cloud base

In cloud

Emission factor

Smoke

Emission factor

In cloud

Regional haze

In smoke
Cloud-processed smoke

V) UW Right 1712. out ofMaraba, from 1341 to 1718 UTC on 17 September 1995

Time of Sampling Number of "Cold" Number of "Hot" Comments
(hhmm, UTC) Measurements Measurements

1355
1405

1420
1428

1439
1447

0 TEST
1 Regional haze above clouds

0 Background at 13.000 ft

1 Background
0 Background at 11,000 ft

Regional haze above clouds
(cont.)
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V) UW Flight 1712, out ofMaraba, from 1341 to 1718 UTC on 17 September 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling
(hhmm, UTC)

1454

1501

1508
1524

1531

1537
1546

1555

1559
1604

1609
1616

1628
1638
1649

1654

W) UW Right

Time of Sampling
(hhmm, UTC)

1848

1859

1914

1932
1940

1954

2005
2016

2028

2039

2053
2103

2113

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1
1,

1

1

1

1

1

1713, outofMaraba,

Number of "Cold"
Measurements

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Number of "Hot’
Measurements

0

0

0
0

0
1

1

1

0

0

0
1

1

0

0

1

from 1836 to 2128

Number of "Hot’
Measurements

0

1

1

0
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Comments

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Regional haze

Humidigraph
In cloud

In cloud

Smoke

Smoke

Regional haze below cloud

Regional haze below cloud

Humidigraph
In cloud

Emission factor

Emission factor

Cloud-processed smoke

UTC on 17 September 1995

Comments

TEST
Emission factor

Cloud base

Outflow from Cu
Below cloud

Side of cloud

Cloud-processed smoke
Cloud-processed smoke

Regional haze

Cloud-processed smoke

Emission factor

Regional haze

Regional haze
(cont.)
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X) UW Flight 1714, out ofMaraba, from 1141 to 1347 UTC on 18 September 1995

Time of Sampling Number of "Cold" Number of "Hot" Comments
(hhmm, UTC) Measurements Measurements

1158
1213

1232
1241

1250
1259

1309
1316

1327
1338

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

TEST

Regional

Regional
Regional

Regional

Regional

Regional

Regional

Regional

Humidigi
layer

haze at 9,000 ft

haze at 6.000 ft

haze at 6,000 ft

haze at 6.000 ft

haze at 6,000 ft

haze at 6,000 ft

haze at 6,000 ft

haze at 6.000 ft

aph in boundary

Y) UW night 1715, out ofPorto Nacional, from 1430 to 1629 UTC on 18 September 1995

Time of Sampling Number of "Cold" Number of "Hot" Comments
(hhmm, UTC) Measurements Measurements

1446
1458

1508

1521

1531

1542

1550
1603

1616

1 TEST
Regional haze at 8,000 ft
between clouds

1 Regional haze at 8,000 ft
between clouds

1 Regional haze at 8,000 ft
1 Regional haze at 8,000 ft,

clean air

Regional haze in drizzle

1 Regional haze at 8,000 ft

Regional haze at 8,000 ft

0 Smoke layer

Z) UW Right 1716, out of Brasilia, from 1650 to 1952 UTC on 20 September 1995

Time of Sampling Number of "Cold" Number of "Hot" Comments
(hhmm, UTC) Measurements Measurements

T732 1 0 TEST

1742 1 Emission factor
(cont.)
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Z) UW Flight 1716, out of Brasilia, from 1650 to 1952 UTC on 20 September 1995 (cont.)

Time of Sampling Number of "Cold" Number of "Hot" Comments
(hhmm, UTC) Measurements Measurements

T755"

1806

1820

1832

1846

1854

1909

1923

0 Old smoke and plume in
cloud

1 Smoke in cloud

Smoke plume
1 Smoke plume emission factor

1 Regional haze

1 Regional haze

1 In cloud

1 In cloud
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TABLE 13. TIMES (UTC) AT WHICH AEROSOL OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS WERE OBTAINED AT THE AEROSOL STATION
ON THE UW CONVAIR C-131A IN SCAR-B*

University of Date Base of bsp(CEneph) bap (OEC) bap (PSAP) Humidigraph A3 Single-scattering Single-scattering
Washington (1995) Operation albedo of smoke albedoof

Flight Number rom bap(OEC) background air
and bsp (CE neph) from bap (PSAP)
measurements"!’ and bsp (CE

neph)

1688 17 August Brazilia 17:07 17:07 17;07 17:07

20:46 20:46 20:46 20:46

1689 18 August Brazilia 16:57 16:57 17:10 16:57 16:57

f f 18:12 4 4

^ ^ 18:25 4’ 4-
20:10 20:10 20:10 20:10

1690 21 August Brazilia 16:42 16:42 16:42 16:42

20:00 20:00 20:00 20:00

1692 24 August Cuiaba 16:03 16:03 16:03 16:03

18:03
18:39
19:13
19:25
19:53

18:02
18:04
18:42
18:45
18:48
19:30

16:15
16:52
17:22
17:36
17:42

17:20
17:32
18:30
19:24

19:30

17:01
18:00

18:03 A

18:39
19:13
19:25
19:53

18:02
18:04
18:42
18:45
18:48
19:30

16:15 A

16:52
17:22
17:36
17:42

(cont.)

bsp (CE neph) continuous measurements (between listed times) of light-scattering coefficient for aerosols measured with UW/CE nephelometer, bap (OEC) light-absorption
coefficient derived from long-path optical extinction cell and bsp (CE neph); bap (PSAP) continuous measurements (between listed times) of light-absorption coefficient (due to
graphitic carbon) measured by Particle Soot Absorption Photometer; Humidigraph approximate times at which humidigraph was scanned from 30 to 90% relative humidity to
obtain measurements of the aerosol humidification factor; A3 continuous measurements (between listed times) with Aerosol Asymmetry Analyzer, which provides a measure
of degree of non-sphericity of the aerosol.

+ In some cases multiple plumes were transected, but the single-scattering albedo for each plume can be derived.
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TABLE 13 (cont.)

University of
Washington

Flight Number

Dale
(1995)

Base of
Operation

bsp (CE neph) bap (OEC) bap (PSAP) Humidigraph A5 Single-scattering
albedo of smoke
from bap (OEC)

and bsp (CE neph)
measurements1

Single-scattering
albedo of

background air
from bgp (PSAP)
and bsp (CEmeasurements1 and bsp (CE

neph)

1692 24 August Cuiaba
(cont.)

19

1693 25 August Cuiaba 17:13 17:13 17:13 17:13
A

20:26 20:26 20:26 20:26

1694 27 August Cuiaba 16:44 16:44 16:44 16:44

. 17:44
17:50
17:52
18:09
18:26
18:34
18:39
19:00

:02 IS

17:50
17:59
18:17
18:24
19:58
20:13
20:16
20:25

:02 19

17:41
18:20
20:01

^ 17:44
17:50
17:52
18:09
18:26
18:34
18:39
19:00

02 IS

17:50 ^
17:59
18:17
18:24
19:58
20:13
20:16
20:25

:02

17:40
17:50
18:30

20:17

28 August Cuiaba 16:16

20:17

16:16

20:17

16:16

20:17

16:16
1695 18:02

18:11
18:13
18:16
18:20
18:24
18:29
18:33

16:58
17:20
18:33

18:02
18:11
18:13
18:16
18:20
18:24
18:29
18:33

19:46 19:46 19:46 19:46
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TABLE 13 (cont.)

University of Date Base of bgp (CE ncph)
Washington (1995) Operation

Flight Number

1696 30 August Cuiaba 13:28 13:28 13:28 13:28

t
15:27 15:27 15:27 15:57

1697 September Cuiaba 12:17 12:17 12:17 12:17

14:39 14:39 14:39 14:39

1700 5 September Porto Velho 18:40

1 19:10
19:46

20:37 20:37 20:37 20:37

1701 6 September Porto Velho 12:40 12:40 12:40
^k

16:04

1702 6 September Porto Velho 18:29 18:29 18:29 18:29

\
21:34 21:34 21:34 21:34

1703 7 September Porto Velho 15:19
17:41
17:56
18:12
18:36

bap (OEC) bap (PSAP)

\

18:40 18:40 18:40

16:04 16:04

t
15:19 15:19 15:19

18:37

Humidigraph

13:42
15:07

13:03
13:59
14:35

19:37
20:00
20:20

12:57
13:38
13:47
14:08
14:29

20:25
21:00

15:48
16:39

A3 Single-scattering
albcdo of smoke
from ban (OEC)

and bsp (CE ncph)
measurements’

t t

t t

19:10
19:46

17:41
17:56
18:12
18:36
18:37

Single-scattering
albedoof

background air
from bap (PSAP)
and bsp (CE

neph)

I

18:49 18:49 18:49 18:49
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TABLE 13 (cont.)

University of Dale Base of bgp (CE neph) bap (OEC) bap (PSAP) Humidigraph A3 Single-scattering Single-scattering
Washington (1995) Operation albedo of smoke albedo of

Flight Number from bgn (OEC) background air
and bsp (CE ncph) from bgp (PSAP)
measurements^ and bsp (CE

neph)

1704 11 September PortoVelho 13:00 13:00 13;00 13:00

16:23 16:23 16:23 16:23

1705 12 September PortoVelho 17:11 17:11 17:11 17:11

(cont.)
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15:39
15:43
15:46
15:49
15:52
16:01
16:04
16:08

17:33
17:35
17:42
17:46
17:50
17:53
17:57
18:00
18:02
18:07
18:13
18:21
18:27
18:53
18:59
19:03
19:08
19:12
19:15
19:27
19:32
19:34
19:43
19:47
19:50

13:55

18:09 A

15:39
15:43
15:46
15:49
15:52
16:01
16:04
16:08

17:33 J

17:35
17:42
17:46
17:50
17:53
17:57
18:00
18:02
18:07
18:13
18:21
18:27
18:53
18:59
19:03
19:08
19:12
19:15
19:27
19:32
19:34
19:43
19:47
19:50



TABLE 13 (cont)

University of
Washington

Flight Number
and bsp (CE ncph)

Date
(1995)

Base of
Operation

t>sp (CE ncph) bap (OEC) bap (PSAP) Humicligraph A3 Single-scattering
albcdo of smoke
from ban (OEC)

measurements’

Single-scattering
albedoof

background air
from bap (PSAP)

and b$p (CE
ncph)

1705 12 September PortoVelho A

(cont.)

20

1706 13 September Porto Velho 16:05 16:05 16;05 16:05

19:05 19:05 19:05 19:05

1707 14 September PortoVelho 11:45 11:45 11:45 11:45
to Manaus ^(transit

night) ^14:12 14:12 14:12 14:12

1708 14 September PortoVelho 16:31 16:31 16:31 16:31

k 19:53 4
20:00
20:03
20:06
20:10
20:14

:27 2C

16:52
16:54
16:57
17:00
17:03
17:06
18:14
18:16
18:19
18:22
18:25
18:26

A

:27 20

17:08
18:28

12:12 4 f
12:43 1
13:15 ^ ^

. 19:53 4
20:00
20:03
20:06
20:10
20:14

27 2C

16:52
16:54
16:57
17:00
17:03
17:06
18:14
18:16
18:19
18:22
18:25
18:26

:27

17:46

18:27

20:17

18:27

20:17

2^37

t
18:27 18:27

20:17

22r37

1709 14 September PortoVelho
toMaraba
(transit
Hight)

t.
22:37
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TABLE 13 (cont.)

University of Date Base of bgp (CE neph) bap(OEC) bgp (PSAP) Humidigraph A3 Single-scattering Single-scattering
Washington (1995) Operation albcdo of smoke albedoof

Flight Number from bap(OEC) background air
and bsp (CE ncph) from bgp (PSAP)
measurements^ and bsp (CE

ncph)

1710 16 September Maraba 13:30 13:30 13:30 13:30

15:59 15:59 15:59 15:59

1711 16 September Maraba 18:28 18:28 18:28 18:28

20:54 20:54 20:54 20:54

1712 17 September Maraba 13:38 13:38 13:38 13:38

14:12
14:15
14:24
14:28
15:07
15:21
15:30

18:44
19:00
19:26
19:29
19:32
19:40
19:42
19:44
19:48
19:52
19:59
20:02
20:06
20:08
20:10
20:36
20:38
20:42

16:21
16:27
16:31
16:34
16:37

14:44
15:27
15:45

18:49
19:47
20:10
20:28

14:06
14:52
15:03
15:37
16:16

14:12 A

14:15
14:24

18:44
19:00
19:26
19:29
19:32
19:40
19:42
19:44
19:48
19:52
19:59
20:02
20:06
20:08
20:10
20:36
20:38
20:42

20:38
20:42

(cont.)
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TABLE 13 (cont)

University of Date Base of bgp (CE neph) bgp(OEC) bgp (PSAP) Humidigraph A3 Single-scattering Single-scattering
Washington (1995) Operation albedo of smoke albedoof

Flight Number from bap(OEC) background air
and bsp (CE neph) from bap (PSAP)
measurcmentst and bsp (CE

neph)

1712 17 September Maraba A

(cont.)

17:13 17:13 17:13 17:13

1713 17 September Maraba 18:44 18:44 18;44 18:44

21:24 21:24 21:24 21:24

1714 18 September Maraba to 11:49 11:49 11:49 11:49
Porto

Nacional
(transit
night)

13:43 13:43 13:43 13:43

1715 18 September Maraba to 14:39 14:39 14:39 14:39
Porto

Nacional
(transit
Hight)

16:39
16:44
16:48
16:51

18:52
18:58
19:01
19:06
19:08
19:10
20:51
20:56

16:57

19:15

12:12
12:22
12:47
13:00
13:38

15:15
15:33
15:50
16:06

18:52
18:58
19:01
19:06
19:08
19:10
20:51
20:56

16:00 16:00 16:00 16:00
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TABLE 13 (cont)

University of
Washington

Flight Number

Date
(1995)

Base of
Operation

^p (CE neph) t>ap (OEC) bap (PSAP) Humidigraph A3 Single-scattering
albedo of smoke
from bap(OEC)

and bsp (CE neph)
measurements’

Single-scattering
albedo of

background air
from bap (PSAP)
and bsp (CE

neph)

1716 20 September Brazilia 17:29 17:29 17:29 17:29
17:41
17:48
17:52
18:18
18:21
18:31
18:35

17:37
18:33
18:47

17:41
17:48
17:52
18:18
18:21
18:31
18:35

19:34 19:34 19:34 19:34
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TABLE 14. TIME PERIODS WHENTHE DOWNWARD-POINTING LIDAR WAS
OPERATED ON THE UW CONVAIR C-131A IN SCAR-B

University of Date Location Period that Lidar Comments*
Washington (1995) was Operated

Right Number_____________________(hhmmss, UTC)________________
1689 18 August North of BrazUia 180350-181027

1690 21 August EastofBrazilia 185540-190952 IBAMA prescribed bum.
191108-193113 Nice lidar depictions of

plume.

1691 23 August North-west of T42953-150532 Transit night (lidar operated
Brazilia for portion of flight)

1692 24 August North of Cuiaba 185911-190830 Lidar profile down length of a
plume, and a couple of
sections across plume.

1693 25 August North-west of 181500-184548 Diffuse smoke layer with
Cuiaba some structure.

1694 27 August North of Cuiaba 180714-181438 Some smoke layers.
West of Cuiaba 200655-201648

1695 28 August North-east of 173320-180055
Cuiaba 184630-194329

1696 30 August South-west of 133522-151837 Homogeneous smoke and
Cuiaba haze layer with a few clouds.

(cont)

* Based on in-flight observations of real-time lidar display.
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TABLE 14 (cont)

University of
Washington

Flight Number

Date
(1995)

Location Period that Lidar
was Operated

(hhmmss, UTC)

Comments

1697 1 September South-west of 130427-134044
Cuiaba

Very thin layer just below
aircraft, and then a
homogeneous haze layer to
the ground.

1698 4 September North-west of 150843-163242 Transit night (lidar operated
Cuiaba for portion of flight)

1699 4 September South-east of 182207-191246 Transit flight (lidar operated
Porto Velho for portion of flight)

1700 5 September South-eastof 192129-195817
Porto Velho

1701 6 September North-east of Porto 132803-134833 Thin smoke layer directly
Velho 142026-145958 below aircraft; below that a

haze layer, clear below that.

1704 11 September South-east of 140503-144938 Some haze and cloud, with
Porto Velho clear air below cloud.

1707 14 September North-east of 125010-132210 Transit flight (lidar operated
Porto Velho for portion of flight)

1708 14 September EastofManaus 174357-175646 Transit flight (lidar operated
for portion of flight)

(cont.)
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TABLE 14 (cont.)

University of Date
Washington (1995)

Flight Number

Location Period that Lidar
was Operated

(hhmmss. UTC)

Comments

1709 14 September North-west of 202900-215519
Maraba 221422-222343

Transit flight (lidar operated
for portion of flight)

1711 16 September North-east of 201605-203100 Lidar profile along length of
Maraba plume.

1712 17 September East of Maraba 135622-135934 Haze/smoke layers.
142053-143428

1713 17 September East-northeast of 202653-204837 Smoke layer and some cloud.
Maraba
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TABLE 15. LISTING OF PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN BY PETER V. HOBBS

(a) Roll Number 1

University of
Washington

Flight Number

1688

1688

1688

1689

1689

1690

1690

1690

1691

1692

1692

1692

1692

1692

1692

1692

(Continued on
Roll 2 below.)

University of
Washington

Flight Number

1692
(cont)

1692

1692

1692

Date
(1995)

17 August

17 August

17 August

18 August

18 August

21 August

21 August

21 August

No photographs. (Transit flight from Brazilia to Cuiaba. PVH not aboard.)

24 August

24 August

24 August

24 August

24 August

24 August

24 August

Date
(1995)

24 August

24 August

24 August

24 August

Photograph
Number

4

5

6 and 7

8 and 9

lOand ll

12, 13 and
14

15 and 16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

(b)

Photograph
Number

1,2 and 3

4

5

6

Time of
Photograph
(UTQ

1804

1925

1955

1813

1825

1850

1852

1855

1630

1706

1715

1725

1728

1729

1723

Roll Number 2

Time o’f
Photograph
(UTQ

1747

1836

1852

1854

Subject of Photograph

Group of small fires (north of Brazilia) on
which first measurements were obtained.

Last (4th) plume studied on this flight.

Last (4th) plume sampled.

Terrain in region where ER-2 overflew
C-131A (cerrado and trees).

Terrain in region where ER-2 overflew
C-131A (cerrado and trees).

Fire being studied.

Fire being studied.

Smoke from fire being studied-IBAMA
burn.

Smoke just north of Cuiaba (over INPE
building) while C-131A was profiling over
sunphotometer.

Cumulus cloud protruding above smoke.

Cumulus produced by fire.

Fire feeding the cumulus.

Cloud (with smoke) penetrated by C-131A.

Fires producing the cumulus

Smoke and cumulus cloud studied.

Subject of Photograph

Smoke plume sampled about 100 north of
Cuiaba.

Plume sampled north of Cuiaba.

Plume sampled north of Cuiaba.

Fires on hillside in study region.

(cont.)
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Table 15 (cont.)
(b) Roll Number 2 (cont.)

University of Date Photograph Time of Subject of Photograph
Washington (1995) Number Photograph

Flight Number (UTC)

1693 25 August 7 1812 Flat top of smoke. ER-2 overhead.

1693 25 August 8 1844 Terrain (trees and grass) in region of
measurements.

1693 25 August 9 1855 Terrain (transition from grass to trees.)

1693 25 August 10 1905 Terrain on which CAR surface reflectivity
measurements were obtained (mainly trees).

1693 25 August 11 1906 More typical terrain on which CAR
reflectivity measurements were obtained.

1693 25 August 12 1911 Shows clearer conditions at 3000 ft as
C-131A heads north.

1693 25 August 13 1919 Second area of forest on which CAR surface
reflectivity measurements were obtained.

1693 25 August 14 1920 Close-up of trees on which CAR surface
reflectivity measurements were obtained.

1693 25 August 15 1921 Close-up of trees on which CAR surface
reflectivity measurements were obtained.

1693 25 August 16 1957 Line of Fires to be studied.

1693 25 August 17 2000 Small fires in region.

1693 25 August 18 2001 Fire being studied.

1693 25 August 19 2010 Fire being studied.

1693 25 August 20 and 21 2016 Arrangement of fuel and burned lines.

1693 25 August 22 2017 Smoldering lines of fuel.

1693 25 August 23 2018 Regular lines of fuel and ash.

(c) Roll Number 3

Photographs from ground on weekend trip to Chapada (east of Cuiaba). Photographs 2-5 and 15-19 show
fire scar at side of road. Photographs 13 and 14 are good shots from the ground of a smoke plume.
Photograph 20 shows red sun setting behind smoke near Cuiaba.

(d) Roll Number 4

University of Date Photograph Time of Subject of Photograph
Washington (1995) Number Photograph

Flight Number (UTC)

1694 27 August 1814 Thin layer of clear air (blue) between thick
layer of smoke below and thin layer of
smoke above C-131A.

1694 27 August 2 1826 City of Cuiaba from the air.

(cont.)
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Table 15 (cont.)

(d) Roll Number 4 (cont.)

University of
Washington

Flight Number

1695

1695

1695

1695

1696

1696

1697

1698

1699

1700

1700

1701

1701

1701

1702

1702

1703

1703

1703

1703

1703

Date
(1995)

28 August

28 August

28 August

28 August

30 August

30 August

31 August

September

No photographs.

No photographs.

5 September

5 September

6 September

6 September

6 September

6 September

6 September

7 September

7 September

7 September

7 September

7 September

Photograp
Number

9 and 10

3

4

5

6

7

8

11

(Transit

(Transit

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

h Time of
Photograph
(UTC)

1650

1815

1819

1835

1352

1439

1248

flight from Cuiaba to Vilhena. PVH not aboard.

flight from Vilhena to Pono Velho. PVH not aboard.

2016

2020

1433

1554

Just before
landing.

2008

2012

1659

1736

1759

1813

1816

Subject of Photograph

Cloud just sampled over Chapada region.

Plume being studied.

Second shot of plume being studied. Black
puff of smoke from fire.

Third shot of plume being studied. Black
puff of smoke from fire.

Altocumulus overcast from above. C-131
profiling over sunphotometer in Pantanal.

Wispy altocumulus just above C-131A,
while profiling over sunphotometer in
Pantanal.

Haze over Cuiaba photographed from ground.

Cloud top in vicinity of sunphotometer in
Pantanal.

Primary forests in Pono Velho region.

Clear cutting on edge of forest near Jamari.

Madeira River near Rio Madeira.

Smoke plume penetrated.

Bum scar on edge of runway.

Uniform forested area above which we did
smoke-cloud interaction study.

Forested area over which C-131A was flying
in past hour. About 100 miles north of
Porto Velho.

Altocumulus sampled earlier in profile over
sunphotometer at Jamari. ER-2 overhead.

Reservoir near Repressa Samuel which
C-131 passed over during vertical profile.

Many fires near Repressa Samuel reservoir
over which C-131 did its vertical profile.

Many fires near Repressa Samuel reservoir
over which C-131 did its vertical profile.

Reservoir, islands, dead trees, etc. over which
CAR surface reflectivity measurements were
obtained near Repressa Samuel.

(cont)
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Table 15 (cont.)

(e) Roll Number 5

University of
Washington

Flight Number

1703
(cont.)

(Photos 2-16 on

1704

1705

1705

1705

1705

1705

1705

1706

University of
Washington

Flight Number

1706
(cont)

1706

1706

1707

1708

1709

1710

1710

1710

1710

Date
(1995)

7 September

ground at Porto

11 September

12 September

12 September

12 September

12 September

12 September

12 September

13 September

Date
(1995)

13 September

13 September

13 September

No photographs.

No photographs.

No photographs. (Transit flight from Santarem to Maraba. PVH not aboard.)

16 September

16 September

16 September

16 September

Photograp
Number

Velho.)

Photograp
Number

1

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

(0

1

2

3

(Transit

(Transit

4

5

6

7

ih Time of
Photograph

CUTC)

1820

1602

1737

1752

1758

1800

1835

1957

1627

Roll Number 6

h Time of
Photograph

(UTC)

1650

1700

1822

flight from Porto Velho to Manaus. PVH not aboard.)

flight from Manaus to Santarem. PVH not aboard.)

1418

1523

1527

1530

Subject of Photograph

Second shot of reservoir near Repressa
Samuel for which CAR reflectivity
measurements were obtained.

Plume in region being studied.

Fires of dead wood around reservoir at
Repressa Samuel.

First plume sampled for emission factors.

Smoke from first Fire studied with cloud on
top.

Good shot of first plume studied (brown-
orange smoke).

Good shot of cumulus being studied, smoke
below.

Grass fire being studied (fire past its peak).

Towering cumulus studied early in flight

Subject of Photograph

First plume sampled-slash burning
(flames).

First plume sampled.

Second plume studied-pasture bum.

Small fires (smoldering) in forest on which
emission factors were just measured.

Burned areas and white ash on ground, about
100 miles south of Maraba.

Burned areas and white ash on ground, about
100 miles south of Maraba.

Burned areas and white ash on ground, about
100 miles south of Maraba.

(cont.)
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Table 15 (cont.)

(f) Roll Number 6 (cont.)

University of Date Photograph Time of
Washington (1995) Number Photograph

Right Number_________________(UTC)

Subject of Photograph

(Photograph #8, taken on ground at Maraba airport, shows smoke plume.)

1928

1935

7

2024

2027

16 September

16 September

16 September

16 September

1711

1711

1711

1711

1711

9

10

11

12

1316 September

1711 16 September 14 2027

(Photographs 15-22 on ground in Maraba.)

1712 No photographs (PVH not aboard.)

Cumulus cloud above Fires studied,

Fire producing smoke in cloud being studied.

Smoke and clouds.

Clouds and smoke on which lidar profile was
about to be obtained.

Smoke layers above C-131 (not sampled)
pumped up by cumulus earlier in day.

Cloud produced by Fire (not sampled).

(g) Roll Number 7

University of
Washington

Flight Number

1713

1713

1713

1713

1713

1714

1715

1716

1716

1716

(Roll #7 photographs 9-15 on ground in Brazilia Rest of Roll #7 not used.)

Date F
(1995)

17 September

17 September

17 September

17 September

17 September

No photographs.

No photographs.

20 September

20 September

20 September

’holograph
Number

2

3

4

5

(Transit flight from Maraba to Pono Nacional. PVH not aboard.)

(Transit flight from Pono Nacional to Brazilia. PVH not aboard.)

6

7

8

Time of
Photograph
(UTQ

1937

1940

1950

1951

2033

1826

1907

1915

Subject of Photograph

Smoke layers lofted by cumulus during day.

Cumulus with brown smoke just below
cloud top.

Smoke layers.

Cumulus with banded smoke layers
(detrained?) at various heights.

Smoke layers. Cumulus produced by fire.

Smoke being studied. Flaming combustion
with some brown smoke.

Cloud to be penetrated.

Cloud being studied.
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